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Corporate philan~hropic initiatives are now part of a larger concept of corporurr sociul 

responsibiliiy. in which strategic donations p r o + m s  are desiped to further business 

coals. Using a combination of theoretical literature. semi-structured interview - 
methodology. and corporate and research reports. I. collected data on how corporate social 

responsibilip operates within nine large Canadian oil companies. This research focused 

on how philanthropy and business goals are Linked, how philanthropy can be measured. 

and what relationships exist between the corporate and not-for-profit sectors, .A central 

theme in the research is that corporate giving practices operate within a hndamenml 

tension. with shareholder and social responsibility values at the heart of an ongoing 

tension. The question of the inherent value of socialiy responsible corporate behaviour 

remains a salient question. and ties at the heart of the debate between those favouring the 

protlt motivated shareholder view and those espousing the values of socially responsible 

business practices. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction: The Business of Corporate Philanthropy 

*Corporate Social Responsibility. . . 
"is ubout creating betrrr relutionships and mertingfundamental communin nee&' 

"Is the glue in yottr corporation's reputation in sorien '' 

"Isn 'r ubour philunthrop~ nor is ir done out of rht! bottom of our hearts " 

-1nteniew Data 

The last decade has seen significant changes in the ways that corporate 

philanthropy is conceived of and suucrured in Canadian corporations. Corporate Canada 

has esperienced a marked shift in the way that businesses and their stakeholders think 

about corponte philanthropy. It has become generally acceptable to consider 

philanthropy as a legitimare corporate acthip. and moreover, as one that should be 

linked to other business functions. Corporate Social Responsibility operates as a 

legitimate business function-titles of individds involved in such activities include 

*National Director of Cummunit! Int'esrmcnt'. 'Coordinator of Cornrnunic and Public 

.\tTdirs'. 'Director of Communie Investment in Corporate and Community Relations'. 

amongst others. Such activities are no longer a *back ofice' kind of operation: rather. 

individuals involved in CSR operations receive similar treatment to that which other 

esecutives are accorded-benefits include I q e  tend offices on the prestigious top 

tloors of corporate towers. membership on executive level corporate committees. funding 

for seminar and contkrence mining. secretary support and in some cases. the help of an 



assistant. Working in CSR is understood to be a legitimate corporate position. in-line 

~ i i t h  other executive rank standings. However. speciticaily where philanthropic 

initiatives tit into the corporate structure remains a hotly debated question. Rather than 

using the term corporate philanthropy. corporations are now engaging the concept of 

L.orporurr social rrsponsibili@. in which businesses strive to find a balance between 

social and economic initiatives. Corponte donations activities that formerly fell under the 

auspices of philunthropy are now part of the larger framework of corporate social 

responsibility. .As the above quotes suggest. corporate socia1 responsibility (CSR). can be 

classified as neither a purely economic nor altruistic business initiative. If economic 'for 

protit' and philanthropic 'altruistic' motives exist at opposite ends of business' 

ideological spectnun. then CSR can be said to mist uithin the space that separates the 

two. and \vhat is signiticant about CSR rue the dynamics operating in that space. 

.Anthropologists who hats focused on gifting have examined the social 

si~nificmce of the exchange taking place. including how elements of prestige. ststus. and 

reputation tit into the gifting process. In anthropologicai terms. the thing given represents 

much more than sirnpiy the giti piven or the exchange taken piace: rather. the activit) of 

siving the gift is considered to be embedded in all aspects of that sociep's cultural fabric 

or understanding. Therefore. to take an anthropological approach to understanding CSR. 

it is possible to see it as something which is located within the corporate culture within 

which it takes place-a set of values and corresponding initiatives that are firmly 

embedded in that corporation's corporate culture. It is necessary to understand practical 

and s r m c t d  considerations of CSR such as how to give. rvho to give to. and how much 

to give them: howcxer. where it becomes anthropologically significant is in answering the 

Oil industq Rrpresenmives speaking on Corponte Socid Responsibilin. 



more complex questions of why CSR rakes place. how does ir relare to corporate allrzire. 

and what is [he sign(ficance of CSR beyond rhe corporareji-amework? 

.A critical starting point in addressing these more complex questions is in 

establishing a unifi.ing thread that the corporations in question (in this case Canada's oil 

industry corporations) share in common-that is. despite different industq 

specializations. corporate suuctures. and mission statements. what aspect of their 

corporate cultures do .Alberta's oiI induscrq- corporations have in common'? The simplest 

answer is that a unifying theme amongst such corporations is a mundare ro provide a 

prtqirtur shureholders. Therefore. in order to understand how CSR is played out within 

Canada's oil industry corporations it is necessary to understand the relationship benveen 

CSR practices and business goals. Xnd. assuming that protit-making is inextricably 

linked to business goals. the central question tvhich arises in this research is: Fhui is rhe 

rrlurionship henreen ~wrporare social responsibilig und btlsiness goals? 



CHAPTER TWO 

~lethodological Considerations: From Inception to Conception 

I proposed to take four months of field work to answer mv cenmi research question: 

what is the relrrtionship henceen corporute sociul responsibili~ and btrsiness goals:' I 

proposed ro use those months speaking to representatives from Alberta's oil indusq 

corporations and to representatives from non-profit groups. in order to discover the 

ansx-ctr to that central question and to gain an understanding of the issues surrounding 

corporate social responsibility in Canada today. 

Rescvrch Objectives 

The follouing comprised my central research objectives: 

To ~mderstrrnd the relationship henreen corporate social responsibilir). and btrsi~ress 
pouis 

To clerrrmine hou. corporate giving pructices can be meus~ i red in  terms of cumpaiLgn 
srrcc-ess. dollar value. corporate image. etc 

To guin a generul imndcrstunding ofthe relationship henceen the .Van-Profir sector and 
rlte C'orporations with whom they deal 

Research Questions 

The research objectives led me to form the tblIo\;ing research questions: 

Whut is the relutionship benrven corporate social responsibilin and business goals? 

Ho~i. can C-orporute Social Responsibility be measured? V%af kinds of measurement 
practices ore used? 

a R'har kind of relationships ais t  between rhe .Lbn-Proj2 and Corporare sectors? 



Method 

The specific methodology I proposed to use was the semi-smctured interview. 

This enabled me to prepare a list of interview questions that targeted my research 

objectives. ~vhile still allowing me the freedom to pursue a subject or conversation if it 

came up in the intenisw situation. -As well. this less structured interview allowed my 

informants to pursue any topic or area they felt to be important. rather than having to 

adhere to a smct regimen of pre-determined questions. Because each corporation was 

structured in a different way. the semi-structured approach gave me the flexibility to react 

to such elements such as inteniewi inteniewee cornpatibitit!. whether my prepared 

questions were in sync with that corporation's CSR initiative(s). and how willing a given 

representative tvas to discuss their company's CSR structure beyond what is immediatel? 

available to the general public. 

The strength of the semi-jtructurcd interview lay in the fact that. as a research 

tool. it allowed me to use questions which target the specific concepts that I am interested 

in. and provided me ~.lth lz tool that I could use in every intrniew situation. thus 

maintaining continuity in my measures. At the same time however. the semi-structured 

inten-iew provided me with a moderate desree of flexibilit); in the interview situation. 

Flexibility is important because. although my questions were carefilly formulated and 

considered they reilected my own perspective and were not alwiys completely in sync 

with the informant's experience with CSR. In this way- the semi-structured approach 

allowed me to consider a wide range of issues in my research, Weaknesses of the serni- 

h-tructured inteniew approach were that. in one or nvo situations. informants tried to lead 



the interview into areas that were not relevant to my research objectives. However. 

overall, I felt the semi-structured approach to be a veq  strong research tool. 

Interview Questions 

&%en i formulated my questions 1 organized them in terms of conceptual questions and 

interview questions. The conceptual questions retlected ideas that come out of the 

theoretical positions and were to inform the inteniew questions I asked in the inteniew 

setting. The lettered questions in each section have been matched to correspond to the 

same concept or idea. 

Conceptual Questions: 

How is corporate social responsibility structured in a given corporation'? 

b) hint is the corporation's CSR mandate'? -This m q  tell me rrhere their idea of' 

C'SR fits in wirh rhe httsiness litrrurlrre on rnurir.~rriunsjur csorporute sociul 

hehmiorrr. 

C )  What is their justification for that mandate'? -To shetllight on [heir idem trbazct 

~wrpomrt! suciul respon~ihilin und hrrsint.~ gouis. 

&;hat is the relationship benveen the suucrure and the mandate'? Do they appear to 

tit? 

-1s there ronLprmce henceen what they s q  und what they do? 

In what ways do those individuals associated with CSR in the corporation talk 

about corporate giving? . k e  there impiicit meanings? -.dgain. this mqv shed light 

on (heir CSR philosopb und where this fits. or does nor fir. with theoretic*ul 

positions un corporate giving. 

Do the ways they talk about CSR retlect what has happened in past campaigs? 

-=lguin. this m e  i/ltltrstrate whether there is congruence benveen \t.har they suy 

and what they do. 

h l a t  other departments are individuals involved in CSR practices in contact 

with? Do such relationships appear to have implications for their practices? 



-7Iis is ro determine what other business jirnctions philatlthropy is linked to. 

wherher there is a strong relationship wirh advertising, public relurions. 

communin relurions. erc. 

h) How does the representative from the corporation see CSR within a broader 

context'? What do they think the relationship is benveen corporate social spending 

and society? -This addresses the concept of corporute social responsibilin ho~r. 

rhar person views rhe role of corporure donuriorts in u broader conre-rt. 

i How does the problem of measurability get worked out'? Are there ways to 

determine or measure the success of a given initiative'? How does this work" 

!\'hat are the criteria for such measunbilit)? -This is ro uncormer how rhur 

corporarion upprouches the problem of memtlmbili~ 

j What have that person andlor corpontion's experiences been in deaIing with 

those persons andtor groups who receive monies? How do h e y  characterize their 

relationship with the non-protit sector'? Or conversely. how do representatives 

kom non-pro tit goups articulate their relationship \vith h e  groups from w horn 

they receive money'? -This is ro illlrsrrure hot,. the process oj'CSR oprrures. how. 

ure rhe rrlariomhips hmrrm those who gh+e t~nd [hose who rrcrire ure 

churucrrrized:' 

Interview Questions: 

a) Can you tell me about how Corporate Social Responsibiiity works in your 

corporation'? 

b) Does your cornpan! have a specitic corporate giving mandate or philosophy'? 

How does this work'? 

c ) h l a t  is the reason for this particular mandate? Wo wrote or came up tsith rhis 

philosophy'? 

d) How does that philosophy or mandate get played out in specific initiatives? Can 

you give me an example? 

e) Can you talk to me about CSR in general-how you see 



t) Can you talk to me about some past donations initiatives. what they consisted of. 

how they worked. what the end result was? 

g )  What other departments within your corporation do you have contact with? What & 

does this contact consist of? 

h) Can you talk to me about corporate social responsibility within a broader context? 

\\%at do you see as the role of corporate donations &or corporate social 

initiatives 1;lthin society? 

i) How do you know whether a particular CSR initiative or campaign has been 

successful? .Are there ways to measure success? How do they work? Can you give 

me some examplesi! Are there problems inherent in this process'? 

j) Can you talk about your experiences with those groups to whom you give to? 

How can you characterize your relationship ibith [he non-profit sector'? Can you 

give me some ssampIes based on past campaigns'? 

Sample 

Prior to commencing the research I had met tcith representatives tiom seven oil 

companies to discuss my research with them. the kinds of questions I might be interested 

in asking them. and to inquire as to the feasibility of conducting research at their 

corporations. By the time ot'proposai defense I had determined that I was going to be 

conducting semi-structured inteniews at the tblloicing corporations: Peuo-Canada. Shell. 

Trimac. PanCanadian. BP =\mace. .4Iberta Energ Corporation. and Nova Chemicals 

Corporation. Throughout the summer 1 dso  met uith and received permission to conduct 

inten-isws at TransXlta Suncor. Hunter Canadian. and Imperial Oil. From the first group. 

BP +Mac0 and Trimac did not work out_ leaving me \kith a sample of nine Canadian Oil 

Corporations. In addition to having met with those nine corporations. 1 also met with 

representatives from the United Way of Calgary. The Calgary Center for Non-Profit 

blanagement. The United Way of Canada Cuimnauts. Jones-Emery Barristers and 



.Associates. The Historica Foundation. The Canadian Center for Philanthropy. The 

Canada Conference Board, and Canadian Pacific. 

Constraints 

One of the primat?; methodological constraints lay in the fact that I was 'studying up'. 

Because I was previously unknotvn to each ofthe corporations whom I studied. 

accessibility became a paramount factor in how [ was able to conduct this research. 4 

participation and obsenation situation would have been ideal and ~vould likely have 

provided me with a significantly more in-depth look at how CSR gets played out in specific 

corporations. .Although nenvorking and corporate referrals played a critical role in 

determining which corporations I could 'get into'. being a relative stranger with no 

previous business contact in the corporations I was studying created a situation in which 

the issues of confidentiality and security seriousIy affected the levei of accessibility I had 

within the corporations. Furthermore. those corporate representatives with whom I spoke 

were otien quire high in the corporate structure. were very busy individuals and. at a given 

time. these representatives generally had no more than a half hour to an hour to spend with 

me. Thus. because of such constraints. conducting research other than by the interview 

process tvould have been next to impossible. 

Another central constraint in this research is the issue of corporate representation in 

my \Titten work. Because the oil industry companies in Calgary are in competition with 

each other. the degree to which h i s  research can identlfi. specific practices of particular 

corporations is limited. .Uthough. tiom a comparative perspective. the most ideal situation 

would involve an analysis in which 1 can identi@ and discuss specific corporations and 



their practices. this has not been possible. A fiuther constraint that emerses in this research 

are the issues of representation and trust. Pm of my data contain material that. depending 

on how it is depicted. could be potentially harmful to certain corporations' reputations. 

Because. as a researcher I have been entrusted with that material. it is my responsibility to 

ensure that any information that could be seen as damaging or detrimental to a corporate 

reputation not be linked to a specitic company. Public image and reputation are critical 

concerns of these oil industry companies and I have had to keep this in mind when 

discussing the specific practices of corporations. 

Although concerns of reputation management and public representation are not as 

critical for non-protit organizations as they are for the oil industry corporations. it is stilI 

important that. as 3 researcher. I respect what is contained tt-ithin my data and do not becrq 

the trust of any non-protit representative with whom I spoke. For example. if a given 

representative spoke about a company or the corporate sector in general in a way that ivas 

less than tlanering. I did not include those kinds of specitic details within my anal~sis, 

n u s .  because of these concerns of representation. reputation. and confidentiality [ have 

organized the w3? I discuss my data in the follo\iing manner: 

.Jn unu(rsis disctlssion rhat does nor icfenr* specific corporutions 

.-ln uppendir rhar ozrrlines the C'SR prucric-es of specific c.orpurutiom 

Methods in practice 

Using such a methodological approach was useful because the semi-structured 

inten-iew provided a structure for me to use while in the interview situation. However. I 

hund. more often than not, that I did not adhere to the interview schedule in any specific 



way. It became immediately clear to me that some of the informants were nervous 

talking about their corporations with me. and that the more formal I made the interview 

situation. the less information I was going to receive. .At one corporation. the 

representative with whom I met actuaIly questioned wheher I was a student and seemed 

to think that I might be working for another corporation. This issue of formality also 

relates to the informed consent sheets that I had originally proposed to have signed in 

every interview situation. [ became aware at once that using such forms was going to 

cause me some degree of difficult> because the forms created an air of distrust and 

uneasiness in the intenie~v siruation. Some of the comments about the forms were "what 

does this form mean" and "does this mean you can repeat everything I tell you". Due to 

the guardedness that appeared to result fiom using the consent forms. 1 decided that 

establishing a verbal agreement as to my intent in the intcniew was a satisfactory 

practice. In addition to choosing the verbal over the \\Titten consent method. I chose not 

to record my inteniews for the same reason. It seemed logical to me that if the prospect 

of signing an intbrmed consent docurnent created an air of uncertainty with my 

informants. that tape-recording the intenirws would have also posed problems for the 

informants. This was a disappointment to me as I am aware, from previous research, that 

tape-recorded conversations can be very rich sources of data. However. in this case I felt 

that the disadvantages of using a tape-recorder outweighed the advantages. 

In order to further facilitate a less formai interview environment. I generally 

approached each interview siruation by asking the first two questions fiom the interview 

schedule. "Cun you tell me about how Corporate Social Responsibtliry ~~torks in yo fir 

corporcrrion? " and "Does yozrr cornpay hme a specific corporate giring mandate or 



philosophy? How does it work? " and proceeded with the interview depending on the way 

the individual answered those questions. Usually there was some variation in the 

responses to these questions and I tried to follow their responses as they related to my 

research questions. For example. in one case. an informant was talking about their 

corporation's CSR program and finished off the sentence with ". . . and that's how it 

works . . . it's got to be that way because we have to think about the business at hand and 

obviously about shareholder value'.. Because that statement was directly related to one of 

my research questions (what is rhr relurionship henrren corporufe social responsibilih 

unri hicsinrss gouls? ) it made more sense to follow with '-can you tell me more about 

that?" than to go on to the next question simply because it was on the list. That situation 

clearly illustrates the benefits of using the Iess structured approach. 

Of course. in other situations being able to use the interview schedule was a 

welcome structure to depend on. 1n a few interview situations it seemed that I could not 

establish a fluid dialogue with the person. regardless of whether I asked the same 

questions in different tvays. or whether I asked them to expand on a very short answer by 

saying "can you expand on that more--. Granted. creating a comfortable and smooth 

dialogue tvith an informant is made easier by being a practiced interviewer and being able 

to draw on such \veil-practiced skills: however. as in any conversational setting. 

personalit! and pre-conceived notions about the situation can &ect the way in which the 

situation unfolds. Despite the fact that I found those interviews where I was able to 

generate a conversational rather than interview-like feeling more effective in getting at - 
my research objectives. in the few situations where a conversational-like feel could not be 

created. I definitely found the structure of the interview scheduIe to be advantageous. 



Therefore. the data that emerged from using such a methodology is a collection of 

hand-written notes that I took in the interview situations. In most instances I reviewed 

my notes a s  soon as possible atier meeting with the informant and typed up those notes 

including any opinions. comments. and feelings that arose in this reflective process. In 

addition to having this collection of hand-witten and typed retlections. 1 also received a 

great deal of literature from my informants in the form of annual reports. magazine .- 

articles. newspaper clippings. and in the case of the non-protit sector. a rich array of 

research papers and articles on the subject of CSR. The annual reports that I received 

from the corporations were extremely useful for two reasons: not only did the); enable me 

to compare what the corporate representatives told me with what is in those documents. 

but they also provided me with concrete examples of what such corporations consider to 

be public information. The research papers and articles that [ received from The Canada 

Conference Board and from The Canadian Center for Philanthropy have also been 

extremely critical to this research-these documents retlect what are the cutting edge 

research issues in the area of CSR and have helped me think about and find answers to 

some of my core research questions-some of the answers being ones I did not receive in 

the intrniew situations. 



CHAPTER 111 

The History of Corporate Social Responsibility in North America 

There is an extensive body of business literature ha t  speaks to the evolution of 

business philanthropy (Carroll 1999: Campbell et al 1999: Smith 1996: Stroup 1987: 

Burlingame 1994). Prior to 1954. in the United States it was not possible for public 

companies to make contributions unless they were "in direct relation to their 

shareholder's best interests" (Stendardi 1992:21). The Smith Manufacturing Company 

Case of I954 established a law caIled the "business judgement rule" which made it 

possible for corporate managers to make contriburions that. in their judgement. would 

promote the corporation's interest (Stendardi 19922 1 1. That ruling established corporate 

philanthrop~ in law. and from that point on a debate over the leyitimacy of philanthropy 

as a corporate activity ensued. Two sides to the corporate giving debate emerged-there 

are those who believe that corporations need not engage in philanthropic behaviour. and 

those who consider phiIanthropy to be one of a corporation's social responsibilities (see 

Stendardi 1992). 

.A kev notion for understanding the histoq of corporate philanthropy is corporare 

sociui respunsihilin (CSR). The concept of CSR is essentially one which considers what 

responsibilin- corporations must take towards the societies in which they operate. Carroll 

( 1999) maintains that tbrmal tt-riting on the question of CSR is most useful in the last 

ti@ years. Since the early 1950's. theory. research. and practice surrounding CSR have 

become central topics in business research. By looking at the historical context of CSR 



one can better understand how contemporary ideas about CSR especially the notion of 

enlightened self-interest. have come into existence. 

It is clear that earlier conceptions of social responsibility differ quite sharply from 

today's standards. In the 1950's. business social responsibility was considered as simple 

as "to make a protit" or as vague as "to pursue those policies . . . which are desirable in 

terms of the objectives and values of our sociev" (Carroll 1999:270). Some definitions 

of CSR in the 1960s included: i) "an interest in politics. in the welfare of the community. 

in education. [and] in the 'happiness' of its employees" (Davis 1960: 12)): ii)"look[ing] 

beyond the tirm's narrow economic and technical interests" (Davis 1960: 12): iii) and 

"recogniz[ing] the intimacy of the relationships between the corporation and society and 

realiz[ingl that such relationships must be kept in mind by top managers as the 

corporation and h e  related goups pursue their respective goals" ( Davis 1960: 13 ). 

Davis ( 1960) arzued that "some socially responsible business decisions can be 

justified by a long. compIicatcrd process of reasoning as having a good chance of bringing 

long-run economic gain to the firm. thus paying it back tbr its socially responsible 

outlook" (Davis 1960:70}. This statement is of particular signiiicance because. in this. 

one sees the beeinnings of the more modern union benveen socially responsible 

behaviour and business marketing. However. the matriage of these two concepts does 

not happen in 1960. Throughout the 1970's and 80's definitions of CSR were worked and 

re-worked. and during this time CSR was primarily conceived of in terms of business 

performance. Some definitions of CSR included a "social responsibility [which] states 

that businesses c a q  out social programs to add profits to their organization" (Johnson 

I97 1 : 54). and "social responsibilities [as] more of an attitude . . .a philosophy that looks 



at the social interest and the enlightened self-interest of business over the long run as 

compared with the old. narrow. unrestrained short-run self-interest" (Steiner 197 1 :I#). 

-Although the beginnings of this modern notion of CRS are present as early as 1960. it is 

not until the late 1980's that there is a real movement towards the marriage of marketing 

and social responsibility. that is. towards the kl ief  that philanthropy can be used as a tool 

in creating positive marker vaIue. 

Of central importance for the modem conception in which socially responsible 

behaviour and marketing are joined is the idea of enlighrrnedself-inreresr. The principle 

of enlightened self-interest brings together the ideas of social responsibility in general. 

and corporate philanthropy specifically. In essence. the notion of enlightened self- 

interest comes out of two beliefs: i) that because corporations exist in a society they are 

responsible to that society. anti ii') that socially responsible behat iour such as 

philanthropy will provide a corporation ~vith a general benetit at some point in the future 

(see Strndardi 1992). Benefits include the hope that if the corporation is construed as a 

sociall> responsible corponte citizen. and such an impression can be created through 

philanthropic activities. empio~ses would be more inclined to work for that firm. 

customers would be more likely to buy the firm's products. municipalities would be more 

inclined to be hospitable to the tirm located in their borders. and governments at all levels 

would be less inclined to regulate (Stendardi 1992:33). Smith ( 1994) refers to this 

process as the "the n1.o w-qv streer" approach* process in which the goal is to establish 

a dynamic relationship benveen firms and society. specifically a partnership through 

which the interests of both can be met (Smith 1994: 109). 



Much business research has been conducted which studies under what conditions 

business giving takes place. how such transactions are socially constructed. and the 

converse ways in which different corporate structures affect the way that companies give 

(see Cotrev and iVang 1998: Galaskietvicz 1997). Galaskiewlcz's (1997) research on 

corporate philanthropy behaviour in h~limesota is theoretically significant because he 

situates his analysis in relation to three theoretical perspectives: agency theory. resource 

dependency theop. and institutional theoq (see Galaskiewicz 1997: 4 6 4 8 ) .  Agency 

theorists believe that corporate giving is most closely tied to the principle of conrrol and 

that research must focus on the decision-making structures in the firm and how different 

forms m i l l  affect corporate giving. Resource dependency theorists believe that corporate 

cii,ing is good because it  lends credibility to the corporation in the eyes of the - 
stakeholders' thereby stabilizing the firm-stakeholder relationship. Research intluencrd 

by dependency theon analyzes and measures the wavs that company stdcrholdrrs feel 

about and view corporate giving. Finally. institutional theon- maintains that charitable 

contributions are greatly intluenced by normative processes-that the firm. managers. 

directors. and emplo~ees are embedded in social systems that exercise ronsidenbie 

pressure on them to give. 

Galaskie~lcz states that. based on his research findings. institutional theon. 

perspectives are most clearly supported in research on corporate philanthropy.' He finds 

that companies gave more money to specific charities if the company thought that such 

charities were providing essential services. were an outstanding organization. or the 

' X dieholder is any person who is affected by the company--namely employees. customers. the 
comrnunin.. persons who have stock in the company etc- 
- Of note is the fact that Galaskiewicz is a sociologist not a business scholar. His sociological background 
likely intluenced his belief that corporate v i n g  is primarily a socially mediated process. 



company used the organizations themselves. He further suggests that ties to the local 

community. corporate 'old-boy' netst-orks, and the notion of enlightened se!f-interest were 

key factors in how a company's giking practices are determined. I would argue h h e r  

that those studies which use agency and dependency t h e o ~  must still consider that 

philanthropy takes place in a social context. Wether the focus of inquir?; is on the 

relationship benveen tirms and stakeholders as in dependency theory. or on decision- 

making structures \ithin companies as in agency theory. it is clear that the essence of 

such relationships remains social-i.e. how they are socially constructed and mediated in 

the business situation. From an mthropological perspective. the most saIient positions 

coming out of the business literature on corporate giving are those of instit~irionul and 

stukekolder theon.. which see corporate giving practices as the socially embedded 

txhaviours that form the tirm-stakeholder relationship. Giving credence to institutional 

theory perspectives is critical because the ideas contained in institutional theory are 

\\here the business literature on corponte giving most clearly meets \kith sociological 

and anthropological perspectives on the gift. 

Furlong's b ( 1994) work on corporate sponsorship and Drumwripht's ( 1996) work 

on advertising nith a social dimension make the point that both of these practices invoIvc 

s close link benveen social responsibili~. corporate image. and business profit. 

Drurnwight makes clear that advertising tvith a social dimension is much more 

complicated than straight economic advertising because resistance to this form of 

advertising is stronger. time commitments are much longer. stakeholders often do not 

understand the objectives. and social campaigns are more dificult to measure (see 

Drumwright i 996: 77-79). Certainly there is an element of social responsibility involved 



in "social" advertising campaigns: however. Furlong makes the point that "the modem 

perception of sponsorship [and I wouId argue other philanthropic types of behavio~lil is a 

commercial arrangement in which there is an exchange of benefits . . . promotional 

benetits [which] result in increased product awareness and enhanced corporate image . . . 

it could be said that sponsorship is merely a form of advertising. With the purpose of 

increasing product awareness and ultirnateIy sales" (Furlong 1994: 16 1 ). Furthermore. the 

fact that the literatures on corporate sponsorship and social advertising talk about the 

same issues (corporate image. stakeholder interests. business profits. social responsibility. 

stc.) as do those of CSR and philanthropy suggests that advertising. sponsorship. and 

philanthropy are concepts that are theoretically and practically linked. 

.Another idea that is present in the business literature on philanthropy is the 

subject of tax incentives and nhat kind of m.r breaks corporations receive when they give 

money andior donations to charih. Notwithstanding the significance of studying the 

ways in which philanthropic practices are determined by the social contexts in which the? 

occur. it is crucial to acknowledge that there is a direct link befiveen the value of 

corporate donations and the amount of tax deductible income that a company can claim 

during that tax year (see Baumol 1970: Fr?; s t  al. 1982: Navano 1988: Webb 1996: 

Zippay 1992). In her analysis of the ways that ditTerent forms of corporate giving affect 

tax incentives. \Vebb ( 1996) makes c i a  that it is not simply the social context in which 

giving takes place that is si~pificant: she iIlustrates- by examining private sector donation 

ta.u laws (see United States Government 1969). that the manner in which donations are 

channeled to charin; at'fects mu benefits and company profits. 



In the early 1990's an idea called the 'nvo-way streetw approach to corporate 

philanthropy became the new way in which to think about business giving (see Smith 

19941. This -nvo-way street' approach holds that businesses who eive philanthropically 

do so with the expectation of a return in the tbrm of marketing power. public andfor 

community visibility. and improved reputation (Smith 1994: 1091. Implicit in this 

approach is that companies who give do so \kith the expectation that they nil1 receive a 

form of return and that because of this they see themselves as involved in an exchange 

relationship. .And. while the return on this kind of exchange is dificuh to substantiate, 

more and more corporations are beginning to see a relationship benveen this 'txvo-way 

sueet' approach to philanthropy and increasing the bottom line. This shift in thinking 

about corponte philanthropy did. in no uncertain terms. set a path by kvhich corporate 

social rrrsponsibility has become a legitimate business issue. %hat ~vas once called 

corponte philanthropy has evolved into 3 concept called Corporate Social 

Responsibility--one that is v e p  much tied up in the stakeholder relationships that form 

the core of business practice in large North .ber ican corporations. 

This shift in thinking about corporate giving practices has not only been 

significant in legitimizing corporate social responsibility issues as viabie business 

concerns: the shift ~vhich has brought to the forefront the smtegic nature of corporate 

eiving dso  has important implications for the anthropological study of giving practices. - 
By acknowledging the strategic nature of corporate gifts. and by recognizing the way in 

\vhich planned donations are linked to the expectation of some kind of return. corporate 

donations actixities can be included in the realm of exchange practices. inchding those 

ha t  were studied by anthropologists such as Mauss and Malinowski. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

The Anthropology of the Corporate Gift: 
=Inthropological.4pproaches to Gifting and Exchange 

The anthropological study of corporate giving requires that two hndamentallq- 

different fields oC inquiry be brought together-those of business management and 

mthropological theon.. %%ere corporate philanthropy and the anthropological meet is 

over questions of a relationship between corporate culture. i.e. the tvalrs in bibich 

economic decisions are mediated by a certain kind of business culture. and what such 

decisions suggest about the social and economic context in which business and 

philanthropic acthities take place. There is a rich and varied anthropoIogica1 literature 

on giving pnctices-anthropologisfs and sociologists such as blauss, Levi-Stnuss. 

hIalino\vski. and Douglas have focused on the role that giving piays in social systems and 

more specifically have looked at notions ofeschange. reciproci~. status. and honour as 

insstricable parts of giving exchanges. 

.Although , L Iq  Douglas began tb~ting about gifting and exchanging much later 

than classic giA and exchange theorists such as blauss and Levi-Strauss. it is important to 

start sib 11- Douglas because of her insistence on the subject of free gifts. Douglas 

( 1992) suggests that one must not confuse donations tiith gifts and suggests that "there 

are no fie g i b  in a particular place . . . the whole idea of a h e  gift is based on a 

misundemanding" c Douglas 1992: 155). Underlying these ideas is the principle that in a 

tier gift situation the giver does not expect anything in renrm that by giving up such an 

espectation any ties between the two parties are lost and that a gifi that fails to generate 



solidarity is a conuadiction (Douglas 1992: 155). Thus. in taking to heart Douglas' 

ar-munent that there exists. in no form or fashion, a I'ree gift. one comes to the 

undemanding that a gift is part of a "total system" that uanscends the spiritual. social. 

material. economic. and religious parts of society (Douglas 1992: 156). 

In this it is possible to see CSR as part of a total system. one that involves a 

gift. but is in fact embedded in all aspects of the social system. Douglas states that "the - 
[gift] system wouId not be total if it did not include personal emotions and religion" 

(Douglas 1992: 157). [n the business context it may be more tiuithl to think in terms of 

value systems than reIigious factors: however. what is ofsiyiticance is the basis that 

motivates the gift--the essence of which is based upon the value system of that sociep. 

This tits in iiith the n1.o-rcq srreer upprouch to philanthropy in that it has its core in the 

idea that gitis are not free. but rather part ot'a relationship in which return expectations 

play a role (Smith 1994:109). 

tn his classic analysis of gifting practices in non-western societies. The Gifi. 

bIauss contended that the exchanges taking place in archaic societies were part of the 

"rorul socia1 phenomena" of society. and that gifting could only be understood as linked 

to "religious. legal. moral. and economic" institutions ( blauss 1967: 1). bfauss suggests 

that. in theory. gift giiing is voluntw. but goes on to say that "the accompanying 

behaviour is forma1 pretence and social deception. while the transaction itself is based on 

obligation and economic self-interest" (hfauss 1967:l). What becomes clear is that. for 

hlauss. the concept of economy is not a natural category. He states that "there has never 

ssisted. either in the past or in modem primitive societies. anything like a 'natural' 

economy" (blauss 19675). hiauss maintains that markets are not established among 



individuals. but rather that it is groups. who carry on exchange. and moreover. who do 

not simply exchange "goods and we&. real and personal property. and things of 

economic value. They exchange rather courtesies- entertainments. ritual military 

assistance. women. children. dances. and feasts" (Mauss 1967:;). Furthermore. he 

contends that the "system of ford presrurions" (Mauss 19673). that is. the exchange 

system that is embedded in the total social t'stbric of socieq, is fundamentally a mord 

contract in which there are bvo equaIly important obligations. the duty to give and that to 

receive (kIauss 1967: lo). 

In The Gifr %Iauss uIks about the gifi as properp. possession. and piedge and in 

terms of understanding gifting as a form of display or imaging. In the tirst. bIauss 

conccnds that "the gift received is in fact owned. but the okknership is of 3 particular kind 

. . . it includes many legal principles . . . it is at the same time property and a possession. 

a pledge and a Ioan. an object sold and an object bought. a deposit. a mandate. a mst:for 

it is only given on condirion rhur ir will he used on hrhulfof: or rrummirrrd iu. rr third 

person. the remore pcirrner" (klauss 1967:221 titaiics mine). h l a t  is critical in this 

understandins of the gifting process is that there are conditions based on the reception of 

the gift, that is. that it is given in trust. and that. at some point in the extended future this 

gift will bs transmitted to a third paa;. or a remote partner. Thinking ot'thc gift process - 
in chis !Lay is salient for ctvo reasons-tiatly because it speaks to the fact ha t  when 

companies donate goods or monies to charity groups they are doing so under the belief 

that the donation. or returns tiom that donation. wilI ultimately come into the hands o f  a 

third p m .  i.e.. persons \t-ho benefit from charitable goods. and secondly. because 

thinking of philanthropy as a process that extends beyond the immediate company- 



charity relationship comes closer to the idea of gifts and exchange as part of a total social 

system. not simply an isolated relationship knveen corporations and the charities with 

whom they are associated. 

The second idea gifting as a form of imaging or display. is linked to the 

embeddeddness of the concept of honour in the gift exchange. Mauss reflected on the 

North American West Coast Indian institution of the potlatch in which the themes of 

honour and credit are of paramount importance (bfauss 19673-1). He suggested that 

through the potlatch the distribution of goods is the hdarnental act of public recognition 

in all spheres. including rnilitarq.. legal. economic. and religious (Pvlauss 196759). h l a t  

can be extended to git'ting in the corporate context is the idea that gifting is about 

imaging. that is. that the gifts one gives dirttctiy influence one's status in society. What 

blauss' study of the potlatch makes clear is that. as in the hlelanrsian and Polynesian 

context that he describes. by throwing a potIatch the giver acquires a form of credit both 

economically and socially speaking. and inscribes in the receiver the absolute obligation 

to repay-"failing these obligations . . . etiquette is violated and rank is lost" (hlauss 

1967:X). The potlatch example illustrates the way in which gifting atTects one's status in 

societv. and furthermore. that the gift does not necessitate an instant repayment. but 

nther. imbues the giver with a form of credit that can be collected at a later date. This 

last point is significant in terms ofthe corporate context because. as Smith ( 1994) makes 

clear. the 'new' corporate philanthropy does not imply a direct _rive and receive 

relationship. but rather one in tvhich companies are playing "a leadership role in social 

problem solving by tirnding long-term initiatives". ones in which recognition and 

reputation become long nther than short term benefits (Smith 1994: 105). 



Like blauss. Lrvi-Strauss sees exchange as part of the social fabric that 

constitutes society. In his The Elemenran Smcrrrres ofKimhip. he refers to Mauss' 

work in the Pacitic and agrees that indeed. in such societies exchange events are "a total 

social fact" and are at once "social and religious. magic and economic. utilitarian and 

sentimental. jural and moral" (Levi-Strams L969:52). As well. in his analysis of nine 

exchanging in Southern French restaurants Levi-Straws maintains that. as in the non- 

western exchange that klauss smdied. the exchange itseif transcends social and economic 

spheres and wine is seen as a "social cornmodit)." ( Levi-Straws 196958). He suggests 

ti,uther that gifting can "constitute a means-normal or privileged. depending on the 

croup-of transferring goods, or certain goods. and that these gifk are not otTered - 
principally or essentially with the idea of receiving a profit or advantage of an economic 

nature" ( Levi-Stnuss 196953 ). This idea is a key one when thinking about the corporale 

context because. as I have argued above. \\;hen firms donate monies. services. yoods etc. 

they do not primarily sspect a tangible (economic) return. but rather foresee a non- 

tangible return that will result in improved reputation and hopehlly in a s-onger market 

power (Smith 1994). 

Of further relevance is Lrvi-Strauss' idea that in the exchange processes of 

primitive s o c i e ~  (his term) "goods are not only economic. but vehicles and instruments 

for realities of another order. such as poxer. int'luence, sympathy. status and emotion: 

and the skilful game of exchange . . . consists in a complex totality of conscious or 

unconscious maneuvers in order to p i n  security and to p a r d  oneself against risks 

brought about by alliances and rivalries" (Lehl-Stmuss 196954). Clearly it is necessary 



to consider the context which Levi-Straws refers to: in the corporate sphere security and 

risk are no doubt different than that of the Eskimos (his term) he was writing about. 

However. it is certainly the case that in the business world. ideas of risk and 

security are realities worth considering. One contemporary corporate/non-profit 

relationship that iliustrates this idea of risk brought on by an alliance is that which existed 

benveen the American corporate giant AT&T and Planned Parenthood of .America. In 

1990. after having supported Planned Parenthood for ctose to two decades. AT&T made 

a corporate decision to pull their support of Planned Parenthcod because of that 

organization's growing affiliation with a Pro-Choice position in the debate on abortion 

rights.' .-\lthough ,AT&T did not hold an otficial public position on the abonion debate. 

their philanthropic link to Planned Parenthood of .America was sufficient to bring on 

negative press tiom the Christian Action Council and other Right to Life groups. Not 

only does the XT&T situation support Lrvi-Strauss' idea that certain alliances can bring 

risk to a participating party. it also illustrares the way in which CSR initiatives can 

become embedded in social and/or political agendas that are completely separate fiorn the 

corporate business contest. 

.As the global marketplace grows. competition and customer power are increasins 

and are making corporate image dl the more critical. The concepts of exchange and 

alliance are also useful in discussing philanthropy in the corporate context. In their 

article on tinance capital acquisition strategies, Carroll and .Alexander ( 1999) make clear 

that corporate alliances. in the form of nenvorks. have a significant intluence on 

achieving tinancing-and in his articie on corporate giving in Minnesota Galaskiet\icz 

See Levy I999 and Hirnmelstein 1997 for an in-depth discussion of the ATkT,' Planned Parenthood 
situation. 



(1 997) suggests that corporate networks are a significant factor influencing levels of 

corporate giving. 

Social exchange theory may also be %it%l for thinking about conceptions of 

business philanthropy. Ekeh's (1974) analysis of two traditions in social exchange 

theory-the British individualistic and French collectivisitic forms-is useful tbr 

considering the corporate context. The development of social exchange theory came 

about in the context of a polemical interplay benveen these two traditions and Ekeh 

suggests that these nvo approaches to social exchange theory are largely the result of 

differences borne out of two revolutions: the British industrial revolution and the French 

revoiution (Ekeh 1974::). He states that ditTerences in the nvo traditions of social 

exchange theory \\ere not simply due to cultural processes. but also to the underlying 

religious world-viens in each country. 

Without getting into a drawn-out discussion of the theoretical polemic that came 

about between the nvo traditions, it important to draw some general distinctions between 

the two traditions. The individualistic tradition considered exchange to be an economic 

behaviour. where actors involved in exchanges are motivated by economic and 

ps~chological, rather than social and moral determinants." Conversely. the French 

collectivistic approach viewed exchanges to be fundamentally social behavioun, 

mediated by institutionalized definitions of societal norms and values. and operating 

beyond the level of the individual( s ) involved in the exchange. Because the exchanges at 

work in corporate social responsibility behakiours operate beyond the IeveI of the 

individual actors involved. CSR influenced exchanges fall more clearfy under the 

- - - 

' This is but a vep brief and general summar); of the British Individualistic approach to euchang-for an 
in depth discussion of this tradition see Ekeh 1975. 



collectivistic approach to exchange than the individualistic. Furthermore. as I will Wue. 

in such exchanges the social value of the exchange exceeds the economic value. which 

W e r  supports the idea that the corporate context fits more clearly with a collectivistic 

approach to exchange. 

The collectivistic tradition in social exchange theory is taken primarily tiom the 

work of Levi-Strauss. Two assumptions are central to Levi-Strauss' brand of social 

exchange theory: i) social exchange behaviour is human and therefore sub-human 

animals are incapable of sociaf exchange. and ii) social exchange is a supraindividual 

process-individual self-interests may play a part in the social exchange: however. they 

cannot sustain the social exchange process ( Ekeh 1974:43). Levi-Strauss saw exchange 

as a primarily social. rather than economic behaviour. .As he states in The Elemenruq. 

Srr~tcrrrres of Kinship: "it is the exchange which counts and not the things exchanged 

( Levi-Stnuss 1969: 139). Key in the coilectivistic approach is the idea that individuals 

engaged in exchange do not create norms and values. they carry with them 

institutionalized detinitions of these norms and values into the exchange situation (Ekeh 

1974:46). Levi-Straussian colIsctivists argued that there was a principle of reciprocity 

involved in the exchange process-a mutual reinforcement by groups of their actions. 

and behaviours based on the equalip of exchange between the members. This differs 

tiom &laussf moralir). of social exchange which posited that sociai exchange processes 

yield for the larger sociep a m o d  code of behaviour which acquires an independent 

existence outside the social exchange situation, and which informs all social. economic. 

and political relationships in society (Ekeh 1974:58). hithough they differ in their 



approach to exchange theory. both Levi-Strauss and IbIauss see society as a principal 

determinant in regulating social exchange behatiours. 

According to Levi-Strauss the principle of reciprocity involved in the exchange 

situation could be divided into nvo categories: resrricted exchange and generalized 

exchange (Ekeh 1974:58). In restricted exchange "the nvo parties to the social exchange 

transaction benetit each other directly but do not receive or give to any other party as part 

of the social exchange situation" (Ekeh 1974:s'O). ConverseIy. generalized exchange 

operates on the principle of what Levi-Suauss termed "univocal reciprocity" (Ekeh 

1974:52). In generalized exchange. groups rather than individuals exchange. reciprocity 

is neither direct nor mutual. and it operates on the Iaw of extended credit in which the 

major attribute is trust. therefore engendering a high degree of social solidarity ( Ekeh 

1974: 53-58). Generalized sschango may be more suitable for the corporate context 

where exchanges are not direct or mutuaI. Moreover. they do operate on a tbrm of credit 

which 1 would argue becomes the case when improved reputation and image is the long- 

term expected return. I would also argue that trust is a mediating factor in the corporate 

situation as the parties involved. that is. the corporation. the non-protit group. those who 

benetit from non-protit senices. and the over-arching societ)- within which this takes 

place. are operating under the trust that each will retain a given benetit from the 

transaction. It would seem for all intents and purposes that it is an exchange between 

groups in the generalized reciproci~ sense. Figure I illustrates how such an exchange - 
lvould take place in the corporate sense: 
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Figure 1- 
Tbe Corporate Social Responsibility Exchange: 

Collectivistic Generalized Exchange 

.-Is Figure I illustrates. \\;hen thinking about exchanges that operate within CSR 

behaviour. the position of generalized exchange which comes out of the collectivisric 

model is extremely usefui because it suppons the context within which these corporate 

behaviours take place: where groups rather than individuals are exchanging, where the 

reciprocity involved is neither direct nor mutual. and where the exchange is based on a 

form of extended credit and trust. 

.-I funher concept that relates to exchange relationships is the notion of 

reciprocip. Lsvi-Stmuss ( 1969) and Gouldner ( 1960) taIk about the ways in which 

reciprocal relations are embedded in exchange processes. Leti-Strauss suggests that 

"reciprocd gifts constitute a means-norm& or privileged depending on the group-of 



transferring goods. or certain goods. and that these gifts are not offered principally or 

essentially with the idea of receiving a profit or advantage of an economic nature" (Levi- 

Strauss 1969:53). He goes on to state that "goods are not only economic commodities. .. 

but vehicles and instruments for realities of another order. such as power. influence. 

sympathy. status. and emotion" (Levi-Straws 1969:54). These points are significant 

because they support the idea that philanthropic practices transcend the economic and 

become. rather. social behaviom that are linked to notions of power. intluence. 

reputation . and emotion. Furthermore. Levi-Strauss' sratement that reciprocal relations 

are not conducted primarily with the expectation of a finunciul return is critical given my 

argument that the "two way street" approach to philanthropy (a  partnership in which the 

interests of both tirms and charities can be met) is the prevalent approach in corporations 

at present and that philanthropy may bc: based less on direct economic return than on the 

espectation of social benefits (Smith I99-F: 109). 

Gouldner's discussion of the norm of reciprocity 1ikev.ise raises some important 

issues tbr my research on business iving. He states that "as shared social rules. 

reciprocity is a key inten-ening ~a r i abk  through which social rules are enabled to yield 

social s tabi l i~" (Gouldner 1960: 161 ). This statement supports the idea that exchange 

practices are an inherently social phenomenon and cannot be considered strictly in 

economic terms. However. Gouldner's work is most salient is in his discussion of 

unequal exchange relations. Gouldner talks about unequal exchange in terms of 

"institutionalized exploitation" or "reciprocity imbalance" (Gouldner 1960: 165 & 167 

respectively ). He compares two traditions which deal with the notion of exploitation in 

social systems. one coming out of Comte that mas developed by Durkheim. and the other 



coming out of him. According to Gouldner. the Comteian tradition approached 

reciprocity throu& its emphasis on the division of labour. viewing reciprocity as a major 

source of social cohesion: whereas the Marxist tradition emphasized the lack of 

reciprocity where the exploitation of labour takes place (Gouldner 1960: 167). However. 

in terms of corporate philanthropy research. Gouldner's ideas about complemenrariry and 

vuiur as they relate to unequal exchange are more significant. 

Gouldner suggests that complementarity connotes that "one's rights are another's 

obtigations. and rice versa" (Gouldner 1960: 169). In the one sense it could be correct to 

suggest that a corporation's ohligurory gift becomes a non-protit organization's righr: 

however. in the opposite sense. stating that it is the corporation's right to give and h e  

non-protit's obligation to receive does not ring true. Such a relationship does not imply a 

rice vrrsu status. but rather. in terms of an unequal reciprocal relationship. one party's 

obligation becomes the other's right. Two critical questions arise-is the fundamental 

nature of what is being exchanged different. and if so how does one calculate value. or is 

the exchange comprised of the same nature but in terms of different values? Gouldner 

uses the terms hereromorphir. and homeomorphic reciprocity to discuss the notion of 

value in exchange. In heteromorphic reciprocity equivalence means that the things being 

exchanged may be concretely different but equal in value and in the case of 

homeomorphic reciprocit);. exchanges would be expected to be concretely alike. in terms 

of the things being exchanged or the circumstances under which they are exchanged 

( Gouldner 1960: 172). It is clear that in the exchange relationship that takes place 

benveen corporations and charities. the nature of the exchange is one of heteromorphic 

reciprocity. Because tangible goods such as monies. senices. equipment etc. are given in 



exchange for such non-tangible goods as reputation. recognition. marketing power etc.. it 

would be impossible to consider the vaIue of the exchange in terms of anything other 

than a heteromorphic reciprocity, Heteromorphic reciprocity is a key concept in 

positioning the notion of value ~cjthin the t'z;tmework of unequal exchange theory as it 

relates to the concept of ruille of'r.rchunge as a memurable category in the exchange 

taking place. 

Finally. the notion of commodity vs. gift goods must be addressed (see Carrier 

1992: P m  & Bloch 1989: Weiner 1992). Carrier ( 1992) suggests that there are two 

distinct kinds of goods: hose that are alienabIe rtnd those that are inalienable. He 

suggests that "gitis are inalienable. they are to some extent parts of persons" and that. in 

contrast commodities are aIicnable, and comprise of "objects of abstract bundles of 

utilities and values ha t  are precisely not unique" (Carrier 19921 25-1 26). In their 

volume on money and exchange. P a r p  and Bloch ( 1989) offer a much more critical 

perspective ~vhen they suggest that one of economic anthropologyts weaknesses has been 

to rely. too stringently. on this dichotomy between gift and cornmodin.. -4 common 

theme coming liom the Parry and Bloch coIlection is the critical message that the 

concepts of gift and cornmodin' need not necessarily be separated-that. indeed. 

cornmodit) relations can m c e n d  a m o d  order. and that in order for economic 

anthropology to be successhl. ~ v e  must "shift our focus from a consideration of the 

meanings of money, to a consideration of the meanings of whole transactional systems" 

( P m  & Bloch 1989: 3). 

The questions which must be addressed are how the ideas located in 

anthropoIogicd and business discourses come together-how is it usehl to combine such 



perspectives and how will such theories ultimately contribute to this study of CSR? 

Wkere the anthropological and business theories complement each other are generally in 

areas that the other does not address. The business literature provides both a practical 

and an intellectual histop of corporate philanthropy practices and research to date. 

-4lthough much of this work is not hi@! critical. it provides the necessary historical base 

tiom \vhich this research can proceed. Because this has been a little researched area in 

anthropology. there is no anthropolo~cal body that covers this same subject. In addition 

to being widely cited in the business literature. Smith's (1994) work on the nvo ~ruy  sfreef 

approach to philanthropy and Stendardi's (1992) concept of enlightened xeFinteresr hate 

been key in providing a link t x n w n  business and anthropological nays of Looking at 

CSR. These positions have been central for my research because. b!: combining social 

responsibility and business interests uithin corponte philanthropy behat iour. it has been 

possible to think in terms ofan exchange where corporations can potentially receive a 

return for their g ih .  and in terms of a business situation where it is acceptable to 

combine those two concerns. This marriage of business goals and sociaI responsibility 

~\hich I hate argued embodies an exchange relationship. iniluenccrd my decision to look 

at the advertising literature. as well as some of the kinds of anthropologicd theories 

n hich I chose to review for this project. 

Ck3at 1 took from Smith and Stendardi's works is the idea that corponte gods or 

clconomic factors cannot be separated from CSR or social aspects of business &-hen 

looking at corporate philanthropy. CSR practices exist within the overall structure of 

business. 1 belieye both hlauss and Doughs' ideas about a toiol qsfern d a t e  to this 

notion of the embeddedness of the social and economic. Furthermore. I think the v e q  



intangible nature of crchange in this new kind of philanthropy. the arena of CSR relates 

to Levi-Strauss' point that gifting can be a means where gifts are not offered principally 

or essentially \kith the idea of receiving a profit or advantage of an economic nature" 

(Levi-Stnuss 1969:53). Corporations may give with the idea that they will benefit from 

this behaviour in the hture; however. a direct economic return is not the kind of 

exchange that takes piace. 

The literacure on advertising suggests that advertising with a social dimension is 

much more complex than purely economic advertising. Drumwight ( 1996) suggested 

that the main issues that arise in advertising campaigns with a social dimension are: 

stakeholder resistance to the noneconomic nature of social advertising. resistance among 

company management. and a problem with evaluation techniques. However. despite 

these problems. he also contended that socially motivated advertising remains a cntical 

way of building companl image. especially in a business world ivhere consumers expect 

companies to behave responsibly (see Drumitright 1996:77-79). What is clear is that the 

literature on socially motivated advertising and CSR raise similar issues and tend to ask 

the same questions. It ivould seem then. that advenising is very much linked to CSR. 

i t t i l e  the business theon: otTers a historical description of the development of 

CSR and philanthropy practice. there is not the critical analysis that anthropological 

theory generally offers. The anthropological theory of gifting and exchange however. 

relies on the tnditional distinction benveen cornmodin; and gifi giving in which 

economic and moral obligations are considered separate. The set of assumptions about 

commodi~:economic:conactual vs. giftlmoral/social transactions which underlies much 

of the theop in economic anthropology is not very usem for thinking about this CSR 



which is predicated upon a union of social and economic interests. The most efficient 

way of thi ding about these prspectives has been to use the contemporary work of Smith 

( 1994) and Stendardi ( 1993) as a base from \vhich I could apply more critical ideas 

and/or questions hat  come our of the economic anthropology texts on giving and 

exchange. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Corporate Social Responsibility: Business and Sociee 

Chapter Three focused on the history of Corporate Social Respansibilie in North 

America and Chapter Four considered the implications of using the concept of CSR 

within an ~thropologicaI tiamrwork. .At this point it is important to chid about 

Corporate Social Rrsponsibility in a broader perspective so that ive can understand it 

beyond its theoretical implications. 

-4s of yet- ct standard or universal definition oiCSR has not been agreed upon. 

hiany ditl2rrnt bodies are conducting research and holding roundtable sessions and 

confermcss In an r.t'tbn:~o determine what is meant b? CSR and where precisely it fits 

into the corporate tvorld. The Canada Conference Board. The Canadian Centre for 

Philanthropy. the Voluntq Sector Roundrable. and the World Business Council tbr 

Sustainable Developrnen~ (U'BCSD) are rt few of the many organizations who are 

cunmtly in\,olved in issues surrounding CSR. Despite a significant grotkfi in the 

appreciation of the importance of CSR in business circles in the last ten years. concerns 

t h a ~  CSR has no clear business benefits continue to he1 a debate as to the validity of CSR 

initiatives being included in business practice I i%BCSD 1998:'). Representatives tiom 

the one side fear that businesses are being asked to rake on social responsibilities that 

should be handled b~ the government and inditiduaI donors. tvhiIe on h e  other side. 

tiew-s are heid which support the idea that CSR strategies serve to parallel corporate 

vaiues uith social needs and r d t  in improved reputation and increased public support 



(WBCSD 19982). There are no dear answers to this debate and groups such as the 

WBCSD do not exist for the purpose of enforcing how CSR should be played out in the 

corporate sector-however. they have oRered some guidelines as to how businesses can 

understand CSR at a practical level. 

The WBCSD held a series of Stakeholder dialogues around the world in an 

attempt to grasp the concept of CSR at a globaI level. The result fiom these sessions tvas 

a working group on CSR which produced two reports ( 1998 and 1999) that summarize 

the results from these itorld\vidc assemblies on CSR. In the first working report on CSR. 

the UBCSD described CSR as 7he ethical behaviour o f a  company towards sociee. In 

particular. this means management acting responsibly in its relationships with other 

stakeholders tvho have a legitimate interest in the business-not just the shareholdersm- 

( UBCSD 1998:3 1. Another detinition that cams out Iater that same year stated that 

"corporate Social Responsib~lity is the continuing commitment by business to behave 

ethically and contribute to economic development while improving the qualic of life of 

the workforce and their families as xelI as the local community and society at large" 

( UBCSD 1998:j). -4 further definition locates CSR within a context of sustainable 

development in which CSR is one of three components in a sustainable development 

approach to business. The model is a s  folloxvs: 
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Figure 2- 
Corporate Social Responsibility within Sustainable Development 

.-l\lthough researchers. CEOs. and the general public have not been able to 

generate a definition of CSR that extends across corporate. social. and political borders, - 
ivhat has become clear is that CSR is an issue of centnl concern. debates on the matter 

have gro\\-n significantly in the last decade. and CSR issues are currently at the forefront 

of substantial research in the business world. The question then is why the interest in 

CSR has gr0Lb-n so rapidly in the last ten ?em. Well-knorm industrialists like Rockefeller 

and Carnegie began 'cIassic' individual philanthropy as early as the turn of the last 

century hotvevsr. the question of business philanthropy did not become a paramount 

concern until the relatively recent past. The MrBCSD suggests that the political mood of 

the 1980's. which led to a shrinkage of state responsibility, created a situation in which a 

radical re-thinking of the role of business in Western society took place (WBCSD 

I998:6). Likewise. Chns Pinne!-. director of the Canadian Center for Philanthropy. 

suggests that Canadian society has undergone major changes, namely a downloading of 

responsibiIi~ from the government to civil society. Pi~e:- states that the social contract 

which exists between the government. public. and corporate sectors bas shifted. the result 

being an increased responsibility on business for funding the non-profit sector. He talks 



about two dynamics taking are currently changing in the corporate world: i) the concept 

of business- license to operate in society. and iil the idea of shareholder value and how 

such d u e  is created. 

If we take Pinnev-s argurnenr to be correct. then one can see the existence of a 

definitive link benveen the emergence of CSR issues in the business world and the 

changes that have taken place in sociep-s social conrrocrs. Xioreover. is it actually 

possible to see that this process has occurred if we compare the situation in the United 

Kingdom (UK) with that of North America. Under Thatcher. a restructuring olthe state 

occurred much earlier in the UK than it did in North America and. as a result. ideas and 

perceptions concerning the role of business and CSR have evolved hrther in the UK than 

in Canada and the United States. This fact is supported in the conference program that is 

currently being circulated by the Canada Conference Board for its annual CSR 

conference taking place in April 2001. which states h a t  "the United Kingdom is reputed 

to be 15-20 years ahead of any other nation with respect to corporate social 

responsibility. Canadians need to look at what is happening in the United Kingdom as a 

possible blueprint for rhr future of CSR in Canada" (Canada Conference Board 2000: 

h n o : . : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v . c o n f e r e n c e b o ~ d . c ~ c o n D O  1 Cornrnuni~-Pro.hun). Shell International is a 

clear example of this case. Wl i Ie  both SheU Canada and Shell International are actively 

involved in CSR initiatives. Shell International which is based in the UK. has been very 

much a part of the NBCSD's working sessions on CSR and has adopted leading-edge 

ideas on CSR and its role in the business place that are more aegressive than those of 



Shell ~anada.' When I discussed this with Elvia Picco. Shell Canada's Cornmunip 

Affairs Coordinator. she suggested that Shell Canada sees Shell International as an 

outstanding example in CSR practices and is working towards implementing similar 

leading edge initiatives to those that Shell International is currently involved in. 

Thus. it is in this new era. one in which a new kind of social contract is being 

proposed. that CSR finds itself in Canada. .As stated. this new social contnct is based 

upon a scenario where govenunent tbnding of the non-profit sector has lessened with the 

expectation that corporate funding of the non-protit sector \till increase.' Such 3 contnct 

might look as follows: 

R c c i p m r l  
Partnership 
Fnmccrork 

~ & t u r  S ~ C  tor 

\Irnapcmcnt & .Services 

Needs 

Figure 3- 
The New Social Contract 

.According to Pime!. unlike classic philanthropy which was less strategic in nature. an 

underlying notion behind the contemporary philanthropy of CSR is that there is an 

engagement talking place in which a reciprocal relationship is at work. It is no longer the 

case that operating under the law or creating shareholder value is the minimum 

Shell International has been involved in much of the World Council for Sustainable Development's 
mearch on CSR including stakeholder Dialogue xssions (see WBCSD: 1998: Watts % Holmr 1998: 
Watts % Holme 1999). 



responsibility for businesses in socien;. Rather. there is an expectation that there are no 

longer any common rules by which corporations operate and that what constitutes 

shareholder value is changing. 

The changing dynamics of business' license to operate in society and how 

shareholder value is created ate key influences in the recent and rapid evolution of 

corpcjrate social responsibility in Canada. The political climate of the 1980s. which 

resulted in governments moving away from the funding of the nor for protit sector. set the 

stage for a significant change in \\hat Canadians expect tiom the corporations that 

operate in their communities. k l e r e  it was once accepted that business responsibility lay 

in creating shareholder value. there is now an expectation that corporations are obligated 

to be responsible to the societies in which the); opente. .According to the hIillemium 

Poll on CSR which conducted a study of over 25.000 people in 23 countries. 'Bvo out of 

three citizens want companies to go beyond their historical role of making a protit. 

paying taxes. employing people and obeying all laws: they want companies to contribute 

to broader societal goals as well" ( Environics International Ltd 1999:'). Furthermore. a 

I998 suney conducted by the CCP's Imagine campaign stated that Canadians believe 

that 20?0 of charitable revenues come tiom corporations. and that this number should 

increase to 3090 in the future-whereas in reality corporate contributions tbm less than 

1O.o of charitable revenues (see Imagine Fact sheet-No 1 : 

http: w\s\b.ccu.ca irnarrinc ~ublications fact-1 .htm). These statements are critical because they 

retlect that tirst d>namic that Pinney talked about. that business' contract \kith societ); has 

" .According to a 1998 survey conducted by the Canadian Centre for Phiianbpy. Canadians believe that 
corpontions should increase their commitment by one third in the future (see imagine F a r  Ske+:Vo I :  
httD:\ww.ccp.ca imz ine  ~ublicationsi fact-I .htm). 



changed and that the general public now expects corporations to do more than simply 

make a protit and follo\v the law. 

The first change. of increased corporate responsibilities in society. is directly 

linked to the second corporate shift-the concept of shareholder value and how it is 

created. Shareholder value is the value of the shares that are held by a corporation-s 

shareholders. and creating shareholder value is at the core of any company's business 

goals. However. as corporations' social responsibility records become increasingly " 

important to the s o c i e ~  and the communities within which they operate. the concept of 

srukeholder r~~ilce. that is the value that all people who are affected by a given corporation 

(employees. customers. the cornmunit).. etc.) see in the corporation. is becoming a critical 

business issue that can directly affect shureholder vllre. According to the Conference 

Board of Canada. "stakeholder intluence [has become] important enough to cause a shiti 

to a more inclusive management style that gives equal consideration to the interests of all 

stakeholders" creating a view of CSR that includes all "activities and practices affecting 

key stakeholders" (Choquene & Khoury 2000:2). -4s such. corporations are expected to 

take into consideration the needs ofthe communities in rvhich they operate. the 

individuals whom they employ. the customers whom the? serve. and all other groups that 

are atrected by the corporation. In terms of creating shareholder value. the question 

becomes not 'what \bill happen if we integrate CSR within our corporate Framework'. but 

rather 'what ivill happen if we don 'r integrate such initiatives into our framework'. -4s 

- 
the director ot'a large oil company's corporate giving program states about CSR. "it 

No company 1 spoke with a m l l y  has a program named the -corporate giving program': however. for 
purposes of contidenrialip [ will not in this section. name specific programs. 



isn't so much what you see. it may in fact be what you don't see. . . you don't notice a 

clean house. but you sure notice a dirty house" (Interview Data). 

Therefore, if we consider the creation of positive stakeholder value to be an 

intrinsic part in creating shareholder value and these in turn to be a part of the larger 

concept of CSR the key to undersmding the larger significance of CSR is to consider 

how the concepts of stakeholder and shareholder value are engaged in actual corporate 

social responsibility practices and to look at the kinds of value perceptions that are placed 

on these CSR initiatives. Although the research that is currently being conducted by 

large organizations such as the bBCSD, the Canada Conference Board. and others is 

taking place with the aim of illustrating a positive relationship between shareholder value 

and CSR. it is important to note that there are dissenting beliefs which would hold that 

oest. a such a relationship does not and should not exist. As the interview data will sug, 

tension benveen these two positions on CSR does exist. and has created quite a 

substantial gap within the corporations that t studied-a space within which much of the 

CSR operations takes place. 



The Value of Social Responsibility: Understanding Corporate Decisions 

From the many discussion-st?;le interviews that I conducted with oil industry corporation 

representatives. it became ciear that there are distinct and prevailing themes surrounding 

corporate perceptions of corporate social responsibility. While different companies 

engage the concept of CSR in different ways. the core issues reflected in the data do not 

differ signiiicantly tiom corporation to corporation (please see Appendix .A for an in- 

depth CSR profile of each of the nine corporations whom I studied). 

Table L-Summa~ of Corporate CSR Profiles 

Cornpan) , Formal Profile i .Areas of CSR Suppon I 
Petro-Canada Yes I 1.1.3.4.5 

i 
, Shell Yes i 1.3.4 
I 

PanCanadian Yes 
i 
11.3.5 
I 

! i 1 

I .ac Yes 1 1.2.3.5.6.7 
1 
I 

Nova Corporation No I 1.2.5-6 

i I 

S U ~ C O ~  Yes I 1.3.5.6.8 
I 

I I I i 
' Imperial Oil Yes / 1.4.6. 1 

I I 
I i 

Canadian Hunter Yes I l.1,4.6,7 

i ! 
i 

..\reas of Support: 

1 = Education 2 = HraIth 3 = Environment 4 = ,Arts % Culture 
5 = Employee VoIunteerism 6 = Community DeveIopment 
7 = Civic Development 8 = Aboriginal Relations 



In considering the data it is not only important to analyze the themes that emerge. 

but also to look at the implications that are suggested by the emergence of such themes. 

One of the key questions to be addressed is the reiationship betsveen this data and the 

anthropological approaches to giving practices that were explored in Chapter Four. Does 

the data support anthropological positions such as Mauss' which suggests that gifting and 

exchange behaviours are imbued with elements of status. prestige. and self-interest'? Or. 

does the data suggest something altogether different-that the corporate giving context 

operates on fundamentally different value systems than those which were described by 

Levi-Stnuss and btauss:' Furthermore. what does data reveal about CSR? What values 

take precedence over others? Do corporate approaches to CSR reflect one belief. or do 

different and possibly contlicring tensions emerge in this work? By considering four 

primary themes in this data I address the central research objective. rmnderstunding rhe 

relutiunship henvrm htisiness goals and CSR. and consider the anthropological 

signiticance of corporate donation beha~iours. 

The key themes that emerged in the interview data on CSR are: i) the relationship 

between CSR rind business goals: ii) the concept of community investment: iii) the 

concept of reputation management: and iv) the probiern of measurability in donations 

initiatives. These themes represent different stakeholder interests-however. taken 

together. they allow us to consider the wa? in which CSR relates to the corporate 

structure as a whole. In order to understand the CSR process. it is important to explore 

the ways in which these themes interrelate with CSR practices and to corporate 

operations in their entirety. 



The Relationship between CSR and Business Goals 

Understanding the relationship benveen CSR and business goals is a critical aspect in 

considering how CSR works because the dynamics of this relationship determine. to a 

large extent. the direction that CSR policies and practices take. The simplest statement 

which can be made in regards to social responsibility and business goals is that they are 

inextricably linked to one another. Each ofthe nine CSR profiles (see Appendix .A) 

makes clear that corporate social responsibility initiatives are vely much tied to business 

functions. .4n example of such a [ink is the way in which CSR education initiatives focus 

on industry related learning. From a business perspective it makes sense to h d  industry 

related learning initiatives because the students that presently benetit from such programs 

Lvill become part ofthe pool from which corporations recruit hture employees. .A hrther 

example of this link can be found by looking at the environmental initiatives that are 

present in almost every large oil company's CSR protile. .As one corporate representative 

suggests: "the public has the perception. in a way. that we're making all this money and 

that the environment may be sutTering because of it . . . making sure that the public sees 

our commitment to the environment is redly a top priority in mainmining the public's 

loyal@ to our particular brand (Interview Data). I t  is important to notice that the 

emphasis is placed on using environmental initiatives to secure brand loyalty-not on 

promoting environmental responsibility. 

ho the r  example ot'the relationship benveen CSR initiatives and business goals is the 

degree to which employee preferences influence the direction that CSR takes within a 

given corporation. In every corporation operating with a CSR profile. employee opinion 
b 

has played a role in shaping the initiatives within that particular profile (Interview Data). 



According to one corporation's employee-relations specialist. "employee involvement 

plays an important. if not critical role in the business working of [this corporation] . . . the 

pride and involvement that employees feel about this company is definitely linked to 

business performance" (Interview Data). .According to that representative. having 

employees involved in the CSR process (by means of donating to employee preferred 

causes. providing 'matching employees' donations* incentive programs. and supporting 

employee volunteerism) not only aliows employees to feel involved in the CSR process. 

but also results in improved employee pertbrmance. which in turn creates increased 

business performance. 

.-\s the above examples suggest. the link between CSR and business functions can be 

easily illustrated. However, it is imponant to acknowledge that this relationship is 

neither simple nor direct and that there are seven1 different factors mediating the way in 

which such a relationship is played out. -4s one corporate donations ot'ficer states: 

"corporate social responsibility operates in the '_yay area' that exists behveen the two 

poles of philanthropy and marketing'?Interview Dacal. This representative suggests that 

"the tension behveen marketing and cornmunit?. investment is very real. and it is easy for 

the lines between the two to become marred (Interview Data). It is in these tensions- 

that is. at the points where different needs and priorities intersect-that we get beyond the 

CSR packages. as they are so clearly oudined in Appendix A. .hd getting beyond the 

external CSR protiles is critical because it is possible to see the ways in which CSR 

behaviours are bound ~ l t h i n  the corporate culture in which they take place. and to see 

moreover. that CSR is much more than a corporate protile. Therefore. rather than 

J 1 will use the term corporate rlonarions oflcer to refer to any employees directly involved in corporate 
Funding initiatives. irregardless to their specific corporate title. 



addressing specific CSR initiatives and discussing the degree to which rhcy might or 

might not reflect business goals. I will use the idea of this rension between business goals 

on the one hand. and philanthropic goals on the other. and consider the social 

responsibilityi business goals relationship in relation to the other themes that were 

outlined above. 

The Concept of Community investment 

The concept of commtmi& imstment speaks to this idea of a tension benveen 

business and altruistic motives. The language of imesrmmt. which is used to talk about 

community donations, retlects that tension directly. The term community investment. as 

in the sense of a financial investment, implies meanings which include increased value. 

long-term viability. and of course. the idea that a return will come out of that investment. 

Csing the language of investment to discuss and label CSR initiatives is important 

because it provides a semantic link between hvo conflicting corporate responsibilities- 

chat of behaving ethically and giving back to the community. and that of making a protit 

for the shareholders. .As a marketing executive suggests: "bridging the difierent needs of 

business goals and CSR can be done very easily . . . the trick is not to commercialize 

[social initiatives1 like you would marketing. get local media behind it and it will enhance 

the corporate brand ( Inteniew Data). She states that "there is a very tine line" in how 

to treat a social cause: '-you must talk about corporate social responsibility in such a way 

that you make it a shareholder value initiative and a good corporate social responsibility 

initiative" (Interview- Data). 



-4s this marketing representative's statements illustrate. in terms of business 

functions. it is critical that the language used to discuss CSR tread that line of appealing 

to shareholder value while at the same time remaining a 'good CSR initiative'. This 

retlects what the corporate donations officer said about the line between marketing and 

altruism. that because CSR operates within the e m m e s  of pure philanthropy and pure 

marketing. the lines between the nvo can become foggy and must therefore be attended to 

carefully. Both the corporate donations and marketing representatives suggest that it is in 

the intersection of these two areas of interest chat valuable CSR initiatives can take place. 

From a philanthropic donations perspective. the corporate donations otEcer talked about 

a bur-part model ~vhere zeognphic needs. business concerns. social responsibilities. and 

consumer expectations come tosether to create a situation where "a real synergy is 

created at the intersection of those points" (Interview Data). Likewise. the marketing 

representative talked about "the importance of creativity in tine-line initiatives such as 

CSR . . . if you can create a situation where different needs come together then it is 

possible to create brand value while promoting socially responsible behaviour" 

(Interview Data). 

This language does not only portray CSR's potential benetits on an internal 

corporate level: the language of investment also seeks to illustrate the concept of 

increased value on a community Ievel. .As one corporate representative suggests. "it's not 

so much about the actuaI CSR but about how you communicate your C S R  (Interview 

Data). &%at becomes important is the message which stems from a given CSR 

initiative-and this message must resonate a sense of increased community value. For 

esample, as another corporate representative vrih extensive community-level experience 



makes clear. '"the key ttith giving to communities is to create a (corporation name) legacy 

. . . it really has to be a movement to\vards a sustainable initiative so that the cornmunit); 

receives long-term value. and you won-t get that when you think in terms of a single 

donation" (Inten-iew Data). The use of investment language. which re tlrcts ideas of 

sustainabilin. and long-term planning are present in the CSR profiles where terms such as 

-partnership'. 'capacity building'. 'conservancy'. 'collaboration'. and 'community 

co~ect ion '  are used to describe CSR initiatives (see Appendix -4). 

&%at is interesting is that the same tensions that exist benveen balancing business 

goals and socially responsible behaviour in CSR policies are present in the movement - 
towards promoting the image of increased community value to the community. .As one 

corponte repressntati~.e who is active in corporate-community relations suggests: "there 

must be a balance bet\veen giving back to the community ~iilthout it looking like a 

business objective". and as another corporate representative makes clear. "the community 

looks at (that corporation) as a major corporation that can make things happen . . . it's all 

about building relationships t;lth communities and corporations. but at the same time our 

initiatives must build corporate _mhW (Interview Data). Both of the above quotes 

speak to the idea that despite the presence. both internally and externally. of increased 

value perception. that business and social objectives continue to operate in tension to one 

anoiher. 

Reputation Management 

The increased value that comes out of corporate community investment has the 

potential to create relationships where a winlttin situation is created--one where the 



needs of both rhe community and the corporation are met. As much olthe i n t e ~ e w  data 

suggests. CSR is linked to business operations and to the goal of creating increased 

shareholder value. Community investment works to that end by creating miationships 

benveen corporations and communities-and the desired end of such reiationships is a 

good corporate reputation. The term repzrma~ion managemenf lvas frequently cited in 

discussions about CSR and the €ollo\iing comments made by corporate representatives 

illustrate some of the ways that CSR and reputation management are linked: 

i -'Part ofdoing business is about reputation. . . and when you-re involved in 
corporate social responsibility you're involved in reputation management." 

i "CSR is the glue in your reputation in your community." 

"CSR is a critical ppart in building corporate reputation.-' 

--The brand created at the crux of philanthropy and marketing lies at the heart of 
reputation management." 

-1ntrniew Data 

.-In important distinction to be made is in the positioning of reputation 

management relative to CSR. Increased reputation is cenainly one of the goals of CSR 

initiatives: however. it is criticd to see that while corporate representatives are talking 

about reputation management in the context of CSR that CSR is in actuality part of 

reputation management as a larger \vhoIe. The t'olto~~ing outlines how this positioning 

takes place: 



Corporation 9 
Business Strites 

Reputation \lanagrmcnt 9 
Stakeholder Relations 9 

CSR Initiatives 
Shartholder Relations 
Employee Relations 
Conflict l\lanagement 

Figure 4- 
The Positioning of CSR in Corporate Operations 

Such a tiamework allows us to see CSR tcithin the larger corporate structure and ro see 

the Lvay in which CSR bchaviours relate to and connect tiith various other. and perhaps 

contlicting. business functions (such 3s shareholder relations. employee relations. conflict 

management. stc ). .According to a senior oil company ssecutive. undemanding how these 

ditTerent business functions relate is critical because "the strategies in the dit'fsrent 

departments need to support each other . . . tfie outside world's perception of [that 

corpontionl all comes tiom separate nodes and those nodes can't be sending out mixed 

messages'- ( Inten-icw Data). 

In this lvay it is possible to u n d s m d  CSR initiatives as one pan of corporate 

reputation management. as one of the 'nodes' that operates as part of a larger whole. 

This relates back to the question of the underlying tensions that operate within CSR 

initiatives-between git-ing back to the community while at the same time maximizing 

increased shareholder value. .As that corporate executive suggests: 

ditrerent groups within the company are going to emphasize different 
things . . . the environmental p u p  will be taking about enviro~lental 
safety. the corporate donations peopIe will talk about responsible business. 



marketing's going to appeal to h e  consumer. and investor relations are 
nilturaIIv going to bs talking about protitability . . . at some point the reps 
from these departments need to come together so that they're supporting 
each other's messages and their messages are supporting each other and 
that the different interests don't appear to be in conflict i\ith each other. 

-Interview Data 

Therefore. what appears to be the case is not so much a movement towards establishing 

congruence benveen the goals and strategies coming from i\ithin each department. but 

rather in establishing congruence in the messages that each group sends out. In essence. 

corporate reputation management connects to alI corporate tirnctions-orponte social 

wsponsibiIip being one of those activities. 

Furthermore. reputation management is not simply a practice being talked about 

in corporate boardrooms. the subject of reputation management is at the forefront of 

business research today. -4s business analyst Ken Gofion suggests: "the w o  core 

elements of reputation management are measurement and communication" (Gotion 1999: 

1 ). The above discussion noted that in reputation management. the importance of 

cornmunica~ion lies in promoting a unitied corporate image that appeais to a range of 

stakeholder groups. bIeasuremsnt. on the other hand. is involved in establishing 

benchmarks that can track progress and make the link between corporate repmation. the 

CSR behaviours that promote these good reputations. and share value. 

The Problem of >Ieasurabili@ 

M y  o m  data suggests chat the concept of measurability in CSR has been met with 

significant problems in the corporate world. The most formidable obstacle lies in 

creating a measurement tool that can provide quantitative evidence that a positive 

relationship exists between socially responsible behatiour. good reputation. and 



increased shareholder value. ,iUtfiough only three of the nine oil corporations that I 

researched have tackled the measurement problem by instituting some kind of formal 

measurement process, every corporate donations officer with whom I spoke cited 

measurability as 3 concern and talked about the need to establish measures for socially 

responsible behaviour. 

The follot\ing table outlines to extent to which measurement processes have been 

instituted nirhin the corpontions that I studied? 

Table Two-%Ie;lsurement Practices of Corporations 

CORPOR4TION FORMAL I TOOLS USED TO ,MEASURE CSR PR4CTICES 
hIE.-tSUREMENT I 

I 

PETRO-C.iS.4D.4 j Communin: P m e n h ~ t ,  Ekaluatlon Tool--Litmus Test" ' 
YES assessment roo1 which assesses the sultabtltn of PC's non- ' 

/ protit support with its CSR goals. 
HL\TER NO Media Covmge. 

~~~~~~~SADIAS NO : Focus gmups in HR media coverage. S: coverage in 
, Financial Post. 

;\EC NO ; Feedback h m  employees in tield. 

TRAZISALT.4 NO Empiobee percepttom feedback. gmuth of organlzatton. & 
mecdonI informalon. 

151 PERI.4L YES Spcific smes of 5 questtons rchlch assess cornpat~blllr) of 
1 non-pmtit support wtth Impenai's CSR poiic~es. 

SL YCOR Metncs for Foundation Partnersh~ps-Formal assessment 
YES tool which measures the d e ~ m  to uhlch a non-profit 

organ~zat~on's mandate retlrcts Suncor's CSR goals. 
SHELL NO Ernplo!ee perception. media co\erage. S: e\enr 

panIctpatlon numbers. 
\OI %COUP YO Employx feedback 8: medla cokerage. 

C.4S.4DLAS h i e c r  Outcomes Starus Rrwrt--Comprehensive wrinen 
P.4CIFIC (CPI YES evaluation too1 for non-profit organizations. which I 

assesses the succrss of the o m p m s  which CP has funded. I 

-As Table One suggests. the measurement of CSR practices has not been widely 

developed ~bithin the companies that [ studied. Only one third of the nine oil ind- 

- - - - 

"4lthough CP does not operate in the oil and gas industry. the company has conducted much research and 
development in the area of measurabilip. Various oil company representatives recommended that speak 
to CP's donations representative. Sheila Carurhers. repding CP's measurement practices. 



corporations have formal measurement systems in place. and within this third. the 

measurement tools themselves have been described as "less than efficient in addressing 

the quantitative value of these kinds of [CSR] activities" (Inteniew Data). Imperial Oil. 

Peno-Canada Suncor. and non-industry member Canadian Pacific's measurement tools 

have one key element in common-everq. one of those corporation's measurement tools 

looks at the non-profit organizations whom they support and assesses either the degree to 

which non-protit organization programs are meeting their projected goals. or whether 

such organizations' mandates are in line with the corporate CSR strategies. 

These kinds of measurement tools are critical in determining a fit between the 

corporations and the non-protit organizations whom they support. and moreotcr. the 

tmersencr of such tools lie at the heart of the sustainability movement that is growing in 

the non-protit sector at present (see Chapter VII: The Non-Protit Sector and Corporate 

Social Responsibility). Hotwver. a problem lies largel~ in the fact that these tools do not 

measure the relationship between CSR and added value. and. the very essence of this 

problem relates back to the tension between business value and social value. Tools have 

been deleloped which can consider the social value of CSR initiatives: however. tools 

that can measure increased shareholder value through CSR and corporate reputation 

suategies appear to be lacking. -4s the corporate protiles illustrate (see .Appendix -4). 

CSR decisions are very much related to business goals and therefore the fact that tools. 

which can measure a relationship benveen CSR and increased business value are lacking. 

creates a fundamental problem for corporations who are trying to negotiate that -gay area 

knveen social responsibilin- and shareholder value. 



Several oil company representatives have expressed an understanding that added 

value and social responsibility are. in some ways. connected: however positions vary as 

to the value and feasibility of establishing such a connection. Some representatives 

expressed beliefs that the relationship is impossible to determine and that seeking to 

understand CSR in this way does not reflect the goals of CSR practices. Others however. 

suggested that establishing a positive link between CSR and the bottom-line is a hittkI if 

not critical endevour to pursue. .As one corporate donations ot'ficer stated:  is whole 

idea of a relationship between CSR and profit , . . I really think that this could be a 

tenuous link. and [ have to question the relativity of this link" ([ntemisiv Dab). 

Ho\vevrr. another corponte donations otricer suggests that "the inability to quantifi; a 

relationship between these good social practices and [this company'sl protit seems to me 

to be the miss~ng link" (Inteniew Data). Yet another corporate representative suggests 

that CSR -'is all tied in with the financial. and if you can't measure the relationship 

benvrm your social mandate and ?our corporate performance then you're going to have 

problems appealing to those shareholders who are more financially minded'. (Inteniew 

Data). Uhat becomes clear is that. whether measurement is considered to be a legitimate 

part of CSR practices or not. corporate representatives are expressing the need to 

understand and quantitj the CSR; protit relationship further. 

Research that is currently being conducted by groups such as The Canadian 

Conference Board. Business in the Community (LK). The Canadian Centre on 

Philanthropy. and Shandnick International echoes the call for more succinct CSR and 

reputation measurement tools. In a recent issue of the I m a g e  Campaign's magazine, 

.Ikw Direcriom. Chris Pinney suggests that -you can't manage what you can't measure" 



and discusses the need establish industry-\vide standards and benchmarks that can 

measure the success of corporate Canada's community investment (Pimeqr: I). Likewise. 

the UK's Business in the Community maintains that in order to properly manage CSR 

companies must emplo? a set of measurement tools. Business in the Community's 

Bztsiness Itnpucr research group has created a --Web Guide to Social Responsibiliv" that 

includes a checklist of impact indicators. that could act as a set of basic measures for 

companies involved in CSR practices (see .Appendix C). The Canada Conference Board 

talks about the importance of evaluation and states the need to implement criteria that 

would include benchmarking. comparison. and evaluative measures b> u hich social 

responsibility initiatives could be assessed (see .4lperson 1995 & Gomitsky 1996). And. 

in addition. when talking about corporate reputation and increased value. Shand\lck 

InternationaI suggests that "a strong link does exist. albeit one that is challenging to 

untangle" (Shandwick 1999: I ) .  

Nonvithstmding the increased calls for social responsibility measurement tools 

and the extensive research taking place on the subject. a tool that can clearly identie the 

relationship berwen CSR practices and added value has yet to be developed. .And while 

this lack of etxcient tools may be the result of the still underlying tension knveen social 

responsibility and shareholder value. it is not to say that signiticmt progress has not been 

made on the subject of CSR and increased business pertbrmance. In their on-line 

'Introduction to Corporate Social Responsibility'. the San Francisco based Global 

Business Responsibility Resource Centre (GBRRC) talks about the relationship between 

corponte social responsibility and improved business performance and makes the 

follouing statements: 



.A 1999 study. cited in Business and Society Review showed that of 300 large 
corporations. companies which made a pubiic commitment to rely on their ethics codes 
outperformed companies that did not do so by two to three times. as measured by market 
value added (hm: w u  w.bsr .0~  resourcecenterr). 

.A 1997 DePaul University study found that companies with a defined corporate 
commitment to ethical principles do better tinancially (based on annual sales revenues) 
than companies who do not (hrm: w\w.bsr.o~resourcecenter~. 

I-\ recent longitudinal Hmard  University Study found that "stakeholder balances' 
companies showed four times the _mu* rate and eight times the employment gro\.th 
when compared to companies that are only shareholder-focused 
(hnp: w\v.bsr .or~ resourcecenter). 

A study by the LTniversity of South Western Louisiana entitIed "The effect of Published 
Reports of Unethical Conduct on Stock Prices" showed that publicity about unethical 
corporate behaviour lowers stock prices for a minimum of six months 
(http: ~ w u  .bsr.ore resourcecenter ). 

--Global business Responsibiliry Resource Centre 

The above data is significant because it not only makes clear that a relationship exists 

between CSR. good reputation. and added value. it sugsests that the relationship is a 

positive one and that it is in corporations' social and economic interests to implement 

socially responsible initiatives within their business practices. 

John Prestbo. President of the Dow Jones Indexes and founder of the Dow Jones 

Sustainability lndesl%rther supports the idea that a positive relationship exists between 

social responsibility and added value. In a speech given to bI3CSD Liaison Delegates in 

>larch 2000 in Smitzerland. Prestbo addresses the concept of measurabilin; in socially 

responsible business practices when he states that by 'The vcp- act of measuring we are 

affecting that which we seek to measure" (Prestbo 1000: speech,. He goes on to suggest 

that "companies pursuing gro1;tfi in the triple bottom line tend to display superior stock- 

market performances t?th favorable risk : return protiIes" (Prestbo 2000: speech). Even 

more significant-and a critical fac~or when appealing to shareholder value-is the 

I0 The Dow Jones Sustainabili~ Index is an Index that measures corporate performance accodmg to a set 
of socially responsible criteria Corporations are ranked according to their sustainability practices (see 
htrp: \~~v .wbcsd .ch  Smhi~S3.htm).  



fiscally based approach that Prestbo takes to the subject. Prestbo relates socially 

responsible practices and good reputation to positive stock market performance when he 

states that "sustainabiIity becomes a proxy for enlightened and disciplined management - 

which just happens to be the most important factor that investors do and should consider 

in deciding ~vhether to buy a s tock (Prestbo 1000: speech). 

Prestbo's comments are invaluable because he uses a financially based approach 

to relate shareholder initiatives and CSR behaviour. When tztlking about economic 

pertkrmance. he states that "enlightened and effective management means sustainabilib 

companies detiver more predictable returns . . . [and] fewer negative surprises . . . the 

easiest \vay to beat your benchmark is not to find a bunch of hot stocks to buy. but simply 

to avoid onning the stocks that turn into disasters" (Presbo 2000: speech). Using a tiscal 

approach in establishing a link benveen social responsibili~ and shareholder value is 

critical because adhering to the bottom line continues to be one of the primary concerns 

tbr managers of publicly traded companies. 

Despire the hct that the pertkct measurement tool has Fet to be developed for 

CSR. the redit). remains that world financial leaders such as Dow Jones. the UK based 

social Investmmt tbrurn (SIF). Vantage Investment -4dvisors. and World Bank ~ r o u ~ "  

are promoting investment in socially responsible companies tGth the expectation of 

increased timancia1 pertormance. Based on a I999 study co-sponsored \kith the SIF. the 

Washington based Vantage Investment .Ad\isors (VL4) produced the tbllowin_e 

statement: 

socially responsible investment assets _pew at twice the rate of all assets 
under professional management in the United States. Benveen 1 997 and 

I I See u\\\\ .soctaiinwsr.o~ crc inde\.htm: h o :  u\~rr.vuainvrst.corn 199Qmnds.html: and 
hnp- \r\\\s .r\orldbanL.ors hrml extdr e\tmc IS8 1.hm respectively. 



1999. total assets involved in socially responsible investment grew 82 
percent. According to a comparison of total assets under professional 
management in the United States reported annually in Nelson's Directory 
of Investment Managers. the broad market grew 42 percent (including 
both market appreciation and net cash inflows) in the same period. 

-1999 Trends Report on Socially Responsible Investing 

Information such as this has critical implications tbr my own data which is tilled with 

statements \vhich suggest that there is a general understanding that a relationship benveen 

added value and socially responsible behaviour exists. but ~bithout the quantitative proof 

that tangible links can be produced. As a top Canadian oil corporation marketing 

esecutive suggests: "shareholders and financiers hrrve begun to change their perception 

about being socially responsible-however. I think where it's coming from is that the 

link between corporate social responsibility. the _rood reputation that stems tiom it. and 

the bottom line has become more apparent-nor rhur C'SR vdues i1ut.e become more 

imporrunr. crr lrusr fiom rhe shurrholder perspecrive" ( Inteniew Data). 

The extensive research efforts that are currently focused on establishing a positive 

relationship between socially responsible business practices and increased value make 

clear that such a relationship does exist and moreover. that the relationship appears to be 

a positive one. The statements by John Prestbo and the research conducted by Vantage 

Investment .-Idvisors illustrate that. h m  a financial perspective. it is possible to make a 

strong case tbr the value of CSR initiatives. However. as I suggested above. the 

endevour to establish this tiscal connection poses some concerns for corporate 

representatives involved in promoting and exercising socially responsible business 

practices. This perceived problem highiights once more. the tension between the pursuit 

of social values and that of bottom-line profit. .Mthough the case has been made that a 

positive relationship exists between sociaiiy responsible business practices and increased 



financial performance. the tensions between aimism and business goals continue to be 

expressed by those individuals involved in CSR practices. 

-4s a corporate donations officer suggests: "when it comes to the whole 

measurement' value equation, it redly depends on rvho's judging it . . . taking different 

perspectives and adding them together might give us a comprehensive tool. but it's my 

major concern that we don't tun it into a strictly business tool. we must still be doing this 

[CSR] for the right reasons" (Intewiew Data). It may be useful to approach the value 

question of CSR from dit'fsrent perspsctives (i.e. social value. tinancial value. employee 

value): ho~vcver. concerns still exist that the social andlor community value of CSR will 

become lost if it is simply considered to be a reputation building business tool. -4 senior 

corporate executive states about CSR in the corporate environment: 'rhe corporate 

donations department is obviously going to take a more philanthropic approach. while 

marketing rvill see it tiom a numbers or value added point of view. and senior 

management is going to be thinking about the shareholders . . . we need to work together 

so that ue're not just telling our individual stakeholder goups what they want to hear" 

( Inteniew Data). 

Dollars and Sense--Social and Economic Values in CSR initiatives 

The fundamental tension of CSR-between making mong- and giving it away. 

lies at the heart of CSR as both a concept and a practice. Taking into account the 

research which suggests that CSR can promote increased value. as well as the corporate 

accounts which caIl tbr a need for different stakehotder groups to work together is 

important: however. the data still suggests that on some levels. a distinction continues to 



be made between investor interests and shareholder value. and the philanthropic practices 

that form a part of CSR initiatives. This still-present tension is critical because it reflects 

a chasm that traditional business research has not been able to resolve--one that can be 

further addressed by using an anthropological method of inquiry. 

Both Maws and Levi-Stnuss suggested that gifting and exchange practices are 

\ l o u d  up in elements of status. reputation. and self-interest. As the above discussion 

illustra~ed, business goals lead to reputation management. and reputation management 

likewise leads to CSR practices. 1 rvould argue that. baed on the inextricable link 

between corporate social responsibility and business goals. the gifting which takes place 

in the corporate world is very much tied to reputation and self-interest. hirtuss talked 

about the concept of honour in the exchange taking place and suggested that thraugh the 

donations process. rhr giver accrues a form of credit (Mauss 1967338). He f i e r  

suggested that "the dimibution of goods is the hndarnentd act of public recognition" 

(Mauss 196759)- I would suggest that in the act of corporate donations. the concepts of 

credit and recognition are both present in the form of increased prestige (a form of credit) 

md enhanced reputation (public reputation). Like~visct. Leti-Strauss suggested that "the 

skillful game of exchange . . . consists in a complex totality of conscious or unconscious 

maneuvers in order to gain securip and to g w d  oneself against risks" (tevi-Strauss 

1 96% 4 3. Again. it is possible to argue that gaining securin; and guarding against risk 

are an inherent part of corporare reputation. in which corporations try to secure a socially 

responsibie brand name that can help them gllard against negative reputation. 

.Uthough h e  rschanges formed in CSR initiatives occur in a vastly different 

arena than those which Mauss and Leti-Strauss describe. it is possible to suggest &at 



some of the core characteristics that they discuss-those of establishing honour and 

guarding against risk-are applicable to the corporate context as well. As I illustrated in 

the discussion of the concept of reputation management. establishing a good reputation 

(maintaining or building honour), and guarding against a bad reputation (risk). are nvo 

primary considerations with which CSR initiatives are concerned. Furthermore. both 

blauss and Levi-Stnuss agreed that exchange events constituted a -'total social fact" that 

encompassed all aspects of society ( Levi-Strauss 196952). As the above discussion 

made clear. CSR extends to all aspects of business operations-including business !goals. 

reputation management. employee relations. community relations. and shareholder 

interests-in etTect the totality of stakeholder relations. or all individuals who are 

atTected by corporate operations. CSR af'fscts all areas of the corporate structure and can 

be said to encompass the total business system. 

M a t  these points illusvate is that it makes sense to think about corporate social 

responsibility in the same way that ciassic anthropological theory approached gifting and 

exchange systems. hlauss' 'archaic' systems of exchange and CSR involve both 

relationships that are predicated on a form ofexchange and in which elements of 

imaging. reputation. and securic play a central role. However. it is necessary to take this 

discussion further by looking at that notion of exchange in the business context. what 

kinds of relationships are created by such exchanges. and how the tension that I have 

a g e d  exists benveen altruistic motivation and increasing shareholder value plays out in 

the creation of different kinds of exchange value. 

In a discussion of Chinese guanxi {relationships of social connections). ..Urn 

Smart mobilizes Bourdieu-s concept of cqirai to discuss how the social and the 



economic play out in the intricate set of social behaviours that are used to make social 

connections in Chinese society (see Smart 1993). Smart reconsiders Bourdieu's fonns of 

capital in his analysis of the gift giving that occurs in gzlanri interactions. and more 

specifically in the conversions that take place between economic and non-economic 

fbrms of capital. 'Alere this is usehl for thinking about CSR is in Smart's rreaunent of 

Bourdieu's --economy of practices". in his conception of different tbrms of capital. i.e. 

economic, social. symbolic. act cultural-and how gifting relate to these various kinds of 

capital (Smart 1993389). By considering how conversions between economic and non- 

economic forms of capital take place in the gifting process. it is possible to hrther 

analyze the tension between social and economic value that appears to be a central point 

of resistance in CSR's battle between '-looking good and doing g o o d  (see Himinelstsin 

1997).12 

&;here Smart becomes usehl for thinking about CSR is in his comment that a 

clearer understanding of Bourdieu's categories of capital will facilitate an analysis of the 

conversion of diffrrent forms of capital (Smart 1993393). It is arguably the case that the 

movement which sees CSR dollars used on social spending- thereby creating enhanced 

reputation. and in turn providing increased value. creates a situation in which different 

forms of capital arc being created. convened. and consumed. This leads once more to the 

problem of measurability and to the difficulty that Bourdieu faced. of mending the tern 

cupiral through metaphor and resulting in imprecise conception and usages of different 

forms of capital. However. as Smart makes clear. "when billions of dollars are spent 

yearly to create a product's image [or in this case a corporation's image]. we can hardIy 

" Himmelstein uses this phrase to describe the tension between wanting to be socially responsible and 
-looking good" and wanting to make money or -doing good- (Himmelstein 199756-58). 



claim that economic capital is unproblematic and involves only 'real measurable 

entities"' (Smart 1993:391). It would seem that. €tom a theoretical perspective we come 

back to the same problem faced by those groups working on practical measurability 

problems--of establishing ~vhat criteria are to be measured and how it can be quantified. 

However. and despite such problems. the concept of capital conversion remains a salient 

one for this research and the pursuit of establishing clearer analytical categories in order 

to make the connections benveen different forms of capita1 is a fruithi endeavour. 

Smart argues that -'%lly rconomic capital is found when there are institutions of 

private property, and where such property is accorded protection by the state and legal 

system" ( Smart 199359 1 ). Smart tiuther suggests that social capital designates things 

relating to obligation and trust. that symbolic capital includes things such as honour and 

name. and that cultural capital includes the knosvlsdge or skill that is "incorporated 

~vithin the body or mind (habirils, of those who know how to do certain valued things" 

(Smart 1993593). He goes on to state that "the distinction between symbolic and social 

capital is based on the difference between resources that are part of dyadic. specific social 

ties and resources that are generalized as the attribution to individuals of particular 

characteristics by society as a whole or subgroups within it" (Smart 1993593). 

To apply Smart's distinctions about these forms of capital to corporate social 

responsibility. it is possible to conceive of a situation where the dollars spent on CSR 

initiatives represent economic capital. in which CSR dollars (economic capital) are spent 

on non-profit organizations in exchange for pubtic reco_enition or symbolic capital. 

where the symbolic capital of public recornition is converted to the attribution of uust 

and good reputation that becomes social capital. and this social capital (good reputation) 



can in turn be used to create increased shareholder value. or economic capital. Although 

cultural capital doesn't fit into the conversion mechanism. one can argue that where 

cultural capital tits in to CSR practice is in the knowledge and skill to create corporate 

social responsibility programs and to execute them in such a way that the interests of all 

stakeholder groups are maximized. A model of CSR which takes into account 

conversions of different forms of capital might look as follows: 

6esigning the Program 
(Cultural Capital) 

9 Public Recognition 
(Symbolic Cilpitul) 

Good Name & Trust 

Figure S 
Conversions of Capital in CSR 

This model allo~vs one to see the way in which exchange conversions underlie 

corporate gifiing practice. -4s earlier discussions in this chapter revealed. the corporate 

ciEt is given \kith the expectation that a form of financial return will benefit the donor 
b 

company in the future. This guards against the typical anthropological approach to 

gifting lvhich would see gift exchange as belonging to a completely different category 

than market-place exchange. In this case the gift exchange itself is thoroughly embedded 

in a larger form of exchange-the exchange of marketpIace commodities-the publicly 

tnded stocks whose value become the uItimate measuring stick of shareholder value. 



-4s the above model illustrates. the concept of return. that is. of receiving a return 

tiom CSR initiatives. is one that is centrally linked to the god of increasing shareholder 

value. Smart talks about return strategies in gifting practices when he suggests that 

"rhere is a considerable degree of insecurity in strategies that involve giving gifts with the 

aim of receiving counter gifts" (Smart 1993596). Herein lies a central problem for the 

role of CSR n i h n  corporations-marketing strategists who must appeal to investor 

groups are going to run into trouble ~ l t h  this 'insecurity' when trying to defend the 

intangible nature of such return strategies. This also relates to the question of 

measurement that was discussed earlier. Research has shown that a relationship does 

exist titween shareholder value and CSR: however. this connection is still intangible and 

has not received wide acceptance in all areas of corporate operations. .As a senior 

executive who has contact with all areas of operations notes: --the diversit! in thinking 

between the corporate camps of philanthropy and investor relations is still prerty huge. 

We need to figure out how to maximize the return from these strategies because altruism 

in the corporate world can only go so far" (Inteniew Data). 

In his discussion of uncertain return strategies. Smart _goes on to suggest that 'rhe 

outcome of the prestation is also dependent on competent performance . . . an 

incompetent pert'ormance of a sift prestation. one that allows the gift to be seen as 

motivated by the desire for return. may result in the prestation being interpreted as a 

bribe or an attempt at ingratiation'' (Smart 1993396-397)- This point is important 

because it relates back to the balancing act that must occur in CSR initiatives. of finding a 

sound where social responsibility and business goals can be met. .As a marketing 
b 

executive suggests about implementing CSR strategies: '-you really don't commercialize 



this . . . the trick is not to become a crass comercialist in using a social cause to yield 

the bottom line" (Interview Data). Establishing the balance is critical because "if the 

prestation is interpreted in this way [of desiring a return]. it may be devalued or 

'distained' and seen as manipulative or illegitimate. therefore not obligating the recipient 

in any way" (Smm 1993397). 

This last point r ing true in some of the data coming %om the non-protit world. 

As one member of a non-protit organization remarks: "it's great that these corporations 

are giving money away. but we have to remember that they're getting something for it 

too. both as a tau cut and in public recognition . . . but relative to the protits that they're 

making. it's really not that much-really just a drop in the bucket tbr some of these 

billion dollar enterprises that we're dealing w i t h  (Interview Data). This retlects the 

ingratitude of the giti that Smart refers to when the donor is seen to expect a return from 

the exchange. Smart suggests that "the necessity of misncognition in gift exchange is 

that the parulers do not have to be unaware of the instrumental goals involved. but these 

goals cannot be made explicit. and where incompetent performance makes the goals 

inadvenentIy blatant. loss of bmtitude and devaluation of the obligation may result" 

(Smart 1993:397). This last point is made clear by a corporate donations ot'ficer who 

states that -'the purist notion of philanthropy doesn't tit. people are going to see it for 

tvhat it is. although if the); see [the company] onIy in it tbr our own benetit. then that 

won't work either" (Interview Data). 

Smart considers the problem of devaluation of gifts and suggests that --'if gifts are 

not always reciprocated. and if the motivations involved in gift giving are diverse. then 

what is common to the sift as a mode of exchange may only be the necessaryform of the 



gift: unconditional offer of a prestation in which explicit recognition of instrumental 

goals is excluded from the performance" (Smart 1993597). It is difficult to think about 

CSR in this way given its close link to business gods and to providing increased value. 

However. it is possible to consider the form that a CSR initiative might take. and to 

consider that form separately fiom the business goals to which it is ultimarely linked. 

When talking about guanui. Smart suggests that '-the style and manner of giti 

exchange is not optional: rather. it is tfundamentai to its opention" {Smart 1993399). 

Like\r-ise. the structure that the gift takes in CSR must conform to a specific tb-ne 

that retains the baIance benveen '.looking good m d  doing good" (Himmelstein 1997: 

156-258). The form that a C S R  initiative takes must adhere to the following imnsrured 

rules: 

r It must be reiated to business goals 
r It must not come across as a marketing initiative 
r It must not appear to be a tau initiative or a media ploy 
r It must use the 'language ot'invesment' to appeal to different 

stakeholder groups 
r It must combine a social cause \\ith the bottom line in order to 

balance the inherent tension between making money and giving it away 

By using a tbrm chat, adheres to these -rules'. the corporation has the potential to 

create a CSR iniriative that has the power to promote and encourage socially responsible 

behaviour while at the same time promoting shareholder interests. .4s Smart suggests. 

"the participants in these relationships knolb- very we11 what they are doing: there is no 

misreco_gnition in the sense that people are unconscious of the way in which instrumental 

aims are intermined with the social forms of gift exchange" (Smart 1993398). This last 

point is critical because it addresses the central tension that esists in CSR practice-the 

problem of exercising socialIy responsibie behaviour with a self-fulfilling goal anached, 



Shareholder groups \\ill not sand behind a proposed donations program if it is not partly 

designed to meet their needs. Likewise, the corporations will not receive the value of 

increased reputation if their strategies are seen to be eerplicirly self-serving. -4s blauss 

suggested about gifting behaviour. -the accompanying behaviour is formal pretence and 

social deception. while the transaction itself is based on obligation and economic self- 

interesi' (bfauss 1967: 1 ). .Although the parties involved may be awre of each other's 

ultimate goals. the form tdm must be a formal pretence in which the gift is given 

tvithout an>- reference to reward or self-gntitication being made. 

.A tinher point that Smart addresses is the problem in traditional economic 

anthropology of distinguishing - wholly between commodi~  and gift transactions. Smart 

suggests that Bourdieu'r economy of practices possesses "$reat conceptual dangers" 

because of his inability to recognize. in many cases. the non-separateness of economic 

and non-crconomic forms of capital (Smart 1993 : 390-j9 1 ). Understanding that gift and 

commodity exchanges do not necessarily take place in 3 'one or the other' context is 

important because. as [ \till argue. my own data suggests chat there are elements of horh 

commodie and gift transactions taking place in the CSR pnctices of the corporations 

that I studied. Funhermore. giving credence to this idea of the presence of gifting and 

commodity reIations ~ 7 t h i n  the framework of CSR is critical because it provides a basis 

for undemanding what has thus t'ar been labeled as the 'inherent tension' of CSR 

pnctices. or what has been called the struggle behveen "looking good and doing g o o d  

( Himrnrlstein 1997: 56). 

-4 dificult part in this research has been generating the kind of -thick' data that 

generally comes out of anthropological research. Participant observation q l e  research 



was not an option in this research and nor was it appropriate to tape the interviews. Due 

to acute confidentiality concerns. this analysis has concentrated heavily on theming and 

interview extracts. at the expense ofthe thicker case study and participatory approaches. 

However. it is possible to use a case study to talk about contlict in CSR by considering 

the question of commodity and gifi practices. and the ways in which both are tied to 

corporations' social responsibility practices. In order to do so. it is important to consider 

the question 'why urr corporarions ucti~eiv and srrrtrrgicaily involved in giving money 

u\tVuy '. which came up both in the interviews and the literature (see Himmelstein 

199756-75 and Lei? 1999: 85-107). 

b l e n  speaking to external stakeholder groups. corporations talk about their CSR 

activities in ways that emphasize the philanthropic side of such behavioun and illustrate 

the positive potential that CSR can have tbr both the corporation and the community. 

However. internal communications. that is. what different employees from different 

departments actually state about CSR suggest that there are contradictory messages at 

work. ones which speak to very different ideas about the purpose for and goals of CSR 

practices. It is possible to use the h e w o r k  of gifi vs. cornmodit)- relations to analyze 

the different perspectives. and to suggest that elemenrs of both gift and commodity 

transactions are present in CSR operations. [ tvouid suggest that the strategic. goal 

oriented. share value motivated perspective reflects commodity relations in which goods 

are 'donated' ~ 7 t h  the espectation of a specific economic outcome. and that conversely. 

the more philanthropic proponents who support ideas about socially responsible business 

practices and being a good corporate citizen fall more cIearl5- within the realm of gifting 

practices where elements of prestige. reputation. and image are played out. 



In his analysis of corporate philanthropy in the U.S. sociologist Jerome Himrnelstein 

states that: 

In their conversations \kith me. corporate philanthropists betrayed some of 
the same ambiguities . . . they usually picture their work as an unproblematic 
combination of doing well for the corporation and doing good for society. 
a 'wonderfid job'. .At the same time significant concerns crept into our 
talks about budget cuts as  well as deeper dilemmas (Himrnelstein 1997: 56). 

He goes on to talk about some of these deeper dilemmas when he talks about the fact 

that: 

Corporations may be too impatient ~o wait for the more indirect. long- 
term ways in which their philmthrop!: programs may sene corporate 
interests by making society a better place to live. They may insist on 
palpable benetits in the short term. especially in the form of a clear 
boost to the corporate public image. Once doing well for the 
corporation is defined in this way, it may well come in conflict with 
doing many kinds of good for sociee. including those that corporate 
philanthropists most like. One corporate philanthropist has called this 
'the struggle benvsen looking good and doing good'(Himmelstein 199757). 

One can see in Himmelstein's statements. the presence of both the economically 

motivated *cornmodin-' interesxs. and those more philanthropic socially motivated 'gift' 

related interests. For csample. the unproblematic combination of doing good for both the 

corporation and socis5 retlrcts the 'gift' idea hat  philanthropic practices are a good tbr 

sociec \kith the additional corporate benetits of improved reputation. brand name 

prestige. erc. However. other smternents such as corporations being too impatient to wait 

for long-term benefits and expecting more short-term palpable results from donations. 

speaks to the idea of a much more caIcuIated strate= such as in commodity transactions 

where there are clear espectations of a ver). red r e m  within a given period of time. 

Likewise, in my interview discussions. these same kinds of ambiguities were present. 

Many informants discussed philanthropy. saying how such "good social practices" could 



benefit both the corporation and the communities-these infbnnants who espoused the 

inherent value of socially responsible business reflect the *gift' position that is a prestige 

and reputation related CSR and one that is informed by -good community relations 

practices" f Interview Data). However. the more economically minded corporate 

representatives who believe that CSR initiatives are only valuable if they can provide 

increased shareholder value retlect, much more closely. the commodity transaction 

perspective that is based on a high degree of calculation and expected economic return. It 

is at the intersection of the gift and commodity perspectives on CSR that tension is 

created, and although these two very dit'ferent approaches to the exchange situation 

should not be held to exist in completely separate contexts. it is important to understand 

how they intersect and to understand how the tension is created. 

-4 further idea that illustrates the way in which elements of 'gift' and *commodity' are 

raking place in CSR is in theme of corporations engaging in CSR practices in those 

~~ommrmiries where rorporutions ' hcnv operarions. Wlen talking about the communities 

where corporations are engaged in CSR initiatives. the phrase 'where wt. hme 

operurions' was repeated by various informants. What is critical to note is that the 

corporations place a considerable degree of emphasis on those communities where they 

hctw operations as opposed to those communities where they don 't have operations. 

asked one of my informants whether there were CSR initiatives where they do not have 

operations and they asked me to clarify the question because it did not make sense. 

$;hen 1 reiterated the question. the response remained --there wouldn't be a sintation 

where we engage in community investment where there aren't operations-it doesn't 

make sense" (Inteniesi- data). It is clear that a kind of commodity transaction is taking 



place that emends beyond the goal of doing good tbr the community-a goal wound up 

in a relationship where monies andfor services are 'donated' to a community for the very 

calculated purpose of doing business in that communi~.  This becomes all the more 

complicated when one considers that oil corporations oftentimes must obtain the driilins 

rights for a given site. and that the drilling rights are o ~ n e d  by individd(s) in those 

communities. 

This idea of different kinds of transactions at work in comunin.  donations wherr 

operurions rake place relates to the question of discerning the god or motivation for 

establishing CSR initiatives in a given place. \%en I first asked about the CSR 

initiatives that take place in smaller communities. I was to!d thar '*it is about 

understanding the relationship benveen the corporation and that cornmunip. what their 

needs are. and focusing on long-term goals" (Inteniew Data). This r e t l ~ t s  the socially 

motivated gift transaction in which 3 social relationship takes place wbith the objective of 

meeting the long-term goals of communin- good. improved corporate reputation. etc. 

1,Ioreover. this response retlects the language of investment that \;as discussed earlier. of 

establishing long-term initiatives and reinforcing the positive relationship that can exist 

benvem corporations and the communities in which they operate. However. as h e  

discussion moved away from my questions and became more reflective. a different light 

wvas shed on the kinds of dynamics taking place in the corporation/'community 

relationship. 

I was told a gory about a company that wanted to drill at a given site that was o m e d  

by a prominent -pup in the community. Consultants were hired to go into that 

community to best identie what that c o m m u n i ~ ' ~  needs and goah were. and how the 



corporation could make those gods become a reality. Some of the less central details in 

the story made it clear to me that there were some fundamental tensions operating in this 

realm of corporate/cornmunity relations. I was told that it can be "quite tricky" working 

with communities because '-it takes a long time to build relationships. the drilling rights 

are ofien controIled by a family or a prominent -pup. and rhings can get put on hold for 

a long time" (Interview Data). I interpreted -things (i.e. operations) being put on hold' to 

be the 'tricky' element. and this interpretation would suggest that an implicit relationship 

eGsts benveen the donations being made. the needs of the communie k ing  met. und the 

r~enrlrui righr or permission qf'the oil cornpan? ro engage in driiting operarions. 

It becomes ciex that. although not explicitly stated. a rehionship between 

'community investment' and operations exists and it is implicitly understood that each 

party is receiving benetits of some tbm. This is important because it supports my 

argument that the elements of commodity and gift need not be contextually separated. 

chat both are taking piace in the CSR context. and that it is the intersection of these nvo 

conuasting exchange perspectives that is creating such a discernable tension uithin the 

corporations. The -trickiness' of the situation discussed speaks to the cornmodin. context 

where there is a direct relationship between the corporate dollars being -donated' and the 

rights to have operations in the cornmunip. However, another scenario described to me 

suggested that the community at hand was just as complicit in the exercise of buving 

drilling rights. In this other s iu t ion  a corporate representative described a context in 

which the corporation was interested in establishing a -relauonship' \7th the community 

and uith the community. established some clearly identifiabie gods and CSR initiatives. 

.Uer  hating done so. when rhings (i-e. procuring driIIing rights) were not proceeding at 



the desired pace. a series of nunours made its way back to the company that in fact it was 

not development projects or p r o _ m  funding the community wanted. but rather a lump 

sum of cash. 

f should note that this example was described to me as a rarity that -'was a strange 

situation . . . it doesn't usually happen that way-' (Interview Data). Wlen I asked about 

the outcome I was told that under no uncertain terms did the corporation at hand engage 

in "this kind of outright bribep" (Intsniew Data). This was the only instance where a 

relationship between donations and operations was articulated so expIicitIy-and 

although I can only specuiate as to how common such an instance might or not be. it is 

important to highlight this example because it provides the strongest and clearest case of 

the existence of a commodity relationship in the 'philanthropic' context of CSR where 

the gift relationship also takes place. It speaks to blauss' assertion that in gifting 

practices "the accompanying behaviour is formal pretence and social deception, whiie the 

transaction itself is based on obligation and economic self-interest" (hlauss 1967: 1 ). In 

this situation the community broke the -form'and made explicit its objective of economic 

remuneration. This esarnple is critical because it presents a concrete example in which 

purely economic motives are uncovered and reinforces the idea that the sociall> 

motivated '~ift '  sschange and the economically motivated 'commodip' exchange ;ire 

inherent parts of CSR operations. 

It is possible to tirther locate the presence of 'gift' and 'commodity- forces uithin 

CSR operations in the themes of -community investment'. 'corporate reputation' and 

'memmbility'. -4s discussed previously, the concept of community investment is one in 

which very specific language is used to emphasize the tong-term value from which 



corporations and communities benefit, By looking at the 'language of investment' one 

can identitj the ways in which both commodity and gift forces are at work. The term 

'investment' is linked to the financial concept of investment. in which expectations of 

long-term value. profitability. and financial return resonate. However. in the CSR 

context. the use of this language works on nvo levels-it not only explains how 

stakeholders such as community and non-prot'it groups will benefit from "good corporate 

social responsibility initiatives". it also emphasizes. tbr the sake of shareholder interest. 

that CSR practices can provide financial benefits and can be a '-shareholder value 

initiative" (Interview Data). Understanding the use ofthe investment language is 

significant because this language provides the semantic Link benveen the two forces of 

economic 'commodi~'  interest and social 'gift' interest. By appealing to economic 

protitability interests as well as to che more socially based 'good corporate citizen' issues. 

investment language becomes a critical vehicle which unifies social and economic 

interests within a common language. and which attempts to minimize the tensions 

between the nvo priorities of making money and giving it away. 

The theme of 'corporate reputation' Iiketkjse raises the question of what kinds of 

forces rut: at work in CSR practices. -4s I suggested earlier. corporate reputation 

management is an overarchin corporate practice. within which CSR operations can be 

located. Statements such as "the brand created at the CNK of philanthropy and marketing 

lies at the heart of reputation management" and '-part of doing business is about 

reputation . . . and when >-ou're involved in corporate social responsibility you're 

involved in reputation management- suggest that the forces of commodity and gift are 

very much intemrined in the idea of creating corporate reputation (Inten-iew Data). In 



this context. the use of the gift strategy. that is. operating as a _good corporate citizen and 

donating dollars to non-profit groups. is the first part of a dual strategy whose second 

half. the goal of creating improved reputation. has its roots in the economically motivated 

commodity strategy. 

I t  must be noted. that because corporate reputation management extends to all 

departments. not simply CSR. that understanding the mobilization of corporate reputation 

in this tvay is criticat because it provides a way of identifq;ing how commodity and gift 

forces operate ~vithin CSR. as well as throughout the entire corporate structure. A 

corporate executive suggests about reputation management that "messages [from 

diiferent departments nerd to be] supporting each other and the ditTFerent interests [can'ti 

appear to be in conflict with each other" (Inteniew Data). This statement has important 

implications for thinking about the gift/ commodity relationship because it allows one to 

set: that reputation management. as a practice that employs both gift and commodity 

strategies. extends beyond the CSR depattmsnt and to the entire corporation, 

Finally. the concept of measurability needs to be addressed. particularly why the calls 

for measurement o fa  relationship between the bottom line and CSR practices are so 

strong within the corporate world. .As previously discussed. onIy three of the nine oil 

companies that I studied have implemented formal measurement processes. and of these 

three. none have been able to measure a relationship behveen economic protitability and 

CSR operarions. h l a t  these companies have been able to measure is the effect of CSR 

dollars on non-protit groups. and whether or not the groups who receive h d i n g  operate 

in such a \vat' that they are in line with the focus areas of the corporate CSR profiles. tn 

order to understand this from a gifting and cornmodin; perspective. it is important to xct 



what kinds of measurement practices are currently being empioyed. Thus far. 

measurement has extended to the social sphere. i.e. measuring the benetit to non-profit 

groups and measuring the social value of these initiatives-however. as of yet. there has 

been no comprehensive measurement tool that can identify a positive relationship 

behvern engaging in CSR practices and increasing shareholder value. 

The measurement pnctices established to date measure elements that relate to 'gift' 

forces- including those of social value. philanthropic good. and community benefit. 

Ho~vever. ~virh calls tbr increased measurement of the economic benefits of CSR. and 

\\ich executives suggesting that "shareholders need evidence of the red economic 

benetits of philanthropy. not just the nice social the benefits" it becomes clear that there 

are two kinds of measurement taking place with two very dityerent espectations 

I Intenietv Data). One can see that. at the heart of these two contrasting measurement 

systems. is the dif-Terence between the giti vs. commodi~  relationship. Measurement 

pnctices which identifv the social vaiue of CSR practices are more aligned with the gift 

perspective. $\hilt those which seek to measure the purely economic benefits are clearly 

more aligned with the calculatsd self-interest aspect of commodi~  relations. That neither 

measurement hcus is sufficient to measure CSR as a comprehensive practice speaks to 

the fact that indeed. commodity und gift relations are an inherent pan of CSR pnctices, 

their forces are at work within the different areas of CSR practices. and that because of 

this h e  presence of the fimdamental tension created by the intersection of giWcommodity 

relations \\-ill continue to take place. 

This discussion has iIlusmred that the social responsibility practices that take place in 

the corporate world contain elements of the 'archaic' exchange systems that were 



described by Mauss in The Gifr. as wel  as elements of commodity uansactions that are 

associated with the 'modem' marketplace. The 'gift' elements of CSR initiatives take 

place ~vith the goal of promoting socially responsible business practices. being a good 

corporate citizen. and looking after the communities within which corporations exist. 

The elements of prestige. imaging. display. and honour that Mauss describes retlect a 

social transaction in which dollars are donated in renun for those kinds of 'social' 

benetits (see Mauss 196720-34). Hokvevtr. the more calculated corporate interests that 

seek a financial return tbr the dollars -donated' and the reputation accrued represent a 

more economically motivated perspective. one more associated aith commodity 

relations. The four themes that emerged in this dam those of CSR and business goals. 

community investment. reputation management. and measurability alI speak to the classic 

anthropological approach to gifting which suggests that strates  and self-interest play a 

central role in git'ting practices. However. these themes also speak to the fact that 

economic interest and strategic calculation are a real pm of CSR initiatives. Mar)- 

Douglas' statement that "there are no free g i W  goes to the heart of the differences 

between gift and commodity relations. these differences being a central factor in the 

practice of giving money away for the purpose of making it back (Douglas 1992: 155). 

-4s have argued. it is in the gay  area between the poles of altruistic motivation (gift 

perspective) and business markeceting (cornmodin; perspective) that CSR operates. The 

marketplace goals of making money for shareholders and the gifting goals of good 

corporate citizenship and donating back to the community operate together in CSR 

practices. and create a tension that underlies the hdamental nature of corporate social 

responsibility practice. -4s rhe theme of business goals and CSR illustrates. CSR's 'social 



gift' initiatives are directly influenced by business' self-interest. which illustrates how - 
both commodity and gift forces are part of CSR practices. and how the contrasting goals 

of "looking good and doing good" are unified in a single corporate operation 

(Hirnmelnein 1997: 56-58). 

The concept of community investment likewise reflects the difference benveen the 

commodity and gift perspective. The language of investment is designed to reflect the 

interests of both shareholders and the community-and is used in such a way that all 

parties receive the message of sustainability and increased value. This language seeks to 

uni@ the values of both commodity and gift transactions. and creates a semantic link that 

ties the two concepts together. In addition, the concept of reputation management relates 

directly to the tension benveen altruism and self-interest. The consistent reference of 

CSR to reputation management. and the d d  strategy by which a gifting practice is used 

to promote the economic reputational interests of corporations suggests that CSR is 

again. tied to both gift and commodity transactions. Finally. the problem of measurement 

also suggests that gifting and commodity interests play a role in CSR operations. That 

there are two distinct kinds of measurement taking place suggests that there are different 

forces at work. In terms of measurement there is that which seeks to identifi- a positive 

relationship benveen CSR and protit. in addition to the measurement that looks at 

understanding the benefit of corporate donations to communities. It can be argued that. 

based on the different goals of these measurement practices. the former relates to 

cornmodin; relations. while Ehe latter focuses on the gift element of the transaction. 

It is important to conclude a discussion on the findamental nature of corporate social 

responsibility by asserting the large degree to which this tension behveen gift and 



cornmodir); values exists within corporations' social mandates. This tension is apparent 

in all areas of CSR practice and. despite the impressive progress that is currently being 

made by corporations. research groups. and community groups alike. the commodity 

interest of making money and the gift interest of giving it away continue to be played out 

in the arena of corporate social responsibility. Hating considered the ways that CSR 

initiatives are played out in the corporate world. it is now important to look at the non- 

profit sector and to consider what kinds of relationships exist between the corporate and 

non-profit sectors and to determine if there are areas where both sectors can work 

toeether to the benetit each other's needs. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

The Non-Profit Swtor and Corporate Social Responsibility 

The non-profit sector represents an ovenvhelmingly large proportion of Canadian society 

and to address. in depth. the issues that face this sector is a task beyond the scope of this 

research. However. because of the indisputable link between corporate social responsibility and 

the non-profit sector it is necessq. in brieL to consider some ofths issues linking CSR and the 

non-profit tvorld. as we11 as to look at some of the organizations who are conducting research 

initiatives in this area. Therefore. this chapter touches on the f'ollo~lng issues: 

Non-Profit organizations and the concept of Sustainability 
The stT'ct of strategic corporate giving on non-profit organizations 

a The United Way and its role in funding social programs 
The concept of charitable status 
The problem of mr;lsurabilitl; in corponte-non-profir initiatives 
The effect of non-CSR business initiatives on non-profit organizations 

-4s some ofthe rrsponsibili~ for the t'undnising and management of socia1 pmgnms has 

shifted from the government to the non-profit sector over the last decade. the non-profit sector 

h a  seen a tremendous amount ofgrot-th in the number of existing organizations and the 

competition tbr h d i n g  dolhrs (lnten-iew Data). In addition, there have been significant shifts 

in the operation of non-profit organizations and the manner in which they are relating to the 

corporate ~vorld. The United IVay of Cdgary's Jackie Mattock-Howard suggests that the 



enormous grow4-i in non-profit oganizations (upwards of 70.000 in ~ a n a d a ) ' ~  has created an 

environment in which the competition for corporate dollars is fierce and where non-profit 

organizations are having to change the ways in which they are run. 

Non-Profit organizations and the concept of Sustainability 

One way that non-profit organizations have had to change is in the area of operations. 

Lois Allen. vice-president tbr the United Way of Canada. suggests ba t  because non-profit 

organizations are otien without a stable a d o r  satisfactory source of incoming money and are 

statTed by a very small number of individuals andlor run by volunteers. the amount of work to be 

done can far exceed the amount of available persons to do it. She suggests further that because 

pay scales in the non-protit sector are significantly less than in the business sector. that non- 

profit organizations haye not always been able to attract employees who possess the skills to 

adopt structured business-like practices in their operations. What Jackie Mattock-Howard and 

the Calgary Centre for Non-Profit blanagement's (CCNPPVI) director Ann Lewis make clear. 

however, is that in the wake of this significant shift of responsibility to the public sector. non- 

profit organizations have been forced to become more business-like in practice in order to appeal 

to corporations and to receive the corporate donations upon which they are dependent. 

.A cenual idea that comes out of the movement towards 'business-like' practices in the 

non-protit sector is the concept of nrstainability. With the demand for corporate dollars at an di 

time high. corporations are in a position where they can and do make their donations choices on 

more than simply the cause itself. Corporations are interested in how recipient organizations 

operate. how they manage the dollars they receive. and h e  level of congruency between the 

" This information based on an interview w i h  ms. Mattock-Howard at the offices of the Calgaq United 
Way. 



applications for W i g  and how the dollars are actually spent. This interest in recipient 

organizations exists for nvo reasons: i) because competition is strong and donations officers must 

have a somewhat established fiamework from which to make decisions. and ii) because 

corporations are ultimately responsible to their shareholders and must be able to account for the 

organizations to whom they donate and the criteria upon which such decisions are made. 

Therefore. becoming business-like in practice includes writing a three to five year business plan 

which maps out a strategic c o m e  of action including a mission statement. the organization's 

goals during an established period of time. and the steps to be taken to ensure the success of that 

plan. Corporations are interested in kno\\ing that their dollars are going to be used wisely and 

that the program in which they are investing is going to. hopefully. become one that is 

sustainable and not in need of constant donations ofdollm. 

The Calgary Centre for Non-Profit LIanagement (CCNPh.1) is an innovative organization 

that is involved in helping other non-protit groups on the path towards sustainability. The tint of 

its kind in Canada this Calgary based organization is a non-protit consulting firm. which. run by 

a small staff and comprised mainly of volunteers fiom the corporate sector. provides leading- 

edge business solutions to Calgary area non-protit organizations. The CCNPbl helps non-protit 

organizations design solutions that will help hem achieve sustainable outcomes in their 

organizations. The centre-s consulting sen-ices include: board development. missionivisioning. 

strategic planning. business plannine. administrative systems. financial management. team 

building. leadership coaching. human resource planning. technolog assessment. and marketing 

and communications planning (Inteniew Data). In addition. the CCNPbI has instituted a 

baseline pertonnance guide titled Generally -4cceprrd Practices in Jon-Profir .Llunagemenr 

(GAP). which is used as the centre's assessment tool (Interview Data). 



The effect of strategic corporate giving on non-profit organizations 

The effect of this new kind of corporate giving in which donations are very much tied to 

business goals is that decision-making practices concerning donations have become much more 

strategic in nature than they formerly were. .As the corporate profiles illustrate (See .Appendix 

A). corporate donations in the oil industry have taken a turn away tiom traditional "CEO 

directed" (Himelstein 1997: 63-67) type giving that is influenced by the personal feelings of 

to? management and that a "donor choice mentality" has evolved in which corporations are 

giving to focus areas that more clearly reflect their corporate goals (Interview Data). What non- - 
protit representatives suggest. however. is that strategic giving practices have had negative 

intluences on those organizations whose serc-ice mandates do not fall within corporate areas of 

interest. There is no denying that giving to health. education, and the environment are legitimate 

if not critically important causes: however. what has been suggested is that these epes  of 

strategic giving ha\ s created --an imbalance in the overall direction of money being donated" 

(Interview Data). hlereas planned donations are great for those recipient groups who fall 

within those strategic categories. the result has been less positive tor organizations representing 

the "less sesy causes like hornelessness or child abuse". that do not have a tangible link to core 

business goals (Interview Data). 

.-\ %ther note regarding this movement towards a strategic kind of corporate social 

responsibilic is the concept of partnership. In this arena of new CSR where creating sustainable 

initiatives are ot'ten the poals of donations programs. corporations are seeking to form 

purrnerships with those t\ horn they donate to. rather than simply donating a sum a cash. W%at 

this means is that companies are often hnding initiatives where there is a movement towards a 

joint collaboration on a given cornmunin; issue. working together on community projects. and 



generally drawing from each other's strengths rather than adhering to the traditiond donor- - 
recipient relationship. While this is an innovative approach that has very real strengths in terms 

of developing skill-sets in both sectors. one problem is that in order for such partnerships to take 

place. a program or project must be at the center of the collaboration. Where the trouble lies is in 

the fact that many non-profit organizations are simply struggling to survive and they often need 

to spend the donations dollars they receive in the areas of staff support. overhead. and the general 

maintenance of the organization. However. because operations and overhead cosr are not issues 

or causes that can be used to create a positive corporate protile. they are often not areas that 

corporations want to fund (Interview Dam). 

The United Way 

The L'nited Way. which exists at both a nationaI and local level. has been described by 

non-profit representatives as a unique organization because it has "its foot in the door of both the 

corporate and non-protit sectors" {Interview Data). This foothold in both sectors is critical 

because the United Way can use the tremendous mount of support that it receives from the 

corporate world to hnd and support causes that may not necessarily tit within a given donations 

focus area. It is clear from looking at the corporate profiles in Appendix .-\ that the United Way 

is a paramount and sio~lificant recipient organization and that it is more often than not included 

in community 'focus areas- and also in employee donations incentive pro-ms.  This high 

degee of corporate commitment to the Lnited Way is important because it is an invaluable 

source of financial support which can in turn be directed towards the groups that are not high 

profile or *'~endy'- and which are not uuaily included in corporate giving focus areas (Interview 

Data). However. despite its recognized status in the corporate sector. Jackie Mattock-Howard 



describes the United Way b m d  as -very well knowu but not known welT' and suggests that like 

many other non-protit organizations. the United Way's primary hurdles remain raising money 

for services. communicating with donors. and establishing a clear understanding of the programs 

which they support. and keeping abreast of what is happening in the non-profit. private. and 

government sectors (Interview Data). 

The Concept of Charitable Status 

The concept of charitable status is an imponant factor in determining whether or not a 

corporate body mill fund a given organization (see Appendix El-Tax Implications). Achieving 

the status of afeLl'rrullv repisrered churip is not only a factor that has tax implications for 

corporations: it also plays a critical role in the taxation of the actual non-protit organization 

itself. 

One area that has been hotly debated in the non-profit world of late is the detinition of 

-charitable status' and the dit'iiculn: that organizations face in achieving such status. According 

to non-profit research analyst Gw Yyp. the legal terminology which governs and determines the 

granting of charitable status in Canadian law is ambiguous and is based on 200 years of case law 

involving British laws and Canada's income tau act {see Nqp 1998: 1 ). Nyp suggests that the two 
r 

primary criteria upon which charitabie status is defined extend as far back as English law in 160 1 

which. called the Preamble to ths Statute of Elizabeth. or better knom as the Statute of 

Charitable Cses. describes a number of accepted charitable activities including assistance for 

"unmarried maids" and -rfic relief of ancient mariners- (Nyp 1998::). The second criteria relates 

to the 19" Csntuq- Pemsel case in England which determined four basic categories considered to 

be satisfactory charitable activities: i) the relief of the poor: ii) the advancement of religion: ili) 



the advancement of education and iv) "-other purposes beneficial to the community" (Nyp 

1998:2). 

These narrow. yet indistinct definitions of charitable activity. which are based 

upon very much outdated societal ideals. have caused extreme problems for many 

Canadian non-profit organizations H hose mandates do not tit within the express criteria 

described above or ivhose mandates may or may not be interpreted as 'beneficial to 

sociec'. b3en a non-profit organization applies for and is denied charitable status. the 

only course of action which can be taken is to appeal the decision in the courts. Nyp 

suggests that it is the interpretation of "other purposes beneticial to the community" that 

has caused such problems for non-protit groups whose activities do not clearly fall into 

h e  first h e  categories (Nyp 19983). Critics suggest that the legal treatment of 

Canada's chantable organizations is based upon archaic laws that do not ~ t l e c t  the 

changins needs of contemporq Canadian society. 

Much discussion and controversy h a  arisen as non-profit and government 

representatives have discussed the concept of charitable activity and no consensus has 

emerged to dstine such activities in any comprehensible manner. Gordon Floyd. director. 

public atkirs. at the Canadian Cenue for Philanthropy. believes that a legal definition of 

charin- is not the answer to this dilemma as it would soon become as outdated. such as 

those in the Statute of Charitable Uses preamble and the Pemsel case (Nyp 1998:4). One 

Vancouver based group. which has taken its appeal Ibr charitable status to the Supreme 

Court of Canada has suggested that fixed criteria of public benefit be abolished and that 

individual cases be decided upon based on a number of factors including constitutional 

compatibility. the d u e s  of a given elected representatives. etc. However. Floyd suggests 



that such a scenario could cause M e r  problems if it opened '%e floodgates to 

thousands of new charities" and created even fiercer competition for donations amongst 

already existing charities (Nyp 1998:4). 

Suggestions have been made co form a commission which considers the issues 

surrounding legal charitable status and the current situation in Canadian legislation. The 

catch-22 appears to form at the point of reference bemeen those organizations who want 

the boundaries widened to include their particular senice mandate. those already 

rh~lrircible groups who are intent on protecting their territory. those charitable groups 

who want the current la~vs to be changed but who are un\iIling to rock revenue Canada's 

proverbial boat. and industry analysts who rvom that moving tiom a tised point of 

reference will create a situation that ends up being far more ambiguous than that which 

esists presently. The Voluntary Sector Roundtable {VSR). a coalition of nonprotit 

orpnizations which include the Canadian Centre for PhiIanthropy, recently completed a 

comprehensive paper entitled Charrrable -4~.ririr_l L'nder the Cunadicm Income Tux .-In: 

Definition. Process m d  Prohiems which looked at the current situation ttith the idea to 

create an arena where ust.ful and rnmingtiil discussions on the subject can take place. 

Some suggestions made in the paper included the formation of a special task force on the 

issue including looking at creating a charities commission (Nyp 199k-1). 

The Problem of Measurabiii* in Corporate-Non-profit Initiatives 

hleacurabiIi~-. that is. the abi1it)l to measure the effectiveness of a given pro- 

or project that results hom h d i n g  dollars. or being able to judge whether a non-profit 

organization is successful in its mandate. remains a problematic issue in many non-profit 



organizations. The movement towards estabiishing business-like practices and 

sustainable initiatives in such organizations is very much tied to this concept of 

measurability and. moreover. it is inemicably [inked to the idea of corporate 

measurability. ivhich ivas discussed in Chapter Six. 

Wlereas much research is k ing  conducted that relates to corporate social 

responsibility and the impact ha t  CSR initiatives rnay have on the corporate world- ideas 

about measurement and non-protit orsanizations appear to have k e n  little ssplored 

beyond the initial question of 'how do we mruurr [his orguni:ution's successes' 

(Interview Data). Jackie blattock-Howard suggests that measurability is a huge concern 

for goups that she deals with through the Cnited Way and that the difficulty lies in 

determining long-term successes and gods--sspecially in an arena where long-term 

h d i n g  and support are not necessaril~ guaranteed. She goes on to state that quantitative 

measures have been used as traditional benchmarks in determining success. but that 

qualitative benchmarks. which might have the power to measure the actual experience of 

3 given program on individual lives. ivouId be potentially more useful determinants of 

success. hlattock-Ho~vard stresses that one of the key factors in generating good 

measurement is in establishing md maintaining good communication channels ~ i t h  the 

communin.. the corporations. and ~ i t h  other charitable groups. in order to create an open 

didogue and to make sure that all groups are working together and towards similar goals. 

.At present, various corporations have created questionnaires and/or evaluation 

packages which they require those to whom they donate to complete and return. Despite 

the fact that the implementation of evaluation packages rnay have been introduced by 

way of corporate request having to complete such packages and to think in terms of 



measurement and goal orientation has been a valuabie step in a more sustainable 

direction for many non-profit groups. .According to .hn Lewis of the CCNPbI. a 

movement to\vards impkmenting measurement and accountability processes in the non- 

profit world is critical because such actions can onIy serve to raise the profile ofthe 

corporate sector so that it may receive the attention that it deserves. She suggests tiuthcr 

that a volunteer evaluator ~ i t h  the CCNPM made it clear that. in his experience. those 

non-protit groups who hate implemented into their organizations the business-like 

practices. including measurement. that come out of organizational assessments. have 

been tBr more successful in securing funding dollars and in maintaining their day to day 

operations (Inteniew Data). 

The Effect of  Yon-CSR Related Business Initiatives on Yon-profit Organizations 

.A titrther idea worth addressing is the stTect that non-CSR initiatives can have on non- 

protit organizations. -4 non-protit representative addressed the issue of corporate structure and 

the manner in which shifis in the mctut-al arrangement of companies can play out for non-profit 

organizations. The two areas of concern to the non-profit world are corporate mergers and 

decision-making strategies. 

It is not uncommon in the corporate world. especially for large corporations who 

presumably exercise large donations budgets. for corporate mergers to occur. b l a t  a non-profit 

representative swzgested \as that structural changes of this sort. although not specifically related 

to CSR policy. can prove disastrous for those non-profit organizations who have formed 

relationships filth companies involved in mergers. In the case of a merger. the two former 

individual companies who would have had two separate giving propms.  or perhaps two 



separate tbundations. oRcn combine the two with the result being a single donations program or 

tbundation in the newly merged corporation. What this may mean is that where there were two 

$2 million dollar donations p r o - m s  existing formerly, there i;ilt now only exist one. The same 

scenario could play out in the case of corporarions who give through a company foundation. 

Uhere hvo foundations operaled previously. only one would s w i v e  as a result of the merger. 

This non-profit representarive suggested that situations such as these have also taken 

place in the government sphere-particularly in the area of health clue donnsizing. As a long- 

time hospital executive explained it, the last decade saw severe government cut-backs in which 

municipal-level hospitaIs which tbmerly operated on an individual hospital Ievcl. were 

consistsntiy amalgmatrd into one super hospital svstsm with a board of directors that oversees 

budgerap operations and determines donations policies. This expert suggested that when such 

super systems are formed. often four or five former hospital foundations are reduced, along with 

their corresponding budgets. into a single tbundation that oversees the nerds of those groups who 

previousl? benefited from the tive foundations (Inteniew Data). &%at hvas made clear from 

both the corporate and the healthcare examples is that when the number of donations budgets and 

foundations arr made Iess. the funding dollars must be aretched further and the competition for 

such dollars becomes fiercer. Furthermore. when mergers and dom-nsizing take place. positions 

of 'director of tbundation' andlor -corporate gi\ing officer' that were tbrmerly tilled by nvo or 

more indi~iduds are now tilIed by one and as a result thox people who are imolved in 

hdraising tbr non-protit organizations often Iose their donations contact with whom they have 

worked to estabIish E! positive relationship. 

In large corporations. donations related decision-making are increasingly being made by 

commiaees. boards. or teams, who decide as a group the direction &at corporate @ling hi11 take. 



As discussed above. this trend towards group tevel decision-making. combined nith increasingly 

strategic donations decisions. has had a negative impact on certain non-profit organizations. As 

committee sn;lc decision-making replaces choices made by individual gibing oEcers andfor by 

CEOs. the relationships hrmed benveen non-profit representatives and their corporate 

counterparts may end up playing less of a rok in securing funding dollars. Liketbise. as the 

focus areas for donations play an increasingly important role in the directions that corporate 

tinding dollars take. organizations who may have heid long and established funding 

relationships may be out of Luck because their particular mandate or cause does not fit in to a 

given area of corporate funding. 



CH-MTER EIGHT 

CSR in Canada: where to go from here? 

=\s the data has illustrated and much of the discussion has shown. corporate social 

responsibility in Canada tinds itself in the situation of having been partially accepted as a 

legitimate corporate t'unction. The days in which 'philanthropy' was the responsibility of 

a chosen senior executive who spent corporate dollars on causes of CEO choice are long 

cone and in their place a number of well-researched and very strategic programs have - 
emerged. The transition from an ulder stvle of philanthropy to the more contemporary 

concept of corporurr SOL+IU~ r~spon~'ihi1ig has occurred both in terms of theory and 

pragmatics-the conceptual changes which saw a wansition to a "nvo \ru?..-sfreer 

trpproach" to philanthropy laid the foundation for the changes in the structure and 

policies of the then existing philanthropy programs {Smith 1994:109). 

Conceptual changes saw a movement from an 'ms-length' kind of philanthropy 

where CEOs and other senior executives gave monies away to causes determined by 

personal preference. family atliliation. and "old boy" business affiliations (see 

Galaskiewicz 1997:467). This older sple of donations was seen as unrelated to core 

business goals. with the exception of receiving a tau %rite off. Under such a system it 

was not considered appropriate to link private causes to business operations and as a 

result, the older sple of corporate phiianthropy may have given an impression of being 

more altruistic than its more strategic and business oriented counterpart. However. the 

transition to a nvo-way street approach to philanthropy saw a change in which it became 

more acceptable to link business concerns with gibing practices-a process where 



corporations and non-profit organizations can help meet each other's goals. Another 

concept which became a prevalent idea during the transition period of philanthropy was 

that of enlighrened self-inrerest which. coming out of two beliefs. suggested that because 

corporations exist in a sociep they must be responsible to that society. and that through 

such socially responsible behaviour corporations could expect to receive some kind of 

benetit (Stendardi 1992:22). 

With the conceptual movement towards strategic corporate giving becoming 

established in business practice. the practical changes were soon to occur with a shift 

from CEO andlor senior management directed 'philanthropy' programs to strategic 

prourns that encompass core business objectives. This restrucnuing of philanthropy 

was the beginnings of what is k n o ~ n  today ro be corpomrt! sochl rr.sponsihilinb. 3 

concept that includes all aspects of stakrholder relations. rather than simply donating 

hnds. .As discussed in Chapter V. stakeholder relations considers the needs of the 

various interest groups who are influenced by a given corporation-namely its 

shareholders. employees. customers. and the communities within \\hich it has operations. 

CSR's broader range of activities tvhich includes donations. sponsorship. partnership 

programs. employee volunteer incentives. employe treatment environmental safety 

initiatives. and ethical operations is rnuch more comprehensive bundle of issues than the 

realm of charitable donations. The breadth of CSR issues reflects the interest areas of the 

entire corporation. and is presumably a cenuai reason in why CSR issues have been 

[inked so readily to the concept of corporate reputation. 

The anthropological si~gificance of studying corporate social responsibility lies in 

the strategic exchange nature of donations and partnership activities-particuiarIy in 



understanding how characteristics of g$ vs. commodiry uansactions are played out in 

CSR operations. .A central argument in this work has been that the CSR activities that 

take place in the tbm of corporate sponsorships. donations. and partnerships. in which 

there is an exchange situation where corporations give fmancially ~vith the expectation 

that they rE111 receive a return olsome form. The socia1 elements such as improved 

reputation. prestige. and the benefits that stem From good corporate citizenship 

encompass the predominantly social redrn associated \kith gifting. Conversely. ideas 

relating to calculated returns. improving shareholder value. and making monej by giving 

away are those associated with the economic sphere of commodity transactions. 

Understanding CSR in this way is critical because these different forces reflect that which 

hlauss and Levi-Stnuss discussed in their classic anthropological studies ofthe gift and 

how social sifting practices differed from the more economic commodity transaction. 

bIauss susgested that a key factor in gift exchanges was the embeddednsss of the 

concepts of honour and credit {Mauss 1967:34). Giving practices alloived the giving 

parry to acquire a form of credit. and inscribed in the receiver the obligation to repay. 

The link bctrveen CSR and reputation management that was illustrated in the interview 

data suggested that indeed it is possible to think about the exchanges taking place in CSR 

in a similar way to bIauss' mdysrs of gifting practices. Classic anthropoIogicd 

approaches emphasized the strategic nature of the gift primarily in terms of strateg-that 

is. the social nature of the economic prestation-the inteniew data suggests that such 

strategies are employed in CSR and that it is at the intersection of economic exchange 

and gift prestation that corpora benefits are derived. Howeyer. while it is well 

understood that self-interest and business goals play a central role in determining CSR 



policies and actions. undemanding the nature of the benefit to coprations is di icul t  to 

determine and is the source of a considerable degree of tension within the corporations- 

the tension that comes out of the fundamentally different priorities of gift and commodity 

exchanges. The corporate profiles in Appendix A suggest that a refationship benveen 

CSR activities and business goals is quite direct: whereas the interview data which b e m  

the testimony of corporate representatives who are involved in CSR wouid suggest that 

the relationship benveen business objectives and CSR initiatives may be more difficult to 

determine. The case study which speaks to the situation where the community wanted a 

cash payment for a company's right to drill on its land suggests that an explicit 

relationship between CSR and profit oriented goals is taking place. with corporate 

-donationse dollars being used to secure drilling operations rights. The interview data 

resonates with this tension benveen gift and commodity interests. in which the gods of 

economic self-interest and good corponte citizenship are played out in the creation and 

execution of corporate social responsibilin; initiatives. .As one corponte donations 

officer suggests: "corporate social responsibility operates in the '_era) area' that exists 

benveen the t~vo poles of philanthropy and marketing"(Intewie\v Data). This statement is 

critical because it speaks to this tension between the economic and the social-behveen 

the altruistic motivation of giving back to the community and to the profit oriented 

motivation of mobilizing CSR for marketing and the purpose ot'increasin~ shareholder 

value. Because this debate is not black and white. but rather encompasses that 'gray 

area'. neither one of those positions retlects wholly what hindiduals had to say about 

CSR. %Me corporate representatives varied in their commitment to either camp. the 



overriding opinion was that CSR continues to be a balancing act which must remain 

responsible to the interests of both sides. 

The non-profit sector spoke of the need for increased communication and the need 

to make sure that *"corporations and non-profits are working on the same page" 

(Inteniew Data). These same thoughts were reflected by Jackie-Mattock Howard of the 

Calgaq United Way. bv Lois Allen of the Lrnited Way Canada and by Tom A~worthy of 

the Historica Foundation. who spoke of the importance of increased communication on 

the part of corporations and the non-protit sector. as well as  for the sovenunent sector. 

.ls much of the research currently takins place on the subject of CSR suggests. the 

relationship benveen strons CSR initiatives and increased shareholder value is becoming 

increasingly apparent (see Chapter VI) and corporations and their investors are beginning 

to see the financial benetit in giving money away. Increased communication on both 

pans \\ill only clarif\; what the issues are on each side. and will better facilitate a 

situation in which the needs of both sectors can be further negotiated. The comments 

made by president of the Dow Jones Index, Jon Prestbo (see Chapter VI). reveal another 

salient point-that one powert'ul way of promoting the relationship benveen CSR and 

increased shareholder value is tbr researchers to use a fiscally based approach that bill 

receive undi~ided shareholder and investor attention. 

The social and community value of corporate social responsibility that stems tkom 

altruistic motives is one part of the equation, and the other half Iies in establishing the 

tiscal link between CSR and increased shareholder value. The ability to make that link 

part of the equation is important in receiving increased business support. particuiarly 

%om the financially minded marketers and investor relations personnel to whom CSR 



budgets are partly responsible. However, it is equally important that the socid benefits of 

CSR not be outweighed by their financialiy motivated counterparts. Research whose 

tindings suggest that "sociaIty responsible invesment assets grew at twice the rate of d l  

assets under professional management in the United States*' ( 1999 Trends Report on 

SocialIy Responsible Investing) is very clear. and it is important that this kind of research 

accompany research that supports the cornmunip value of CSR. especially research being 

presented to corporate representatives who believe that shareholder value is the top 

priority in business operations. 

It is critical to conclude by addressing the context in which this research has taken 

place--Canadass oil industry-and to consider to degree to which the oil industry atTects 

corporate social responsibility. Many non oil industry corporations arc involved in CSR 

pncriccs at present (see \\ntL.ccu.ca for a list of Canadian companies involved in CSR 

research and practices). h%at needs to be considered is the degree to which the kinds of 

CSR practices I have described arr: a result of being oil industry related. and to 

understand why the oil indusw's CSR practices may or may not be distinctive. CSR 

practices are not uncommon and the idea that a corporation would use CSR in such a way 

as to bolster its company image and improve stakeholder relations is not something that is 

mccssarily distinctive of the oil industry. What may be characteristic of the oil i n d m  

are the kinds of strategies that are employed and the areas that receive such strategic 

attention. 

Of the nine companies with whom I spoke. eight have specific profiIes that focus 

on key -target areas' which receive the majority of their CSR support. What's more. out 

of those sight corporations with formal profiles, every one supports education and 



community initiatives. and six out of the eight support environmental initiatives (see 

Table One. Chapter VI. page 44). These profiles indicate that education and 

environmental initiatives play the strongest role in CSR strategies. followed in turn by 

employee volunteerism and arts and culture support. Without engaging in a cross 

industr). analysis. it is dificult to determine whether or not these trends are distinctive to 

the oil industr)- or not. However. given the degree to which educational initiatives are 

centered around industp specific learning (science initiatives) and the degee to which 

environmental accountability is important in a potentiaIly environmentally disastrous 

industr?;. it makes sense bat  oil industry companies would specifically find these kinds 

of initiatives as a part oftheir CSR support programs. 

Such an argument is further supported in the data \vhere corporate representatives 

stated about environmental suppon: "the public has the perception. in a way. that we're 

[oil companies] making all this money and that the environment may be suff'ering 

because of it . . . making sure that the public sees our commitment to the environment is 

really a top priorin. in maintaining the public's loyalty to our panicular brand (Interview 

Data). More01 er. another representative talked about education initiatives when he 

suggested that "we need to get kids excited about science . . . it is in our [corporate] best 

interests to maximize this kind of [oil industry related] learning for the next generation of 

workers'- ( Intmiew data). These statements lnaks clear that there are environmental and 

education related issues that apply directly to the oil ind-. and which may account tbr 

education and environment playing such a strong role in oil i n d u s t ~  CSR strategies. 

Furthermore, despite the fact that only nvo companies cite aboriginal relations as a part of 

their CSR strategies. I think including aborigind relations as part of the CSR profile is 



very much related to drilling rights on Native land and to the importance. in the wake of 

the Lubicon crisis (see Friends of Lubicon: hn~:~!'it~\-w.tao.ca~-foli for more information) 

of maintaining a positive relationship with Native bands upon whose land drilling 

operations take place. and in order to avoid the nasty public relations fallout that can 

occur from negative publicity about large and powerhi oil companies taking advantage 

of Native lands and resources. 

Finally. given the significance that oil industry company representatives placed on 

community development in those communities where operations take place. and my 

argument (see chapter VI) that comrnunih support is very much linked to procuring 

operating rights. it makes sense that community development would be a high priority in 

oil industry CSR strategies. I would suggest however. that corporate support of a given 

community is linked to increased status. appreciation. and reputational value. and that the 

concept of community support is likely to be a CSR strategy undertaken by many 

corporations. regardless of the specitic industry hom which they come. .As well. the 

other kinds of support indicated in the profiles (arts & culture. civic development. health. 

and employee volunteerism) are ones which would argue could be applied to other 

corporations in any industp. as those hrms of support are ones from which the potential 

benetits of CSR could be drawn. 

It is also critical to consider the tension that is derived from the gift and commodity 

forces involved in CSR operations which are such a centraf factor in the companies I 

mdied. and to question whether this inherent tension is industry related. or whether it 

might be a core business concern rather than an oil industry specific concern. .As I 

suggested in my andysis. the tension that surrounds CSR practices comes out of the 



operation of two tindarnentally different objectives within a single corporate structure- 

the -commodity' transaction in which goals of profit and increased shareholder value 

pewade. and that of the 'gift' transaction where creating community relationships by 

means of donating monies and senices is seen as good corporate citizenship and 

responsible business behaviour. Although it is not fair to suggest that these divergent 

goals work tiirrcrly in opposition to each other. it is certainly possible to argue that 

proponents of each 'side' hold very different views on the matter. 

[ndividuals working with social responsibility issues make the case that corporations 

need to be accountable to the communities in which they operate and suggest that 

corporations hold a responsibility to those communities to invest in sustainable 

partnerships and to donate monies and/or services. Conversely. individuals who work 

closer to the financial side of the picture. such as in shareholder relations and marketing 

management. would suggest that a corporation's number one priority is to make a profit 

and to increase shareholder value. and if CSR initiatives can further those goals then so 

much the better. The essential difference benveen the two positions is that the former 

considers CSR to be a legitimate business practice by right of its own merits, and the 

Ianer only sees CSR as a rightful business practice if it advances the financial goals of the 

corporation. The corporate representative who spoke about changing perceptions of CSR 

practices articulates the matter perfectly: "shareholders and financiers hmr begun to 

chanse their perception about being sociaIIy responsible-however. I think where it's 

coming from is that the link between corporate social responsibility. the good reputation 

that Stems tiom ir, and the bottom line has become more apparent-not that CSR values 

have become more important, at least from the shareholder perspective" (Interview Data). 



Taking into consideration the contrasting positions of gift vs. commodity that are 

operating within the corporate cultures of the companies I studied the clear conclusion 

would seem to be that CSR both as a theoretical and practical business concern. remains 

bound ~vithin the struggle benveen "looking good and doing good" (Himmelstein 

199756-58). AS my analysis suggests. much fiscally based research has taken place 

which supports the idea that there is an increasingly positive relationship between CSR 

initiatives and increased shareholder value. One might go so far as to suggest that efforts 

need to made to further establish this positive relationship between socially responsible 

business practices and increased value. Ho\vrver. another and more interesting argument 

holds that an underlying tension within the company is healthy. and that it acts as a check 

and balance system between these t~vo substantially dit'ferent \vorldviews nithin the 

corporate structure. 

Social theorists have long explored the role of contlict in s o c i c ~ .  Contlict theory 

has been studied and expounded upon as t'ar back as Heraclitus in classical Greece (c. 

544484). and has continued to be theorized up until the present day (see Martindale 

1960: 117-149). Martindale suggests that -'the conception of contlict as having positive 

value is not new . . . economic competition is the great agency of etficiency in the 

production of the basic necessities of l i F  (blartindale 1960: 144). It is possible to use 

the corporation as a metaphor h r  society--one \\here economic competition plays a 

similar role and in which the basic necessity of (corporate) life is the procurement of 

increased value. Theretbre. in the same way that Elartindale suggests that 'rhe most 

fundamental of all phenomena in human socien; is the struggle for the necessities of life" 

it is possible to see the corporate structure as one in which an inherent snuggle exists. and 



where competition can be seen "positively as the basis for an increase in precision and 

competence [or] one can also look at it negatively. as the struggle for scarce value which 

everyone cannot have" (blartindale 1960: 14) .  

I therefore take this idea of a struggle or tension for 'basic necessities' to mean. in 

the corporate conteln that there exists a competition or struggle for the basic corporate 

necessities (rhe srmggle benreen looking good und doing good. and that this strug_ele can 

form the basis tbr 'an increase in precision and competence'. and also that such a struggle 

can be taken to retlect the corporate reality that corporate dollars represent a 'scarce 

value' that can only be directed to a certain number of parties. I would suggest that a 

competition benveen those more socially minded in the corporation and those more 

financially minded increases accountability on both sides. and creates a corporate 

situation \\;here the CSR dollars spent and the profiles provided are done so competently 

and in a manner that responds to the legitimate concerns of either side. This kind of 

health! competition not only creates a situation where each side is accountable to the 

other. it also creates a balance which controls against the generally pervasive 

'shareholder value' question that is associated ~ ~ i t h  commodity relations maintaining the 

crux of decision making control within the corporation. This kind of check and balance 

of powers has the potential to foster a situation where CSR can gain legitimacy based on 

its social merits. rather than simply by its tinancial value. 

There is no question that the new philanrhropy. which forms a part of 

contemporary corporate social responsibility practices. has evolved From its earlier ad hoc 

contiguntion to a v e p  sophisticated and carefully pIanned business practice. Although 

CSR has gained legitimacy in the corporate world. the use of 'language of investment'. 



the call for profit-related measurement. and the direct relationship benveen that exists 

between m a s  of finding and business _goals suggests that corporations continue to strive 

to legitimate CSR practices. The tension that exists may be a healthy one with the ability 

to check the actions of parties on both sides ofrfie equation: however. a question remains 

of where proponents of CSR should go from this point. It is of course critical that 

research which supports a relationship knveen CSR and increased value continue to take 

place. and that this research be made available to dl decision-making parties within a 

given corporation, It is important that separate CSR divisions be created and/or - 
maintained so that CSR be accorded the same legitimacy as say a marketing or human 

resources department. Furthermore. national conferences (such as the Canadian Centre 

for Philanthropy's annual CSR conference) which promote CSR as a business practice 

are important. and companies serious about their CSR records need to establish their 

presence in the social responsibili~ world by sending corporate delegates to such 

conferences, and related comes and programs ( for example Boston College's Corporate 

Community Relations program: 

httu: \\\\\\ . ~ C . C ~ L L  hc ot-2 ?L\ Q csom t'sc'~uti\t' C C C ~  1'mt's.html ). 

.hother critical new htanhattan based initiative is -Culturenauts' (see 

http: ii\i\\ .culturt'nauts.corn]. a unique o~anization dedicated to improving children-s 

education. and whose mission statement includes the goal '-10 ttniquely bridge the gap 

bmveen rhe Governmen~iu'on-Pmtiflrivarc secrors: ~trderstanding of the major players 

wirhin the civic. philanrhropic and corporare ~t'orldr. including rheir programs. possible 

energies. financial supporr and knowledge resources- 

(h t t~ :  \\\\\\ .cultu~nauts.com Site°C?O I vision-htm). Cuinnenauts director. Kamd EI- 



Wattar. proposes the creation of corporatdnon-profit relationships in which partnerships 

are established that can meet the specific needs of each party involved. An example that 

4Ir. El-Wattar and I discussed was a potential relationship bemeen an environmentid 

group and an oil company. \vhere the environmental p u p ' s  needs couId be met 

(corporate dollars) in exchange for environmental research concerning oil spill 

emergency information- sour gas concerns. rtc. Such a partnership creates the "right 

equation" and alIo\vs the privare sector the chance to "give and not drain [by] leveraging 

marker tbrces and by tapping into skills that do not generally reside in che business arena" 

( In tmie~v Data). 

Fiscally based CSR research including that taking place at organizations like the 

Canadian Conference Board. the Canadian Centre for Philanthropy and amongst many 

non-protit groups such as the United Way and the Calgarq Centre for non-profit 

management. in addition to national conferences. accredited CSR programs. and 

organizations like Culturenauts. comprise the 'leading edge' initiatives in CSR research 

and pnctice d i n g  piace in Yorth .-\merica at present. The ctTorts of groups such as 

rhese wiIl be critical in further establishing CSR as a legitimate business practice. and 

may sene to lessen the gap bcnveen the values of socially responsible business and 

increased shareholder value that currently esists in the oil i n d m  corporations studied in 

this project. The persistence of such leading edge initiatih-es is of paramount irnpomce 

tbr the future of CSR and to ensure that corporate contributions to the non-profit sector 

rise above their current level of 2?/0 in Canada (Imagine Fact Sheet-Xo 1). 
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.APPENDIX A 

Corporate Social Responsibility as a Business Practice: 

Canadian Oil lndustry Corporations 

Corporate Headquarters: Calgaw, Afberta 
Earnings per Year: $233 ~lilliao' 
Parent Company: No 

In a recent edition of In Brief Special Edition on Communie Imestmmt. Petro- 

Canada states that: 

"Cunudiun hrcsiness istucing a new reulit_l-[hut making o profir and redistributing it 
buck to its shureholr'ers is no longer u complete mmemure of'srrccess. T o d q  it is 
increasinyl~ recognized thut to sllstuin continued. profitable cgro~th. u compun! mtcsr 
deliver vulue to shureholders. c-zrsromrrs. ernpior.ees and the commzinities in which it 
operutes. 

-In Brief: Special Edition on Corporate Social Responsibilip (May 1998) 

Peuo-Canada is an Imagine Campaign designated "Caring Company" which directs lo6 

of its pre-tas profits to corporate donations. Proposals for donations are tbnvarded to 

Hazel Gillespie. National Director of Community Investment. who reviews proposals and 

presents them to the Community Investment .Advisoc Committee for review. Peuo- 

Canada's community investment is focused on three key areas: Health. Environment. 

Education. and .Arts 8; Culture. The hlIo\ving outlines key CSR initiatives that Petro- 

Canada has developed \?thin its community investment strategies: 

I a This information is based on two interviews with Hazel Gillespie. Petro-Canada-s National Director of 
Cornmunit). Investment Pew-Canada's I999 Cornmi@- imesment Repon. "In BrieE Special Edition on 
Community Investment-. 
'' Based on Petro-Canada's 1999 ,knnuai Repon (online): 



Education 
T Universitv of Calgm and Memorial Universitv of Newfbundland-Women in 

Engineering Chairs: Petro-Canada has made a five-year piedge of $250.000 each 
to support a chair in Calgary and St. John's. 

> Shad Vallev: Founded in 198 1 and supported by PC since 1983. this p r o w  
provides students across Canada the oppormnity to attend Shad Valley each 
summer to undergo pro-gnmming courses followed by a practical work term with 
sponsor companies. 
; College Zvlontgomerv: Located in LavaI. Quebec. college Montgomery is a 

Business Training Centre that prepares students for retail trade. Petro-Canada has 
pledged a tive-year support of $45.000. 

> The Petro-Canada Young Innovators Award Program: In its tifih year. this 
program recognizes and supports the work of outstanding young faculty 
researchers at Canadian Universities and colleges. 

> Peter Gzowski Invitational: The .bnual Peter Gzowski invitational (PGI) Golf 
Tournaments for literacy has a received national attention-Petro-Canada supports 
the Poet Laureate component of this fundraiser and through this hnds literacy 
programs at the communin: level. 

r .Aboriginal Education .-\wards P r o e m :  This pro-enm was created in 1984 to help 
individuals complete their university degrees in areas that relate to the oil and gas 
indusq. Canadians of .Aborigind or Inuit descent can receive up to $5.000 
annually to cover tuition. books. and living costs. This program is overseen by the 
National .Aboriginal .Achievement Foundation. 

Health and Community Services 
> Canuck Place. Vancouver: This restored mansion is the first hospice for terminally 

ill children in Canada. Support tbr this hospice is supported by Petro-Canada's 
local retail outlets. which have been raising funds for Cmuck Place since 1992. 

> Women of Courage: Peuo-Canada funds this Outward Bound initiative which 
provides an opportunity for women survivors of violence to experience the 
adventures and challenges of the wilderness. 

> The Huron Carole: -4 joint initiative with actor. singer. and social activist Tom 
Jackson. Petro-Canada helps support country-~lde pertbrmances to raise funds tbr 
Canadian hod banks. 

> Cancer Research: Petro-Canada supports and is the leading corporare sponsor of 
"Comfort Heart blonth" in a partnership ~ 7 t h  .h Cole. where pewter hearts are 
sold for S 10 in various corporate ofices with $4 going to cancer research. 

Arts and Culture 
>Notthem Saskatche\van Children's Fesziva1:-One of seven local festivals that 

Psuo-Canada supports. These festivals challenge and enrich children \;lth 
performances of mime. theatre. dance. comedy. puppetry. story-telling. and music. 

i Roval Winniwe Ballet: Peuo-Canada has been a long-term supporter of the 
Winnipeg Ballet Company and donates 5 14.000 annually. 

hm: '\~~~~v.uetro-canada.cahtrnl invrsror:disciosureiannuaLFCAR1999 E.pdf. 



+Lunchbox Theatre: Pem-Canada funds lunchbox theatre which supports the 
development of Canadian playwrights and is Canada's Longest running noon-time 
theatre. Petro-Canada donates $30.000 annually. 

>Pier 2 I-Petro-Canada Stage: Located in Halifax. Pier 2 1 is a heritage centre 
which re-creates the Canadian Immigrant experience. Petro-Canada has committed 
to $1 50.000 worth o f  Funding over a five year period. 

Environment 
> World Wildlife Fund d(WU, 'FWam~ai~n for Tomorrow: The WWF. having 

benefited from over $900.000 in b d i n g  fiom Petro-Canada works to protect the 
wildlife habitat and safeguard species under threat in Canada and worldwide. 

> Harmonv Foundation: Peuo-Canada supported this Victoria based foundation with 
560.000 in funding, in its goal to provide professional development opportunities 
tbr environmental educators who are interested in making practical contributions 
to environmental solutions within their own communities. 

> Nature Consenrancv: In partnership with Chevron Canada Resources. Shell 
Canada. and blobil Oil Canada. Petro-Canada supported an initiative in which they 
relinquished 320.000 acres of exploration and production rights ot'f the east coast 
of the South btoresby area of the Queen Charlotte Islands in BC. The Nature 
Conse~ancy is holding this contribution in trust for the creation of the Guaii 
Haanas National Marine Conservation .Area 

In addition to these more formalized CSR initiatives Petro-Canada encourages the 

values of volunteerism and encourages its employees to play an active role in this 

capacity in their communities. In addition. Peuo-Canada employees are active supporters 

of the Lrnited Way and Petro-Canada as a corporation matches a percentage of employee 

donations. .is well. Peuo-Canada holds 'Days of Caring* days in which Petro-Canada 

employees can volunteer for non-protit organizations which they are interested in. Other 

CSR initiatives are fundraising lunches and casino ni&ts. 

Shell CanadaI6 

16 This information ti-ikm from the Shell Cunath in the Communiy repon and h r n  dan gathered in two 
interviews with EIvia Picco of Shell Canada 



Corporate Headquarters: Calgary, Alberta 
Earning per year: S-132   ill ion' ' 
Parent Company: Yes, Sheil international (UK) 

Shell's Corporate Social Responsibility philosophy states that: 

".-It Shell Canada. we work ro provide energy in a socially and environmentally 
responsible munner. This means thur e v e ~ h i n g  we do must incarporare economic 
objecrives, meet sociul r.~pectutions of rhe commtcnities where we operoe. and minimize 
the environmenrul impucr of'our presence." 

-Shell Canada in the Community Report 

Shell's corporate giving. or commrmip invesrmenr profile. is called the 'Three Es" and 

concentrates eiving in the areas of Education. Environment. and Employees. These ficus 

areas have changed in the 1 s t  ten years. moving away fmm an emphasis on the 'am and 

culture- to the current Three E's initiative. There is no Shell foundation through which 

donations can be made: therefore. donations become a business expense. which. if given 

to a federally registered Canadian charity are ta.. deductible. .At present ail funding 

proposals from non-pro tits are reviewed directly by Elvia Picco. ShelI's coordinator of 

community and Public affairs. Proposals are sent directly to M s .  Picco who has the 

authority to %nd proposals up to 550.000. ProposaIs above $50.000 must be approved by 

the Shell's president. 

The Three E's 

Education 
r Economics of Staving in School Program (ESIS): Sheil employees. retirees. and 

marketing partners volunteer their time to present ESIS to Alberta schools. in 
which students learn the importance of staying in school. 

r Nationd Aboriginal .Achievement Foundation (NAAF): Sponsorship of 
scholarships that support post-secondary education of Aboriginal students. 

i Shell Smart Classroom: .A partnership p r o b m  with Mount -4LIison Universiq 
where university commerce students can access course files and the Internet from 
anywhere on campus. 

I -  Based on 1998 Annual Repon 



Environment 
i Shell Environmental Fund: Created to help individuals and groups contribute to 

the environment. Shell donates creates environmental partnerships by providing 
mmts to groups to help Canadians protect their environment. 
b 

> Nature Conscwancv of Canada (NCC): Shell partners ~ i t h  the NCC to h d  
conservation projects in Canada. 

> Pacific Salmon Foundation: Shell is involved in a three-year partnership in which 
Shell makes a cash donation to the Pacific Salmon Foundation based on every 
litre of gasoline sold at retail locations on Vancouver island, and for every litre of 
Nautilus Premium Marine Lubricant sold throughout British Columbia. 

Employees 
United Wav: Shell matches. dollar for dollar. contributions made to the United 
Way by Shell employees. Shell and its Calgary area employees have contributed 
more than 1 million dollars in donations per year tbr the last nvo years to United 
Way Calgac. 
United Wav-Davs of Carinp: Shell employees and retirees donate their time by 

giving -hands-on' assistance. in the form of volunteer hours. to United Way 
supported agencies. 

r Shell Communitv Senice Fund: This fund helps organizations where an 
employee. retiree. or marketing paruler regularly volunteers. With a minimum 
annual contribution of48 hours. the Shell volunteer's non-profit group can 
receive a grant of up to S1.OOO. 

In addition to funding the areas of the three E's. there are also 'regional contingency' 

budgets in which monies are available tci fund or provide help tbr things that do not tit 

within the Three E's profile. Some examples of this are the 1999 ice Storm where Shell 

donated $50.000 to the Red Cross. the recent flooding in blanitoba where Shelt donated 

S25.000. Forests Fires in B.C. where Shell has donated up to SlO.OOO. and the Ecoli 

water scare in Ontario where Shell donated a significant amount of support in the form of 

k gas coupons to local authorities. 

PanCanadian Petroleum Limitedi8 

Corporate Headquarters: Calgary, Alberta 

13 This information taken h m  PanCanadian's 1999 Community Repon as well as from the data from two 
interviews with Charline Boudreau of PanCanadian. 



Earnings: 5350   ill ion" 
Parent Company: No 

PanCanadian's president's message. which appeared in the PanCanadian 1999 

Community report states: 

'1-1 deeply rooted aspect oj'PanC'unadian s corporate clrlrzcre is a strong desire to make a 
difirence-borh in orrr work lives and in oiir personal lives. Thar 's why we srrpporr 
organizarions thur rvork erqv tiay to address [he challenges aflecring rhr qtrul i~ of life in 
our cornmrtnities. PunCunadian slrpporrs rhese organizarions becalisr wr jhrl rhrtr rhr 
work [he! do rorrches w oil. .Ind like these organizations. we take sociul responsibilir). 
seriotlsly " 

-David A. Tuer. President and CEO. PanCanadian Petroleum Limited 

PanCanadian's Corporate Sociai Responsibility profile is called their social vision and 

states that this vision "suides our actions in our relationships with all our communities 

fiom our investors to our neighbours". Their CSR practices are focused into four focus 

urrus: community and h i l y .  environment. creativity. and employment and education. 

.-It PanCanadian proposals for funding are directed to Charline Boudreau. Director. 

Cornmunip Investment in Corporate and Community Relations, who reviews such 

proposals and meets. every nvo months. with a committee represented by a broad section 

of the company. that decides upon which groups will receive b d i n g  dollars. .-Is there is 

no foundation at PanCanadian charitable donations are a business expense and when 

donated to a registered charity are tax deductible according to the charitable rules ofthe 

Income Tim Act. 

The following. referenced in accordance to PanCanadian's tbcus areas. outiines 

some of the organizations ~vhich PanCanadian currently supports: 

Community and Family 

I9 Based on PanCanadian's 1999.4nnual Repon 



> Children: Alberta Children's Hospital Foundation. Child Friendly Calgary. Child 
Witness Court Preparation Program, Special Olympics team Alberta. and Unice' 
; m: Calgary Center for Non-Profit Management. United Way of Calgary and 

Area and Young Women's Christian Association, 
> Familv: Alberta Adolescent Recovery Center. Comer Brook Canada Winter 

Games. Hospice Calgary. Parents and Children Together. South Fish Creek 
Recreation Complex. and Western Heritage Center. 

> Sdetv: .i\lberta Children's Hospital Foundation. Alberta Shock Trauma .Air 
Rescue Service. Bethany Care Society. Calgary Block Watch Council. Calgary 
Women's Emergency Shelter. and Children's Cottage Society. 

r Seniors: Calgary Seniors Resource Society 
; Wellness: Alzheimer Society of Calgary. Big Sister & Big Brothers Society of 

Calgav. C a l g q  Health trust. Canadian Breast Cancer Foundation. The Canadian 
Cancer Society. and the Canadian National institute for the Blind. 
; Youth: Cemllta Futures Foundation. and Wood's Homes. 

Environment 
i Conservation: Alberta Emerald Foundation for Environmental Excellence 

Education: Encompass Magazine. FEESA. An Environmental Education S o c i e ~ .  
Land Stewardship Centre. SEEDS Canada Foundation. and the SAIT. 

i Proiects: Alberta Ecotrust Foundation and the Parks Foundation Calgary. 

Creativity and innovation 
; Xns and Culture: .Alberta Ballet. Alberta Performing Stabilization Fund. 

.Alberta Theatre Projects. .Art Gallery of Calgary. Calgary Open Association. 
Decidedly Jazz Danceworks. Glenbow Museum. Quest Theatre. Theatre Calgary. 
Theatre Junction. and Wordfest: BantT4algary International Writers. 
Science and Tschnoloev: Calgary Science Center. Calgary Youth Science Fair 
Sociee. Petroleum Society of CIM. and the Science Alberta Foundation. 

Employment and Education 
r Education: .Athol Murray College of Notre Dame. Calgary Academy. Calgary 

.kts Partners in Education. Calgary Learning Centre. Calgary public Library. 
Farnous Five Foundation. Foothills Academy Society. Hull Child and family 
Services. Junior Achievement of Southern Alberta. Mount Roval College 
Foundation. Nickle .Arts Museum. SNT. University of Alberta. University of 
Calgary. and the University of Saskatchewan, 

r Em~lovment: Calgary Achievement Centre for Youth. Canadian Executive 
Service Organization. and Career Edge. 

In addition to finding these programs. PanCanadian will support initiatives that do 

not necessarily fall under one of the four focus areas. One such example is the Student's 

Choice A~vards. Although this program does not fall specifically within the four mas.  



Ms. Boudreau states chat it "speaks to the concept of lifelong Ieaming" and goes on to 

suggest that "we need to look beyond the dollars given or specific areas so that we cart 

see the larger scope of a relationship between a corporation and the community". 

Alberta Energy Corporation0 

Corporate Headquarters: Calgary, Alberta 
Earnings per year: S180 Million 
Parent Company: No 

Alberta Energy Corporation's position on CSR states that: 

"The cumpun! believes its commirmenr and prouctive upprouch--purmering through 
time trnd rrsolirc.es with employees. nrighbours und other brrsinesses-help to crrute und 
swtuin vihrunt comm~mities. Ci'brunt commzmiries contribrrte. in turn. to u nation's 
strength. Whik otrr rommrmi~ leodership is clearly evident in our domesric operutions. 
it is now e.rptmtling to cotmtries impacted by -4 EC 's internarionol business strutea " 

- 1999 AEC .Annual Report 

.At .Alberta Energy Corporation (.4EC). proposals for funding are directed to Marq.Ann 

Stean. .AEC's Corporate Relations Coordinator. who overlooks and determines which 

proposals tvill go to department meetings to meet tinal %ding decisions. For large 

donation requests. Ms. Stean must receive permission from the AEC's CEO. .4EC is a 

member of the Imugine Program. a non-profit initiative established by the Canadian 

C snue tbr Philanthropy. where corporations pledge to promote employee giving and 

volunteering and to meet the minimum standard of donating 1% of their pre-ta.. profits. 

(For further intbrmation on the Imagine Cumpuign see Chapter 8: Yon-Profit 

Organizations and the issue of Corporate Socid Responsibility). .At AEC. corporate 

donations focus on the four areas of Health & Wellness, Youth & Education. the 

'O Taken h m  Alberta Energy Corporarion's 1999 Annual Report and from two interviews with MayAnn 
Stean of Alberta Enetzy Corporation. 



Environment. and Community & Civic Development. While h d i n g  for programs that 

support these target areas come out of .4EC's corporate budget. there is a separate 'Go 

.4EC Charitable Fozmdation' where employee donations are matched. and then directed 

through the foundation. For exmpIe. if empioyees donate $300.000 to Go -4EC. the 

corporation  bill match that figure resulting in $600.000 in total conmbution. $300.000 

coming tiom employee donations and $300.000 coming from XEC's corporate budget. 

The following are programs which AEC supports: 

Health & Wellness 
k The Integrative Health Institute of Calgarv: Supporting a communirq.-based 

resource centre that promotes preventative initiatives tbr individual wellness 
;. The .Alberta Tobacco Reduction Alliance: Program support for an aggressive 

public Education campaign on the health risks of tobacco 
D..-1.R.E.: a province-\bide drug abuse awareness aimed at Gnde Six students 

Youth & Education 
r The Canada Wide Science Fair: .r\ national level science fair that brings together 

the top 400 out of 500.000 science students each year who entered science fair 
projects in schools across Canada. 

r The Manning .Awards: A program that recognizes. annually. the talent and 
innovation among young people. 

r Educational Partnershi~s: Partnerships with schools in operating regions that 
provide sxudent bursaries tbr the pursuit of post-secondary education in indusv- 
related disciplines. 

> Public Policv Forums tbr Youth: Through the Fraser Institute. a program that 
enables high school students to examine a broad range of current national issues. 

r Job Safetv Skills: .A unique high school safety p r o _ m .  developed by employees 
of XEC and other companies. which is now a part of the Alberta Education 
curriculum. 

Community & Civic Development 
--lboriginal Capacitv Buildinq: Aboriginal communities adjacent to AEC-s 
operations are a particular focus for the company's capacity building initiatives. 
.AEC works with community leaders investing in the development of prosrams 
that improve the capacity of Iocai people to help themselves. During the past Fear 
=\EC continued this initiative by atvarding contracts to Aboriginal ou-ned or 
partnered companies for on site services in Northern Alberta and Northeastern 
BC. and the h%T. .AEC seeks out opportunities to provide onsite job training. 



and continues to sponsor scholarships specifical1y for Aboriginal students 
pursuing oil and gas related studies. 

k Fundacion NanPaz (Road to Peacek: A capacity buiIdmg program in Ecuador. a 
community based. non-profit foundation focused on improving the economic and 
social welI bring of indigenous and migrant populations through innovative 
training program and economic self-supporting initiatives. 

Environment 
-AEC was awarded the Puturnayo Civil Order "Francisco de Paula Santander" for 
submission of an Environmental Impact Assessment in Columbia 
-.AEC was granted gold levei recogition tbr its 1998 VoIuntary Challenge Registry 
repon. which featured innovative ideas by employees to consme eners?; and reduce 
greenhouse emissions. 

D e e ~  Water Research Proiect: En .4zerbaijan. -4EC is participating \ k i t h  its project 
partners in an unprecedented deep-water research project to assess deep water 
ecological processes. biological conditions and the ecology of deep water 
petroleum seeps 

b Ombudsman ~roiect: .4EC created the industry's first oil and gas ombudsman to 
ensure concerns and complaints of the company's neighbouts were heard and 
resoived. 

r Peace River Airshed Studv: .GC commissioned a preliminary regional study on 
the peace river airshcd. the results of which have Ied to the establishment of a 
more tbrmaI air quality svduation involving industry. provincial and municipal 
governments. environmental and cornmunip based organizations. 

Nova Chemicals CorporationLL 

Corporate Headquarters: Calgae, Alberta 
Earnings per Year: S217 Mitlion (US) 
Parent Company: No 

Nova Chemicals Corporate Social Responsibility philosophy is: 

'-To give where [here ure barriers rofi11i purlicipation in sociee". 

Nova Chemicals is a responsible Care corporation and confbrms to the Imagine 

Program-s IOfi initiative. Nova Chemicals CSR practices are not specificdIy directed at 

" This information based on rwo interviews t conducted with Kathryn Ward of Nova ChernicaIs 
Corporation. 



target areas. rather they involve a variety of initiatives that include community support. 

employee participation. and Health and Education support. Kathryn Ward. Nova 

Chemicals Coordinator of Community Relations works with Nova Chemicals giving 

budget and manages the corponte-comrnunity partnerships that are fostered by Nova 

Chemicals. 

Some of the initiatives funded or supported by Nova Chemicals include: 

Health 
I. The Grace Hospital for Women 
r The Grace Women's Health Conference 
r The NOV.4 Grace mobile Health resources Truck. 

Education 
r The .\lbcrta Teacher's .Association 
r The Science ZOO0 conference. 

Community 
r .Annual support of the United Way of Calgary 

A partnership \kith the YWC.4 of Calgan; that promotes Women of Distinction 
.-iwards 

Employees 
Sova Chemicals matches employee donations to the Calgar?; United Way 

In addition. Nova Chemicals is involved in high school partnership programs in the 

Ca lgq .  area as well as being knot~n as a long time supporter of women's issues in 

Calgary. Furthermore. there are community development programs that are currently 

being developed in many of the communities in the Eastern United States where Nova 

Chemicals has operations. Because Nova Chemicals does not at present. put out an 

annual community report it is difficult to outline all of the CSR initiatives with which 

Yova Chemicals is involved. However. at this time Nova is in the process of developing 

a Community Relations Audit which will measure the impact of Nova Chemicals on the 



Corporate Headquarters: Calgary, Alberta 
Earnings per year: S97  illi ion" 
Parent Company: No 

Transrilta s social responsibilip philosophy states that: 

"It;! muke even. reasonable eflorr ro engage ortr srakrholders in a 
meunin.@tl diulo,qylre with rhe inrenr of seeking a long-term mlirrtally 
clgreeahle ourcomes. U.t, condrrcr our business erhicully und responsibly, 
wirh the best interests oj'olrr shareholders. employees. and ~.turomrrs in 
mind". 

-1999 TransAlta Sustainable Development Annual Repon 

Uhile actively involved in corporate donation activities. TransXlta does not approach the 

concept of CSR in terms of specific focus or target areas. Rather, Trans.4ltrl talks about 

stakeholder relations and the need to satisfv -*e diverse and ohen competing expectations 

of 3 growing number of important stakeholders" (see 1 999 Trans.AIta Sustainable 

Development .Annual Report). Incoming h d i n g  proposals are directed to Sue Tomney. 

Director of Communications. and are then decided upon via a committee basis. TransAlta 

does not operate with a foundation: therefore. corporate donations are considered a 

business sspense and can be witten off if given to a registered Canadian c h a r i ~ .  

Stakeholder Relations 

Community Relations1 Environment 

- - 

" - This information is based on an interview with Sue Tomney. TransAltaf director of Communicarions 
and h m  the 1999 TransAlta Sustainable Development Annual Repon. 
Based on TransAlta's 1999 Sustainable Development 1999 Repon 



> Wabamun Lake Owrating Area: TransrUta holds pubiic consultation forums and 
stakeholder meetings. in which they communicate future plans. answer questions. 
identifs. concerns. and develop solutions in the fakeshore communities. the Paul 
band and community p u p s  such as the North and South Wabarnun Community 
Relations Committee. Wabamun Lake Public .4dvisory Groups. and the 
Committee on Keephills Environment. 

r The Wabamun Lake Public Advison. Group {PAG): TransAlta supported the P.4G 
by supplying a facilitator. administrative supporr, funding for advice From 
reputable scientists. md community outreach materials and programs such as 
newsletters. surveys. and open-house events. The P.4G made four 
recommendations that TransAlta is acting upon which include: X watershed 
management plan led by Aiberta Environment. a water treatment plant expansion. 
shoreline maintenance. and weed harvesting. - 

r Hvdro Oacrations: TransALta meets with interested stakeholders in Saskatchewan 
communities where they have operations. Such meetings take the form of 
individuaI or group meetings and consider the impact of TransXlta's hydroelectric 
operations on the surrounding communities. 

.Aboriginal Relations 
7 .Aboriginal Relations Policies: 

1 .  .Aboriginal communities and Aboriginal people are key customers. 
suppliers. stakeholders and associates and are important to business 

2. TransAIta approaches such relationships as Iearning relationships 
3. TransXItn approaches such relationships with openness, respect and uust: 
4. Trans.Altrt beiievcs that its reiationships with Aboriginal people and 

communities \\ill be strengthened through a commitrnenr to open dialogue. 
comrninsd listening. being sensitive to concerns. and addressing those 
concerns in a timely and proactive manner. 

5. Trms.Alta believes it is essential to honour the distinctiveness of AboriginaI 
pople and communities when developing plans and policies: 

6. Trans.4lta believes that XboriginaI communities are interested in 
developing relationships based on clearly identified mutual benetits and 
m: 

7. Trans.4Ita believes that the -4boriginal popuIation should be fairly - 
represented in their workforce and protides appropriate opportunities and 
support by proactively implementing initiatives to improve smplo).ment 
and business oppmmities lithin TransAlta for .Aboriginal individuais. 

r Donations and Scholarshi~s: tn 1999 TransXIta donated more than $57.000 to 
Aboriginal communities and awarded 19.500 in scholarships to Aboriginal 
students. 

r Ernplocment' In-House Seminars: TransrUta operates a millvr-ri@t apprenticeship 
p m z m .  an .Aboriginal emplo!ment infbrmation database. and the Ahri-ghai 
Educational -Awards Program. -4s weli. TransAlta offers in-house Aboriginal 
.Awareness seminars designed to help employees understand the issues and 
concerns of Abori-einal peoples and to enhance employees' atvareness and 
appreciation of cultural differences. - 



Corporate Donations and Sponsorships 

Environment/ Education 
> Proilrct Planet Challenge: h environmental initiative. endorsed by Wayne 

Gredcy. which challenges children across XIberta to come up with innovative 
ideas to improve their local environment. 

> Wabamun Lake ProvinciaI Park: TransAlta and Alberta Environment put the final 
touches on a unique partnership between the provincial government and the private 
sector that will see TransAlta manage the day-use mas of Wabarnun Lake 
Provincial Park tbr the next tive years. 

i. Environrnentai Research and Teaching: In 1999. TransAlta donated $3 16.5000 in 
support of environmental research and teaching to the University of Calgary, the 
LTniversity of -4lberta. Queen's University and the BantTCenue tbr Management. 

Employee Volunteerism 
i St. Monica's School Partnership: TransAlta employees donate hundreds of hours 

of volunteer time evm year to work with the children of this inner city Calgary 
school. Their time and devotion help these students receive much needed one on 
one instruction that would othenvise nut be possible. 

r Proiects Organized \-ith Energetic Retirees ( PO\A;ERI: TransXIta retirees logged 
over 5.000 hours ofvolunteer rime in 1999. Thanks to this dedicated group. 900 
families received 14.000 pounds of fresh vegctabIcs in the retirees' cornmuniry 
garden. 

Arts/Culture 
Fringe Theatre Adventures: TransAlta and the FT.\ ivelcorned more than 450.000 
guests to pcrfbrmances from the 140 international theatre companies that 
converged on Edmonton for the 1999 Fringe festival. 

Community 
r United Wav: Trans.Alta matches employee donations to the United Way. 

TransXlta received the United Way's award of esce1lencr for best overall 
emplo>ee campaign in the city. In the Alberta capital region. TransiUta received 
recognition inchding m-o gold awards for h i g h s  average gift per employee and 
employes participation nte. 

r Wildliehts: TransAlta's wildlights helped the C d g q  Zoo reach an attendance 
milestone in 1999-the one millionth visitor came through the gates in December 
during n-ildlights. 

r TransAlta c o m u n i n  mnsformers Act (T.4CT): Formed in I999. TACT is a 
s o u p  of T m r U t a  employees who voIunteer to heIp the company direct locd - 
community investment in Wabamun area communities. 



Corporate Headquarters: Calgary, Alberta 
Earnings per Year: S187.5  illi ion^ 
Parent Company: No 

Suncor's social responsibility philosophy states: 

'-Stmcor is committed to maintaining and improving the quolin of lye in 
society. particulur[r in communities where its employees \$ark and live. 
This commitment inclrides investing in communities. encouraging 
emploj.ee voltmreerism cnrl building rnuruall~ benejicial relationships with 
stakeholders-" 

-1999 Suncor Progess Repon on Environment. Health and Safep. and Social Rcsponsibili~ 

Unlike in the previous company protiles. Suncor directs its corporate donation activities 

exclusively through its corporate foundation. the Suncor Energy Foundation ISEF) (see 

Chapter Six for a discussion of the dit'fsrences benveen giving through a foundation or 

via business expense). which was established in 1998. Marie Stevens is the Director of 

Cornmunit\. Relations for Suncor. as well as being the Manager of the SEF. Proposals 

for funding we sent to and reviewed by Ms. Stevens: however. decisions regardine 

proposals that exceed 25.000 must be overseen by the nine-member Board of Directors of 

the SEF. 

According to the 1999 Suncor Progress Repon on Environment, Health and 

Sa>n.  and Social Responsibilip. the SEF donates 30?'0 of its _ m t s  to education. 30% to 

the environment. and -109'0 to the cornmunip. The follo~ving outlines some of the specific 

CSR initiatives with which Suncor has been involved: 

Education 

'I This information based on one interview with Marie Stevens. Suncor's Director of Community 
Investment and Manager of the Suncor E n e q  Foundation. as well as from the I999 Suncor Progress 
Report on Environment Health and Safety. and Social Responsibility. 
-<  - Based on the Suncor I999 P r o p s  report on Environment and Safety. and Social Responsibili@. 



'i The Next Generation: A government-industry program that promotes trades as 
career choices in Alberta schoois. 
; The Universitv of Calgarv's Cowrate  Environmental Management Program: 

Offering _mduate students an opportunity to study how business can improve 
environmental performance while maintaining competitiveness. 

> The Sustainable Enternrise Xcademv at York Universitv: This program educates 
executives about the principies and practices of sustainable development. 
; College Su~vort: The Suncor Educational Technology Centre at Keyano College, 

Fort b lcb lmy:  the Investing in Futures capital campaign for Mount Royal 
College. Calgary 

i The Climate Change Teacher Suoport Program: .An Alberta based initiative 
sponsored in collaboration with FEESX. an Environmental Education society. and 
the Pembina Institute for .Appropriate development. 
; BI0C.Q Pro~ram: Support for Queen's University's BI0C.Q program which 

identifies and tests greenhouse reduction strategies. such as the potential use of 
Canada's biosphere as an enhanced carbon sink. 

Environmental 
The Pembina Institute for ,4ooropriats Develo~ment's Eco-et'tlcient 
Communities Initiative in Alberta: Program Support. 

> Earth Dav: Trcc Planting .Activities. 
r Middle Island: Financial Support to the Nature Consenancy of Canada's 

purchase of Middle Island. a lbildlife habitat in Ontario. 

Community 
i United Wav: In 1998. Suncor employees and the SEF donated $500.000 to the 

United Way 
r The Northem Liehts Regiond Health Centre: In 1999. the SEF gave a $250.000 

donation to The Xorthem Lights Regional Health Centre to help assist the haspita1 
in sening Fort ~IcbIurny's g r o ~ i n g  popuiation. 

* Suncor suppons other cornmunip investments in areas where they have operations: 
however these were not document in the report. 

Employee Volunteerism 
r Emvlovee donations tkom rhe Samia: used to support a local women's shelter and 

to assist victims of Hurricane Mitch. 
Toronto Food B d s :  Tomnto area smpbyees donated time at and money to local 
hodbanks 

i j3IC.A carno: Alberta area smpioyees helped to renovate a Fort MeMurray 
rn1C.A camp. 

i United Wav's Davs of Caring: Calgary area staff constructed wheelchair ramps as 
part of the United Ulay's Days of Caring pro-gram in Calgary. 

i We Care Connection: Funded by the SEF and established as a pilot project in 
Calgary. this p r o _ m  encourages employees to volunteer time to community 



projects. The SEF aim -mts Funds to charities to whom employees volunteer 
time. 

Diversity in the Workplace 

"Stmcor r.ult~es rhe strengrh that divei-siq of rhorrght, perspective. culture. und 
rulenr can add ro its b~csiness. f ie  cornpan). strives to achieve a rt.or&rcr char is 
representative of'the labolir marker and appropriate io local. regional, or 
norional interests. " 

-1 999 Suncor Progress Repon on Environmsnt Health and Safety. and Social Rcsponsibilip 

i Ern~lo~mmnt Esuitv: tn 1997. Suncor conducted an external audit of i~s  employment 
equity practices. 

.Aboriginal Peoples 

-Sitncvr seeh ro tier-elop srrong relarivmhips rvirh irs neighbors. including 
regional aboriginal commrtnirirs. The cornpun). helierrs responsible dcvelopmenr 
uj*f'mrrg. resotircrs nttlst take into urcolmr their needy und e.rpecrutions. " 

-1999 Suncor Progress Report on Environment. Health and Safery. and Social Rrsponsibilip 

Kehewin Cree Nation: In 1998. Suncor-s E&P business and the Kehewin Cree 
Nation initiated a mining program at the Burnt Lake heavy oil project at Cold 
Lake, Alberta. Participants in the prosram \bil l  gain valuable experience working 
at the plant while receiving oppormnities to become qdified steam opentors. 

i .Aboriginal Business Develo~ment Committee: .In initiative which looks for 
oppomurities at Oil Sands to increase h e  totai value of aboriginal business 
contracts while ensuring the company receives qualiv and cost-effective goods 
and senices. 

Imperial Oils 

Corporate Headquarters: Toronto, Ontario 
Earnings per Year: SS82 

" This information based on one meeting with Imperial Oil's Bstrbara Hegduk. and from the tmperial Oil 
Charitable Foundation information manual. as well as the Spring ZOO0 Imperid Oil Rerim- 



Parent Company: No 

Imperial Oil puts out a comprehensive corporate giving pamphlet which states that: 

--4t Inzperial Oil. contributing to communities has been a way of life for 
over a centtiry . . . IG know that contriburing to worrhrvhile catlses great[?: 
enriches commttnin 1q.i and thrit a prospering communie creates. in nirn. 
u positive climate jor business. Imperial's suc~-ess depends on how 
effectivel?: the company respond to the r.rpectariom of rhe millions of 
C'LInadiuns who have u direct or indirecr srake in the company. and 
Cmudiuns expect companies like Imperiul to make a posiiive contribution 
to the brouder lye of their commrrnities. " 

-Imperial Oil Pamphlet titled "Imperial Oil Charitable Foundation: A Tradition of 
Giving" 

Imperial Oil donations practices are cmied out through the Imperial Oil Charitable 
Foundation. which was created in 1994. [mperial's Corporate donations are directed to 
the follo\ving areas: 

Edl~curion Grutzts-which account tbr 5j0/b of donations. support programs hilt 
enhance science. math. and technology skills. particularly those aimed at young children 
or that enhance teacher skills in those mas.  Donations to universities are aimed at 
supporting prognms that relate specitically to Imperial's business activities. One 
example is the Let 's Talk Science program. which. in partnership mith Western 
Cniversity and tbunded in 1996. supports sponsorship of workshops that emphasize the 
importance of science in elementap schools in Ontario and Quebec. This program 
recently won the .\lichael Smith crtvard for outstanding recognition. 

C'ommzinin .-lctiviries-which make up 3096 of donations. include health. social 
senices. and civic causes. Donations in this area are aimed at supporting cornmunip- 
based programs which enhance the quality of life in communities in \vhich the compan! 
has employees. Imperial's donations in this area included a srrong degree of support to 
the U ~ t e d  Way. Included in this focus area is a l'olunteer Imolvement Program in 
which Imperial supports the volunteer stTom of employees by providing cash -gats to 
organizations in which emplovees. retirees. and their spouses volunteer. 

.4rts and Citltttre Programs-which make up 15'6 of donations. include support for arts 
and culnual activities in those communities where Imperial Oil has employees. 

- - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - 
- Based on Imperial Oil's 1999 Annual report (online): httpr' ~wtv.imperialoil.ca/. 



The Imperial Oil Charitable Foundation limits its donations to organizations which are 

registered charities. and specifies that all proposals for donations must be made in writing 

and must be submitted on a yearly basis for review. 

Canadian Hunter E~ploration Ltd. 

Corporate Headquarters: Calgarv, Alberta 
Earnings per year; 568.5  illi ion' 
Parent Company: No 

Canadian Hunter's vision statement states that: 

"Cunadiun Htmrer will be u spirited und enrrepreneuriul leader in otrr 
i n d ~ r s q  R'e will meer und exceed rhe e.rpecrurions ojour shareholders. 
our ernp1o~ec.s und otrr comm~miries. " 

-Canadian Hunter Exploration Ltd: Corporate Mission Statement 

\k'hilr Canadian Hunter does not have a public document that talks about CSR. their 

mission statement information sheet does suggest that Canadian Hunter is involved in 

CSR initiatives. Canadian Hunter's information sheet smes that: 

For our Emploj.ees we will: 

Provide opportunities for personal and professional growth through challenging work. learning. and 
education. 

Reward successful performance. 
Be a contident. eneyetic. well managed a d  considerate company. 

For ozrr comrntrnirirs we ~c.ill: 

Operate safe wd environmentally sound programs 
Escrcise and encourage outstanding levels of community responsibilin; and involvement. 
Conduct our bwintss and community relationships with respect and inteyin-. 

.According to Ron Olson. Canadian Hunter's manager of insurance and projects. 

Canadian Hunter does not operate with a structured donations package. However. 

" Based on Investor Relations section of the Canadian. Hunter Website: 
hm; w~~w.chel.com, invest firsthtml. 



Canadian Hunter has been actively involved in corporate giving since as early as 1973. 

There was never a giving committee: rather. donations related decisions were made by 

one or nvo of the corporation's senior executives. At present. such decisions are made by 

Canadian Hunter president and CEO, Steve Savidant: manager of insurance and projects. 

Ron Olson. and the director of Human Resources. Proposals for donations must be made 

in ~k-riting and according to Ron Olson. donations are generally made to communities in 

which Hunter maintains business operations. There are no mteg ic  groups or tbcus areas 

for giving: however. Hunter's donations can be broken down into the t'olloning 

categories: 

Education 3 j 0  o 

Health 3 O . a  

Social Causes 2 3 O 0  

Cultunl Events 
Cornmunit). md Civic Causes 10ab 

.-Ilrhough there is no documented list of organizations \\;ith whom Hunter is involved Mr. 

Olson did suggest that Hunter's previous president and current chairman of the board has 

been a longtime supporter of women's issues in Calgary and Hunter has held a strong 

parulership with the C a I g q  Emergency Women's shelter for over five Fears. .And. in 

addition. Hunter has an established employee voiunteering program within their 

corpontion. where employers may volunteer on company time and in which Hunter will 

eive in-kind donations (such as budding supplies) in order to help with volunteer projects - 
that employees are involved with. 



Corporate Donations: Tax Implications 

Oil and gas industry corporations structure their corporate donations in two ways: 

giving through a private corporate foundation. or nTiting donations oKas Iegitimate 

business expenses. In both cases. to be eligible for tau t;rtts-ot'fs. donations mrtsr be 

made to an organization that is registered as a Cunadian charirq: under Revenue 

Canada's designation 

Corporations are not legally obligated to donate dollars to federally registered 

charities: holvever. as suggested above- to receive the m.u credit. such donations must be 

made to a fedcnlly registered charity. Furthermore. 3 chariublc: donation can be carried 

fonvard into the nest t ~ u  year whereas a non-charitable donation cannot. 

In terns of donations that are given through the corporation as a business 

expense. assuming that such donations are made to a federalIy registered charitable 

organization, t a ~  credits, under Canadian Tau Lalv. are cdcuiated in the follotving 

i Donations of 5200 or less reduce basic f eded  taxes by 1794 of the amount 
donated. 

r Donation amounts above $200 reduce basic federal taxes by 29% of the amount 
donated. 

; Provincial income mues are cdcuiated as a percentage of basic federal taxes. so 
the t'sderal tau credit reduces provincial income wes .  too (except in Quebec. 
rrhrrr donarions ger a separaie provincial tar credit. ) 

" This information comes tiom Voluntary Roundtable rvebsite via the Canadian Center for Philanthropy's 
website Iink http: uuu .cco.ca infomrtriomdocummts cd3.htm which posed the Canadian Voluntary 
Roundtable's pamphlet entitled -HOW to Save .Cfonqr- by Giving it dwq". 



> Federal and provincial surtaxes are also cdculated as a percentage of basic federal 
taxes. which hrther increases the vdue of the tau credit for charitable donations. 

; The tau break for charitable donations is a credit. not a deduction from taxable 
income - it's subtracted directly From your taxes. 

It is also important to address some important changes in Federal Tax Law that occurred 

in the 1997 federal budget. The 1997 budget included an increase in the income 

threshold for claiming donations ha t  rose from 10% to 75% of annual income. and a 

reduction by half in the capital gains tau on gifts to charities of publicly traded securities. 

\+%at this means is that corporations could now donate up to 75% of their annual income. 

and. 3s well. the capital gains tau that corporations must pay on sales of publicly traded 

securities are decreased by half if they are donated to a federally registered charitable 

organization. 

When giving through a foundation the same tau wite off rates apply. although the 

way in which tau receipts are collected and accounted for are different for foundations 

than in the case of a business expense. Unlike in a business expense donation. donations 

through a tbundation must be given to a federally registered charity-the foundation 

cannot choose to give to an organization that is not registered as a charity. In addition. 

tiorn a financial standpoint. there are major advantages to giving through a foundation 

that do not come into play for business Like charitable business donations. a 

foundation's donations can be carried fonvard into the next tax year to maximize the 

receipt of tau credits. Furthermore. unlike in the case of a business. foundations are only 

'O This information comes tiom an interview I conducted with Geoqe Jones. QC, a corporate tau lawyer 
atEliated with Jones Emery Inc. a Victoria British Columbia based law furn. 



iegally required to spend 4.5% oftheir annual income on charitable activities." What 

this means is that a foundation can use the remaining 95.594 of their income to increase 

their gro\\;th which nil1 result in increased h d s  ro give away in ensuing years. 

Theoretically a foundation cart grow itself like a business without paying tax and only 

having to spend a minute percentage of its income on charitable activities. This generates 

a higher amount of income to give away and in turn creates increased publicity for a 

given hundation. - 

; l Juhnson. Patrick. 1997. E'resenra~ion to the House o f  Commons Standing Committee on Finance. 
Ontario: Canadian Centre for Philanthropy: 
hap: ~ v ~ v ~ ~ . c c p . c a ,  intormation Ieal  rczulaton proposed chanzes tincttrr.hun. 



APPENDIX C: 

Making Your Presence Felt: Marketplace ~easuremenr" 

How do you measure it? Managed properly. corporate social responsibility should add to 
the key performance indicators for the business. If it has the opposite effect. the 
company's approach is not sustainable. A poorly performing company may strive to be 
socially responsible but enforced downsizing operations will produce a much higher 
negative impact on society. 

The days when all a business had to do rvas to be profitable are now long gone. But it 
remains true that a truly socially responsible company is. above all. a profitable one. 
Certain impact measures are more appropriate for some companies than for others. but. 
taking legal compliance as read. there is a range of basic measures that are widely 
applicable: 

Checklist of impact indicators 

i t I I 
Level 1 i Level 2 I Level 3 I 

I ; Companies Just beginning to j r Companies Wishing to Move 
I Measure Progress 

-. 
'- Taken from hm: \s\v\v.businrtss-irnoact.0~ bi impact areas mrasurino market-cfm Business In The 
Comrnunit);'~ Web Guide to SociaI responsibility. 

Companies Aiming at Funher 
! 

I Complamts about late pa)ment I Rovision for Customers with Perception of the Company as a : 
of Bills i : Spec~al nerds 1 Desirable Commercial Partner , 

! ! 

Upheld Cases of Anti- I Average Time to Pay Bills To 
Competitive Behavtour j Suppliers 

I 
i 

I I 

i Exm ales gained attributable to 1 
social polick cause-related 1 
marketing 

I beyond A Basic Commitment 

Key Principles: 1ntegit:-. Transparency. Sincerity. Munral respect. Partnership. blutual 
benetit. 

Improvement of their i 
! ! I performance I 

4 
I 

1 Number of Customer I Customer Satisfaction I The Social Costs of Core ~ 
I Complaints Re: Products and I benetioServices I 

j Services t 
I I 

i ! Advertising Complaints ! Customer retention Customer loyalty i 

1 Upheld? I 1 
! i 




